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Agent-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm introduced roughly thirty years ago as an approach to problems in Artificial Intelligence (AI). An agent is a piece of software that can perceive its environment (e.g., through sensors) and act upon that environment (e.g., through actuators). A cognitive agent is a specific type of agent that executes a decision cycle in which it processes events and selects actions based on cognitive notions such as beliefs and goals. Often, multiple agents are used, which is referred to as a multi-agent system (MAS). MAS is generally advertised an approach to handling problems that require multiple problem solving methods, multiple perspectives, and multiple problem solving entities.

Tools and techniques for the programming of cognitive agents need to be based on the underlying agent-oriented paradigm, which is a significant challenge, as unlike more traditional paradigms, they should for example take into account that agents execute a specific decision cycle and operate in non-deterministic environments. Therefore, in this thesis, we take existing AOP theories a step further by designing tools for the development of cognitive agent programs with an explicit focus on usability. Each development tool we propose is extensively evaluated on hundreds of (novice) agent programmers. In the context of AOP, the process of detecting, locating and correcting mistakes in a computer program, known as debugging, is particularly challenging. As large part of the effort of a programmer consists of debugging a program, efficient debugging is an essential factor for both productivity and program quality. In this thesis, we contribute both to the process of locating mistakes in agent programs as well as the process of identifying misbehaviour of an agent in the first place.

First, we propose a source-level debugger design for cognitive agents aimed at providing a better insight into the relationship between program code and the resulting behaviours. We identify two different types of breakpoints specifically for agent programming: code-based and cycle-based. The former are based on the structure of an agent program, whereas the latter are based on an agent’s decision cycle. We propose design steps for designing a debugger for cognitive agents; by using the syntax and decision cycle of an agent programming language, a set of pre-defined breakpoints and the flow between them can be determined in a structured manner, and represented in a stepping diagram. Based on such a diagram, features such as user-defined breakpoints, visualization of the execution flow, and state inspection can be handled. We provide a design for the GOAL and Jason programming languages, as well as a full implementation for GOAL, and argue that our approach can be applied to other agent programming languages.

Next, we propose an automated testing framework for cognitive agents. We identify a minimal set of temporal operators that enable the specification of test conditions. We show that the resulting test language is sufficiently expressive for
detecting all failure types of an existing taxonomy of failures for cognitive agents. We also introduce an approach for specifying test templates that supports programmers in writing tests for their agents. The proposed test language is minimal in the sense that only two temporal operators are provided. We show by analysing different agent program samples that the language is nevertheless sufficient for detecting failures in cognitive agent programs. An implementation of the proposed framework for the GOAL agent programming language serves as a prototype for evaluation and as an example for other agent programming languages.

Moreover, we show that for AOP back-in-time debugging, a technique that facilitates debugging by moving backwards in time through a program’s execution, is possible in practice. We design a tracing mechanism for efficiently storing and exploring agent program runs. We are the first to demonstrate that this mechanism does not affect program runs by empirically establishing that the same tests succeed or fail. This is in stark contrast with previous work in different paradigms, in which the overhead caused by tracing is so large that the technique cannot be effectively used in practice. Usability is supported by a trace visualization method aimed at allowing developers of cognitive agents to more effectively locate mistakes.

Finally, cognitive agents specifically require a connector to their target environment. However, connecting agents with an environment that puts strict real-time constraints on the responsiveness of agents, requires coordination at different levels, and requires complex reasoning about long-term goals under a high level of uncertainty is not a trivial task. In this thesis, we therefore present a design approach for creating connectors for cognitive agent technology to complex environments, illustrated by a case study of such a connector that provides full access to the game StarCraft: Brood War. A major challenge that is addressed is to ensure corresponding cognitive agents can be programmed at a high level of abstraction whilst simultaneously allowing sufficient variety in strategies to be implemented. The viability of the approach is demonstrated by multiple large-scale practical uses of the StarCraft connector, resulting in a varied set of competitive AI systems.

We contribute to the field of developing cognitive agents by empirically investigating the needs of developers of cognitive agents in effectively engineering solutions to AI problems. We introduce design methods for the creation of source-level debuggers, automated testing frameworks, back-in-time debuggers, and cognitive connectors; all vital tools for engineering MAS. Each tool is implemented in the GOAL agent platform, making sure the proposed design approaches are feasible in practice and serving both as a prototype for use in evaluations as well as an open-source example for the developers of other AOP solutions. We believe this work enhances the potential of demonstrating the added value of cognitive agents. First, empowering developers of cognitive agents to effectively debug and test their systems should enhance their potential willingness to employ these technologies. Second, providing developers with a design approach for developing efficient cognitive connectors to complex environments allows AOP to be actually employed for engineering large-scale complex distributed systems. Finally, our empirical results provide concrete examples of the potential of AOP.
Samenvatting

Agentgeoriënteerd programmeren (AOP) is een programmeerparadigma dat ongeveer dertig jaar geleden is geïntroduceerd als een aanpak voor problemen in de Kunstmatige Intelligentie (AI). Een agent is een stuk software dat zijn omgeving kan waarnemen (bv. met sensoren) en in die omgeving kan acteren (bv. door te bewegen). Een cognitieve agent is een specifieke soort agent die een beslissingscyclus uitvoert waarin gebeurtenissen worden verwerkt en acties worden geselecteerd op basis van cognitieve noties als kennis en doelen. Vaak worden meerdere agenten gebruikt, wat een multi-agent systeem (MAS) wordt genoemd. MAS wordt over het algemeen geadverteerd als een aanpak voor problemen die meerdere probleempoossingsmethoden, meerdere perspectieven, en meerdere probleemoplossende entiteiten nodig hebben.

Hulpmiddelen en technieken voor het programmeren van cognitieve agenten moeten gebaseerd zijn op het onderliggende agentgeoriënteerde paradigma, wat een grote uitdaging is in verhouding met traditionelere paradigma doordat agenten een specifieke beslissingscyclus uitvoeren en in niet-deterministische omgevingen opereren. In dit proefschrift gaan we daarom een stap verder met bestaande AOP-theorieën door hulpmiddelen voor het ontwikkelen van cognitieve agentprogramma’s te ontwerpen met een focus op bruikbaarheid. Elke ontwikkeltool die wij voorstellen is uitgebreid geëvalueerd op honderden (beginnende) agentprogrammeurs. In de context van AOP is met name het proces van het detecteren, lokaliseren en corrigeren van fouten in een computerprogramma (‘debugging’) een uitdaging. Omdat een groot deel van de inzet van een programmeur bestaat uit het debuggen van programma’s is efficiënt debuggen een essentiële factor voor zowel productiviteit als kwaliteit. In dit proefschrift dragen we zowel aan het proces van het opsporen van fouten in agentprogramma’s als het proces van het identificeren van verkeerde gedragingen van een agent bij.

Als eerste stellen we een ontwerp van ‘source-level debugger’ voor cognitieve agenten voor, gericht op het geven van een beter inzicht in de relatie tussen programmacode en het resulterende gedragingen. We identificeren twee verschillende soorten breakpoints die specifiek zijn voor agentprogrammeren: op basis van code en op basis van de cyclus. De eerste zijn gebaseerd op de structuur van een agentprogramma, terwijl de andere zijn gebaseerd op de beslissingscyclus van een agent. We stellen ontwerpstappen voor het ontwerpen van een debugger voor cognitieve agenten voor; door de syntaxis en de beslissingscyclus van een agentprogrammeertaal te gebruiken kan een set van voorgedefinieerde ‘breakpoints’ en de loop daartussen op een gestructureerde manier worden bepaald en gerepresenteerd in een diagram. Op basis van een dergelijk diagram kunnen functionaliteiten als door de gebruiker bepaalde breakpoints, visualisaties van de executieflow en inspectie van de programmatoestand worden afgehandeld. We bieden ontwerpen voor de
Samenvatting

agentprogrammeertalen GOAL en Jason aan, samen met een volledige implementatie voor GOAL, en beargumenteren dat onze aanpak ook op andere agentprogrammeertalen kan worden toegepast.

Vervolgens stellen we een ‘framework’ voor het automatisch testen van cognitieve agenten voor. We identificeren een minimale set van temporele operatoren voor waarmee test condities kunnen worden gespecificeerd. We laten zien dat de hieruit voortvloeiende testtaal voldoende expressief is voor het detecteren van alle defecten uit een bestaande taxonomie voor defecten van cognitieve agenten. We introduceren ook een aanpak voor het specificeren van testsjablonen die programmeurs ondersteunen bij het schrijven van tests voor agenten. De voorgestelde testtaal bevat slechts twee temporele operatoren. We laten met verschillende voorbeelden van agentprogramma’s zien dat de testtaal toereikend is voor het detecteren van defecten in agentprogramma’s. Een implementatie van het voorgestelde framework voor de agentprogrammeertaal GOAL dient als een prototype voor evaluaties en als een voorbeeld voor andere agentprogrammeertalen.

We laten verder zien dat ‘terug-in-de-tijd’ debuggen, een techniek waarbij debuggen wordt gefaciliteerd door terug te gaan in de executie van een programma, in de praktijk mogelijk is met AOP. We ontwerpen een traceringsmechanisme voor het efficiënt opslaan en verkennen van executies van agentprogramma’s. We zijn de eerste die laten zien dat dit mechanisme de uitvoering van programma’s niet beïnvloedt door empirisch vast te stellen dat dezelfde tests slagen of mislukken. Dit is sterk in contrast met eerder werk in andere paradigma’s waarbij de overhead van het traceren zo groot is dat de techniek niet effectief in de praktijk kan worden gebruikt. De bruikbaarheid wordt gefaciliteerd door een visualisatiemethode voor getraceerde executies, gericht op het effectief opsporen van fouten door ontwikkelaars van cognitieve agenten.

Cognitieve agenten hebben specifiek een ‘connector’ met hun doelomgeving nodig. Het is echter geen triviale taak om agenten te verbinden met een omgeving die strikte realtime responsivenees (het vermogen om gelijk te doen wat wordt gewenst) van de agenten eist, waarbij er op verschillende niveaus gecoördineerd moet worden en waarbij er complexe redeneringen over lange-tijds doelstellingen met een hoog niveau van onzekerheid nodig zijn. In dit proefschrift presenteren we daarom een ontwerpmethode voor het maken van connectoren voor cognitieve agent technologie en complexe omgevingen, geïllustreerd met een case study van zo’n connector met volledige toegang tot het spel StarCraft: Brood War. Een belangrijke uitdaging die wordt aangepakt is het verzekeren dat bijbehorende cognitieve agenten op een hoog niveau van abstractie kunnen worden geprogrammeerd terwijl tegelijkertijd een voldoende variëteit in strategieën geïmplementeerd kunnen worden. De uitvoerbaarheid van de aanpak wordt gedemonstreerd door de grootschalige inzet van de StarCraft connector in meerdere praktijksituaties, wat resulteerde in een gevarieerd set van competitieve AI-systeem.

We leveren een bijdrage aan het veld van het ontwikkelen van cognitieve agenten door de behoeften van de ontwikkelaars van cognitieve agenten bij het effectief oplossen van AI-problemen empirisch te onderzoeken. We introduceren ontwerpmethodes voor het maken van source-level debuggers, frameworks voor automa-
tische tests, terug-in-de-tijd debuggers en cognitieve connectoren; stuk voor stuk essentiële hulpmiddelen voor het ontwikkelen van MAS. Elke ontwikkeltool is geëxecuteerd in het GOAL-platform voor agenten, waarmee we garanderen dat de voorgestelde ontwerpmethodes in de praktijk uitvoerbaar zijn en welke zowel als prototype voor evaluaties functioneren als 'open-source' voorbeeld voor de ontwikkelaars van andere AOP oplossingen. We geloven dat dit werk het potentieel voor het demonstreren van de toegevoegde waarde van cognitieve agenten versterkt. Ten eerste, door ontwikkelaars van cognitieve agenten in staat te stellen om hun systemen effectief te debuggen en testen zou hun potentiële bereidheid om deze technieken in te zetten moeten verbeteren. Ten tweede, door ontwikkelaars te voorzien van een ontwerpmode voor het ontwikkelen van efficiënte cognitieve connectoren kan AOP daadwerkelijk worden ingezet om complexe gedistribueerde systemen te maken. Als laatste geven onze empirische concrete voorbeelden van de potentie van AOP.
Nowadays, when a programmer sets out to create a piece of software, he or she can choose from over 700 'non-esoteric' programming languages like Java, Python, C++, and many others [1]. Adequately solving a programming problem requires choosing a language that facilitates the use of the right concepts in the context of that problem. Any programming language can be classified into one or more paradigms. A programming paradigm is an approach to programming that makes use of a specific set of concepts that is aimed at solving certain kinds of problems [2]. Object-oriented programming and functional programming are examples of well-known programming paradigms.

In this thesis, we focus on one such paradigm: agent-oriented programming (AOP). Introduced roughly thirty years ago as a programming paradigm [3], AOP is an approach to problems in Artificial Intelligence (AI) that is centred around the concept of an agent. We take the definition of Russell and Norvig [4] here, as also illustrated in Figure 1.1, in that an agent is a piece of software that can perceive its environment (e.g., through sensors) and act upon that environment (e.g., through actuators). An agent generally does not require (constant) human guidance or intervention, and operates in an environment (either real or simulated) in which other processes take place and other agents exist. A specific type of (software) agent is a cognitive agent [5]. Cognitive agents execute a decision cycle in which they process events and derive a choice of action from their beliefs and goals (see also in Figure 1.1). The cognitive notions like beliefs and goals, often grouped in a so-called cognitive state (also: mental state), stem from the Belief Desire Intention (BDI) philosophy of Bratman [6].

Often, multiple (co-operate) agents are used to solve problems, which is referred to as a multi-agent system (MAS). Multi-agent systems are generally advertised as an approach to handling problems that require multiple problem solving methods, multiple perspectives, and/or multiple problem solving entities [8]. AOP

---

1Although the term 'BDI agent' is also often used in literature, we use 'cognitive agent' here as it represents a more generic type of agent (of which BDI agents are a subtype).
1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: A schematic overview of key concepts in (cognitive) AOP is shown on the left; a typical agent decision cycle is shown on the right. Both are from the GOAL agent programming language [7].

offers an alternative to other approaches for engineering complex distributed systems [9, 10]. Applications of MAS are reported in diverse areas such as logistics and manufacturing, telecommunication, aerospace, e-commerce, and defence by Müller and Fischer [11]. An (early) industrial paper [12] even states that “In a wide range of complex business applications ... BDI technology incorporated within an enterprise-level architecture can improve overall developer productivity by an average of 350%.” However, currently applications are (still) not widespread, and mostly based on older non-cognitive platforms (as found earlier by Dignum and Dignum [13] as well).

Hindriks [9] argues that the step to mature applications for technologies that support the engineering of cognitive agents is bigger than that of more general purpose frameworks for engineering agents. Cognitive agent technology offers a powerful solution for developing the next generation of agent-based decision-making systems, but as Hindriks [9] also underlines: “it is time to start paying more attention to the kind of support that a [cognitive] MAS developer needs to facilitate him or her when engineering future MAS applications ... it is important to identify the needs of a developer and make sure that a developer is provided with the right tools for engineering MAS.”

1.1. Developing Cognitive Agents

Software development is generally performed in an Integrated Development Environment (IDE): a set of software tools or applications that provides comprehensive facilities for software development [14]. An IDE consists of tools such as a source
code editor, a compiler or interpreter (or both), build-automation tools, a debugger, and automated testing support [15, 16]. It is, however, challenging to design usable IDEs [17], and perhaps even more so for cognitive agent programming languages, as the paradigm differs largely in many aspects from more traditional paradigms.

Although the need for dedicated development tools for agent programming has been broadly recognised for over a decade [9, 18–23], and some methods and tools have been proposed, e.g. [24–29], the current literature has a lack of evaluations performed on agent developers. Tools and techniques for the programming of cognitive agents need to be based on the underlying agent-oriented paradigm [30, 31], which is a significant challenge, as they should, for example, take into account that agents execute a specific decision cycle and operate in nondeterministic environments [32–34]. In this thesis, we take the existing theory a step further by designing tools for the development of cognitive agent programs with an explicit focus on usability. Each development tool we propose has been extensively evaluated on hundreds of (novice) agent programmers.

1.2. Research Questions

The main question that this thesis explores is:

How can we support developers of cognitive agents in effectively engineering multi-agent systems?

In the context of AOP, the literature as mentioned in the previous section specifically indicates that debugging, the process of detecting, locating and correcting faults in a computer program [14], is challenging. A large part of the effort of a programmer consists of debugging a program; this makes efficient debugging an essential factor for both productivity and program quality [35, 36]. A failure is an event in which a system does not perform a required function within specified limits [14]. They are caused by a fault, an incorrect step, process, or data definition in a program or mistake in a program [14]. Upon detecting a failure, a programmer needs to locate and correct the fault that causes the failure. Tools for debugging thus aim to assist a programmer in detecting failures (i.e., differences between observed and intended behaviour) and locating faults (i.e., find the problem in the code).

Between the two, “fault localization ... is widely recognized to be one of the most tedious, time consuming, and expensive – yet equally critical – activities.” [37]. Many fault localization techniques have been developed for paradigms like object-oriented and functional programming, but as detailed in the previous section, the unique approach to programming that is inherent to the AOP paradigm requires a unique approach to its tooling [38]. Moreover, as Wong et al. [37] also state, “analyses very often make over-simplified and non-realistic assumptions that do not hold for real-life programs.” As we aim to address the specific needs of developers of cognitive agents in this thesis, our first research question is:

RQ 1: How can we provide developers of cognitive agents with an insight into how observed behaviour relates to the program code?
Detecting failures in the first place is a major challenge as well [39]. Especially in a multi-agent (and thus concurrent) setting, manually keeping track of the behaviour of all agents is practically infeasible. We thus need to pro-actively detect failures, i.e., automate failure detection. A tool for automated failure detection can even provide clues about the localization of the corresponding fault. Our second research question therefore is:

**RQ 2:** How can we automate the detection and localization of failures for developers of cognitive agent programs?

Even after addressing these two challenges, there are still types of failures in cognitive agent programs for which fault localization is difficult. For example, it is frequently difficult to locate a fault for a failure to execute a certain action based on an agent’s current state only; the root cause of a failure in an agent program is more often than not both far removed in time and in code(location). Moreover, real-time programs like multi-agent systems are typically not deterministic. Running the same agent system again more often than not results in a different program run or trace, which further complicates the iterative process of debugging. In order to address these issues, a record (trace) of all decision making processes that took place in an agent’s execution (up until the point of failure) is required. Tracing techniques have been developed in different fields (i.e., object-oriented programming). Employing and extending these techniques into the field of cognitive agents, however, is a non-trivial task, resulting in the third research question:

**RQ 3:** How can we facilitate developers of cognitive agents in employing ‘back-in-time’ debugging techniques?

Finally, in order to address a ‘real-world’ AI problem, ‘just’ developing a MAS is not enough. Cognitive agents specifically require a ‘connector’ to the target environment. However, connecting cognitive agents with an environment that puts strict real-time constraints on the responsiveness of agents, requires coordination at different levels (ranging from a few agents to large groups of agents), and requires complex reasoning about long-term goals under a high level of uncertainty is not a trivial task [40]. Moreover, as such a connector essentially defines which inputs an agent will receive and which outputs it has to decide on, this has a major impact on all aspects of the development of a corresponding MAS as well. Therefore, the fourth and final research question is:

**RQ 4:** How can developers of cognitive agents connect their agents to complex real-time environments?

### 1.3. Approach

In the following four chapters, each research question is addressed in turn.

In Chapter 2, addressing RQ 1, we propose a design approach for single-step execution (i.e., source-level debugging) of cognitive agents that supports both code-based as well as cycle-based suspension of an agent program. This approach results
in a concrete stepping diagram ready for implementation, as illustrated by a diagram for both the GOAL and Jason agent programming languages, and a corresponding full implementation of a source-level debugger for GOAL in the Eclipse development environment. Based on this implementation, the results of both quantitative and qualitative evaluations on over 200 students are presented and discussed.

In Chapter 3, addressing RQ 2, we propose an automated testing framework for detecting failures in cognitive agent programs. We identify a minimal set of temporal operators that enable the specification of test conditions and show that the test language is sufficiently expressive for detecting all failure types of an existing failure taxonomy for cognitive agents. We also introduce an approach for specifying test templates that supports a programmer in writing tests for cognitive agents. Empirical analysis of agent programs allows us to evaluate whether our approach using test templates adequately detects failures, and to determine the effort that is required to do so in both single and multi agent systems. We also discuss a concrete implementation of the proposed framework for the GOAL agent programming language that has been developed for the Eclipse IDE. Based on this framework, the results of both quantitative and qualitative evaluations on close to 100 pairs of students are presented and discussed.

In Chapter 4, addressing RQ 3, we show that for agent-oriented programming, practical back-in-time (‘omniscient’) debugging is possible. We design a tracing mechanism for efficiently storing and exploring agent program runs. We are the first to demonstrate that this mechanism does not affect program runs by empirically establishing that the same tests succeed or fail. This is in stark contrast with previous work in different paradigms, in which the overhead caused by tracing is so large that the technique cannot be effectively used in practice. Usability is supported by a trace visualization method aimed at allowing developers of cognitive agents to more effectively locate faults in agent programs. We also discuss a concrete implementation of the proposed tracing mechanism and according visualization for the GOAL agent programming language that has been developed for Eclipse.

In Chapter 5, addressing RQ 4, we propose a design approach to connectors for cognitive agents, based on the principle that each unit that can be controlled in an environment should be mapped onto a single agent. We design and implement a cognitive connector for the real-time strategy (RTS) game StarCraft and use it as a case study for establishing a design method. StarCraft is particularly suitable to this end, as AI for an RTS game such as StarCraft requires the design of complicated strategies for coordinating hundreds of units that need to solve a range of challenges including handling both short-term as well as long-term goals. Our connector is the first implementation that provides full access for cognitive agents to StarCraft: Brood War. We draw several lessons from how our design evolved and from the use of our connector by over 500 students in two years.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we discuss the implication of all these chapters on our main research question. Suggestions for future work are provided based on the results and limitations of our work.
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Designing a Source-Level Debugger for Cognitive Agents

When an agent program exhibits unexpected behaviour, a developer needs to locate the fault by debugging the agent's source code. The process of fault localisation requires an understanding of how code relates to the observed agent behaviour. The main aim in this chapter is to design a source-level debugger that supports single-step execution of a cognitive agent program. Cognitive agents execute a decision cycle in which they process events and derive a choice of action from their beliefs and goals. Current state-of-the-art debuggers for agent programs provide insight in how agent behaviour originates from this cycle but less so in how it relates to the program code. As relating source code to generated behaviour is an important part of the debugging task, arguably, a developer also needs to be able to suspend an agent program on code locations.

We propose a design approach for single-step execution of agent programs that supports both code-based as well as cycle-based suspension of an agent program. This approach results in a concrete stepping diagram ready for implementation and is illustrated by a diagram for both the GOAL and Jason agent programming languages, and a corresponding full implementation of a source-level debugger for GOAL in the Eclipse development environment. The evaluation that was performed based on this implementation shows that agent programmers prefer a source-level debugger over a purely cycle-based debugger.

2.1. Introduction

Debugging is the process of detecting, locating, and correcting faults in a computer program [3]. A large part of the effort of a programmer consists of debugging a program. This makes efficient debugging an important factor for both productivity and program quality [4]. Typically, a defect is detected when a program exhibits unexpected behaviour. In order to locate the cause of such behaviour, it is essential to explain how and why it is generated [5].

A source-level debugger is a very useful and important tool for fault localization that supports the suspension and single-step execution of a program [6]. Single-step execution is based on breakpoints, i.e., points at which execution can be suspended [3]. Stepping through program code allows for a detailed inspection of the program state at a specific point in program execution and the evaluation of the effects of specific code sections.

Debuggers typically are source-level debuggers. However, most debuggers available for agent programs do not provide support for suspending at a particular location in the source code. Instead, these debuggers provide support for suspension at specific points in the reasoning or decision cycle of an agent. The problem is that these points are hard to relate to the agent program code. In addition, these debuggers only show the current state, but do not show the current point in the code where execution will continue. It is thus hard for a programmer to understand how code relates to effects of agent behaviour. Although the role of an agent’s decision cycle in the generation of an agent’s behaviour is very important, we believe that source-level debugging is also very useful for agent-oriented programming.

In this chapter, we propose a design of a source-level debugger for agent programming. Arguably, such a tool provides an agent programmer with a better understanding of the relation between an agent’s program code and its behaviour. Part of the contribution of this chapter is to propose a design approach that is applicable to programming languages for cognitive agents.

2.2. Issues in Debugging Cognitive Agent Programs

In this section, we briefly discuss what is involved in debugging a software system, and analyse the challenges that a developer of cognitive agent programs faces.

2.2.1. Debugging and Program Comprehension

Katz and Anderson [7] provide a model of debugging derived from a general, somewhat simplified model of troubleshooting that consists of four debugging subtasks: (i) program comprehension, (ii) testing, (iii) locating the error, and (iv) repairing the error. Program comprehension, the first subtask in the model, is an important subtask in the debugging process as a programmer needs to figure out why a defect occurs before it can be fixed [8–10]. Gilmore [11] argues that the main aim of program comprehension during debugging is to understand which changes will fix the defect. Based on interviews with developers, Layman et al. [12] conclude that the debugging process is a process of iterative hypothesis refinement (cf. Yoon and
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Gathering information to comprehend source code is an important part in the process of hypothesis generation. Lawrance et al. [14] also emphasize the information gathering aspect in program comprehension and the importance of navigating source code, which they report is by far the most used information source during debugging (cf. Romero et al. [6]). Similarly, Eisenstadt [15] suggests to provide a variety of navigation tools at different levels of granularity. In addition, reproducing the defect and inspecting the system state are essential for fault diagnosis and for identifying the root cause and a potential fix. It is common in debugging to try to replicate the failure [12, 14]. In this process, the expected output of a program needs to be compared with its actual output, for which knowledge of the program's execution and design is required. Testing is not only important for reproducing the defect and for identifying relevant parts of code that are involved, but also for verifying that a fix actually corrects the defect [13].

Eisenstadt [15] also argues that it is difficult to locate a fault because a fault and the symptoms of a defect are often far removed from each other (cause/effect chasm, cf. Ducassé and Emde [16]). As debugging is difficult, tools are important because they provide insight into the behaviour of a system, enabling a developer to form a mental model of a program [12, 13] and facilitating navigation of a program's source code at runtime [14]. A source-level debugger is a tool that is typically used for controlling execution, setting breakpoints, and manipulating a runtime state. The ability to set breakpoints, i.e., points at which program execution can be suspended [3], by means of a source-level debugger is one of the most useful dynamic debugging tools available and is in particular useful for locating faults [6, 13].

2.2.2. Challenges in Designing a Source-Level Debugger

Even though much of the mainstream work on debugging can be reused, the agent-oriented programming paradigm is based on a set of abstractions and concepts that are different from other paradigms [17, 18]. The agent-oriented paradigm is based on a notion of a cognitive agent that maintains a cognitive state and derives its choice of action from its beliefs and goals which are part of this state. Thus, agent-oriented programming is programming with cognitive states.

Compared to other programming paradigms, agent-oriented programming introduces several challenges that complicate the design of a source-level debugger (cf. Lam and Barber [10]). For example, many languages for programming cognitive agents are rule-based [19, 20]. In rule-based systems, fault localization is complicated by the fact that errors can appear in seemingly unrelated parts of a rule base [21]. Moreover, a rule base does not define an order of execution. Due to this absence of an execution order, agent debugging has to be based on the specific evaluation strategy that is employed. Moreover, cognitive agent programs repeatedly execute a decision cycle which not only controls the choice of action of an agent (e.g., which plans are selected or which rules are applied) but also specifies how and when particular updates of an agent's state are performed (e.g., how and when percepts and messages are processed, or how and when goals are updated). This style of execution is quite different from other programming paradigms, as a
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A decision cycle imposes a control flow upon an agent program, and may introduce updates of an agent’s state that are executed independently of the program code at fixed places in the cycle or when a state changes due to executing instructions in the agent program. This raises the question of how to integrate these updates into a single-step debugger.

An agent’s decision cycle provides a set of points that the execution can be suspended at, i.e. breakpoints. These points do not necessarily have a corresponding code location in the agent program. For example, receiving a message from another agent is an important state change that is not present in an agent’s source, i.e., there is no code in the agent program that makes it check for new messages. Thus, two types of breakpoints can be defined: code-based breakpoints and (decision) cycle-based breakpoints. Code-based breakpoints have a clear location in an agent program. Cycle-based breakpoints, in contrast, do not always need to have a corresponding code location. Together, these are referred to as the set of pre-defined breakpoints that a single-step debugger offers. When single-stepping through a program, these points are traversed. An example of the difference between code-based and cycle-based breakpoints has been illustrated in Figure 2.1. The two traces demonstrate that the same cycle-based event (breakpoint) of achieving the finished goal can originate as the result of two different points in the agent program (due to the random execution order of the main module, i.e., either the post-condition of the finish action or the insert action).

---

**Figure 2.1:** The main components of an exemplary GOAL agent program on the left, and two possible (partial) traces of this agent’s execution on the right.

A user should also be able to mark specific locations in an agent’s source at which execution will always be suspended, even when not explicitly stepping. To facilitate this, a debugger has to identify such a marker (e.g., a line number) with a code-based breakpoint. These markers are referred to as user-defined breakpoints. A

---

1 This example uses basic elements from the GOAL language.
specific type of user-defined breakpoint is a *conditional breakpoint*, which only suspends execution when a certain (state) condition applies. A user should also be able to suspend execution upon specific decision cycle events, especially when those do not have a corresponding location in the agent source. This can for example be indicated by a toggle in the debugger’s settings. Such an indication is referred to as a *user-selectable* breakpoint.

### 2.2.3. Languages and Debugging Tools for Cognitive Agents

In this section, we will briefly discuss specific debugging tools as illustrations of state-of-the-art debugging of cognitive agent programs. Moreover, we discuss the main language features and the decision cycle of such an agent program, which is most important in defining the semantics of a language. By understanding the building blocks of a specific agent programming language, we can identify the specific challenges that we will face in designing a source-level debugger for such a language.

We have chosen to focus on some of the more well-known languages in the literature that have been around for some time now and that provide development tools for an agent programmer to code and run an agent system. In our analysis, we have included the rule-based languages 2APL [22], GOAL [23], and Jason [24] and the Java-based languages Agent Factory [25], JACK [26], Jadex [27], and JIAC [28]. The former languages each define their own syntax for rules with conditions expressed in some knowledge representation language such as Prolog, whereas the latter languages build on top of and extend Java with cognitive agent concepts. The rationale for this selection is that we wanted to analyse relatively mature languages that have been well-documented in the literature, whilst making sure we could investigate the current implementation and tools available for a language. It should be noted that published papers about a language may differ from the currently available implementation as most of the languages are being continuously developed.

For the selected platforms, we now describe the basic language elements and abstractions available for programming cognitive agents, whether any embedded languages are used, e.g., for knowledge representation (KR), and the decision cycle that specifies how an agent program is executed. We also summarize the functionality of the debugging tools that are available.

### 2APL

2APL aims for the effective integration of declarative and imperative style programming [22]. To this end, the language integrates declarative beliefs and goals with events and plans that are similar to imperative-style programs in a single rule-based language. JProlog [29] is used as the embedded KR language. Plans consist of actions that are composed by a conditional choice operator, iteration operator, sequence operator, or non-interleaving (atomic) operator. If the execution of a plan does not achieve its corresponding declarative goal in the goal base, the goal persists and can be used to select a different plan. A planning goal rule can be used to generate a plan when an agent has certain goals and beliefs. A plan repair
rule can be used when a plan (execution of first action) fails and the agent has a certain belief in its belief base to replace the failed plan with another plan. Events remain in an event base until processed, which includes messages received from other agents. There is no explicit modularization construct available.

**Decision Cycle** The decision cycle of a 2APL agent is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Each cycle starts by applying all applicable planning goal rules, after which the first action of all plans are executed. Afterwards, all events (first external and then internal) are processed. A new cycle is only started if a rule has been applied or a new event has been received. By using such a cycle, when the execution of a plan fails, it will be either repaired in the same cycle or re-executed in the next.

![Decision Cycle Diagram]

Figure 2.2: The 2APL agent decision cycle [22].

**Environment and MAS** 2APL agents are connected to an environment via a Java class that implements a dedicated environment interface for the language. The implemented functions form the actions that an agent can execute on the environment’s state. Actions can have a return parameter, and thus execution of a plan is blocked until such a return value is available. Actions can also throw exceptions to indicate their failure. Observing the environment is possible by either active or passive sensing. Messages and events are represented through special predicates in an agent’s belief base. Each 2APL agent runs in its own single thread, and agents and environments are executed in parallel. There are no tools for controlling the scheduling of individual agent execution.

**Development Tools** 2APL provides a separate runtime with a set of monitoring tools. This runtime environment is separate from the environment for programming a 2APL agent program. During a run, the cognitive state of a single agent can be inspected, though not manipulated, and execution can be controlled by stepping an
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entire cycle or suspending execution at specific points in the cycle. While stepping, logging output is generated that can be inspected in a console window. It is also possible to inspect all past states of an agent in this runtime, either in full or for specific bases only. There is no link to the program code that is being executed while stepping or for relating state changes to the execution, although the logging output and state views contain specific code fragments. A user-defined breakpoint mechanism is not available.

Agent Factory
Agent Factory aims to provide a cohesive framework for the development and deployment of multi-agent systems [25]. Agents can be created by implementing a Java interface, but dedicated rule-based languages exists as well; through the use of a Common Language Framework (CLF), multiple languages can be used, although the Agent Factory AgentSpeak (AF-AS) language is the default. There are no embedded languages used, though it is possible to interface with external APIs written in Java.

Decision Cycle Agent Factory agents follow a specific decision cycle. First, perceptors are fired and beliefs are updated. Second, the agent’s desired states are identified, and a subset of desires (new intentions) is added to the agent’s commitment set. Older commitments that are of lower importance will be dropped if there are not enough resources available. Finally, various actuators are fired based on the commitments.

Environment and MAS Agent Factory supports the Environment Interface Standard (EIS) [30], a standard for connecting to agent environments. Multiple scheduling algorithms are available for agents, ranging from round-robin to multi-threaded.

Development Tools Agent Factory provides a separate debugger (“inspection tool”) in which the cognitive state of one or more agents can be inspected, though not edited, and execution can be controlled by stepping through entire decision cycles one at a time. It is also possible to inspect all past states of an agent, and a number of logs are provided. However, there is no relation to the code anywhere in this tool. When using a CLF language (instead of plain Java), no user-defined breakpoint mechanism is available.

GOAL
GOAL aims to provide programming constructs for developing cognitive agent programs at the knowledge level that are easy to use, easy to understand, and useful for solving real problems [23]. A dedicated rule-based language is used for the formalization of agent concepts. GOAL is designed to allow for any embedded KR language to be used; currently mostly SWI-Prolog is used. An agent’s cognitive state consists of a belief base, a goal base, a percept base, and a mailbox. Declarative goals specify the state of the environment that an agent wants to establish, and are used to derive an agent’s choice of action. Agents commit blindly to their goals, i.e.,
they drop (achieve) goals only when they have been completely achieved. Agents may focus their attention on a subset of their goals by using modules.

**Decision Cycle** The decision cycle of a GOAL agent is illustrated in Figure 2.3. A GOAL agent cycle starts with the processing of percept rules, allowing an agent to update its cognitive state according to the current perception of the environment. Next, using this new cognitive state, an action is selected for execution. If the precondition of this action holds, its postcondition will be used to update the agent’s cognitive state, after which a new decision cycle starts.

**Environment and MAS** GOAL makes use of EIS [30] to facilitate interaction with environments, as does Agent Factory. Agents and environments are executed in parallel.

**Development Tools** A new debugger for GOAL will be designed in this chapter; the previous implementation was similar to that of 2APL, e.g., facilitating the inspection of the cognitive state of a single agent in a separate runtime, and allowing specific steps of the decision cycle to be executed in a stepwise fashion. No relation to the code was provided in this runtime either; multiple consoles with logging output were available. This runtime also has a user-defined breakpoint mechanism, halting the execution when a certain line of code is reached or when a certain condition has been met. However, these breakpoints only paused the agent’s decision cycle (i.e., no program code or evaluations were shown). In addition, actions to alter the cognitive state of an agent can be executed, and a cognitive state can be queried as well.

**JACK**

JACK aims for the elegant and practical development of multi-agent systems [26]. As it is a conservative extension to Java, there is no explicit notion of any rule-based constructs. No embedded language is used either. Agents are specified by defining the events they handle and send, the data they have, and the plans and capabilities they use. Agents use beliefsets that are relational databases which are stored in memory. Events are used to model messages being received, new goals being adopted, and information being received from the environment. A plan is a recipe for dealing with a given event type, under a certain context condition. Each (Java) statement in a plan body can fail, which will prevent the rest of the plan from being executed, and failure handling will be triggered instead (the consideration of alternative plans). Capabilities and sub-capabilities are used as (hierarchical) modularisation constructs.

**Decision Cycle** A JACK agent has no explicit decision cycle, but waits until it receives an event or a goal, upon which the agent initiates activity to handle that event or goal; if it does not believe that the event or goal has already been handled, it will look for the appropriate plan(s) to handle it. The agent then executes the plan(s), depending on the event type. Such a plan can succeed or fail; if the plan
fails, the agent may try another plan. The applicability of alternatives is evaluated in the current situation, that is, not the situation when the event was first posted. Moreover, a plan’s context condition is split into two parts: the context and a relevance condition, which is used to exclude plans based on the details of an event (which do not change). Meta-plans can also be used to decide which plan to select in more detail (i.e., if multiple are applicable). A special event type is the inference goal, which is handled by executing all applicable plans in sequence.

**Environment and MAS**  JACK has no explicit notion of an environment; actions are performed using Java calls. In principle, JACK is single-threaded, although specific constructs exist to execute tasks in a new thread.

**Development Tools**  The Jack Development Environment (JDE) allows the creation of entities by dragging and dropping, automatically generating skeleton code. A graphical plan editor is also available, allowing the bodies of plans to be specified using a graphical notation. Moreover, a design tool is included that allows overview diagrams to be drawn, which can be used to create a system’s structure by placing entities onto the canvas and linking them together, which can be automatically created based on an existing system as well. A textual trace of processing steps that can be configured to show various types of steps is available as a debugging tool. For distributed agents, interaction diagrams are used that graphically display messages sent between agents. Moreover, graphical plan tracing is provided, showing a graph whilst a plan is executing, highlighting the relevant notes and showing the values of the plan’s variables and parameters. Execution can be controlled by stepping through specific events, or stepping with a fixed time delay between the steps. However, a direct relation to the code is absent in all these interfaces, and a user-defined breakpoint mechanism is not available.

**Jadex**  Jadex aims to make the development of agent based systems as easy as possible without sacrificing the expressive power of the agent paradigm by building up a rational agent layer and allowing for intelligent agent construction using sound software engineering foundations. In its latest version (BDI V3), Jadex uses annotated Java code to designate agent concepts; there are no rule-based elements or embedded languages. Beliefs are represented in an object-oriented fashion, and operations against a belief base can be issued in a descriptive set-oriented query language. Goals are represented as explicit objects contained in a goal base that is accessible to the reasoning component as well as to plans. An agent can retain goals that are not currently associated to any plan. Four types of goals are supported: perform (actions), achieve (world state), query (internal state), and maintain (continuously ensure a desired state). Thus, changes to beliefs may directly lead to actions such as events being generated or goals being created or dropped. Plans are composed of a head and a body. The head specifies the circumstances under which a plan may be selected, and a context condition can be
stated that must be true for the plan to continue executing. The plan body provides a predefined course of action given in a procedural language. It may access any other application code or third party libraries, as well as the reasoning engine through a BDI API. Capabilities represent a grouping mechanism for the elements of an agent, allowing closely related elements to be put together into a reusable (scoped) module which encapsulate a certain functionality.

**Decision Cycle** There is also no explicit decision cycle, but, similar to JACK, when an agent receives an event, the BDI reasoning engine builds up a list of applicable plans for an event or goal from which candidate(s) are selected and instantiated for execution. Jadex provides settings to influence the event processing individually for event types and instances, though as a default, messages are posted to a single plan, whilst for goals many plans can be executed sequentially until the goal is reached or finally failed (when no more plans are applicable). Selected plans are placed in the ready list, from which a scheduler will execute plans in a step-by-step fashion until it waits explicitly or significantly affects the internal state of the agent (i.e., by creating or dropping a goal). After a plan waits or is interrupted, the state of the agent can be properly updated, e.g., facilitating another plan to be scheduled after a certain goal has been created.

**Environment and MAS** Jadex offers a standard environment model called “EnvSupport” that is meant to support the rapid development of virtual environments. In addition, as Java is used for the procedural code, external APIs can be referenced there as well. A single thread model for each component is enforced.

**Development Tools** Debugging a BDI V3 agent allows stepping an agent through the aforementioned steps that are taken for each event in a separate runtime that does not provide a relation to the program code itself, whilst facilitating inspection of the agent’s cognitive state. No modifications to the cognitive state are possible at runtime, and no (generic) logging output or user-defined breakpoint mechanism is available (for BDI V3).

**Jason**
Jason is a multi-agent system development platform based on an extended version of AgentSpeak [31] aimed at the elegant and practical development of multi-agent systems. A dedicated rule-based language is used for the formalization of agent concepts. This language does not make use of any explicit embedded language, as KR constructs are part of the agent specification language itself. An agent is defined by a set of beliefs and a set of plans. Thus, a Jason agent is a reactive planning system: (internal or external) events trigger plans. A plan has a head, composed of a trigger event and a conjunction of belief literals representing a context. A plan also has a body, which is a sequence of basic actions or (sub)goals the agent has to achieve (or test) when the plan is triggered. If an action fails or there is no applicable plan for a (sub)goal in the plan being executed, the whole failed plan is removed from the top of the intention, and an internal event associated with that
same intention is generated, allowing a programmer to specify how a particular failure is handled. If no such plan is available, the whole intention is discarded. Two types of goals are distinguished in a goal base: achievement goals and test goals.

Decision Cycle  The decision cycle of a Jason agent is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Each cycle, the list of current events is updated, and a single event is selected for processing. For this event, the set of applicable plans is determined, from which a single applicable plan has to be chosen: the intended means for handling the event. Plans for internal events are pushed on top of the current intentions, whilst plans for external events create a new intention. Finally, a single action of an intention has to be selected to be executed in the current decision cycle. When all instructions in the body of a plan have been executed (removed), the whole plan is removed from the intention, and so is the achievement goal that generated it (if applicable). To handle the situation in which there is no applicable plan for a relevant event, a configuration option is provided to either discard such events or insert them back at the end of the event queue. A plan can also be configured for atomic execution, i.e., no other intention may be executed when such a plan has started executing. Moreover, in a cooperative context, the agent can try to retrieve a plan externally.

Environment and MAS  Similar to 2APL, a Jason environment is a Java class that extends the provided environment interface which contains functions for dealing with percepts and actions. In addition, the Common ARTifact infrastructure for AGents Open environments (CArtAgO) has been developed as a general purpose framework for programming and executing virtual environments. Jason makes use of multiple threads. An environment has its own execution thread and uses a configurable pool of threads devoted to executing actions requested by agents. As actions have a return parameter, the execution of a plan is blocked until such a return value is accessible. In addition, each agent has a thread in charge of executing its decision cycle, though these can be configured to be shared in a thread pool as well. Moreover, the agents can use different execution modes. In the default asynchronous mode, an agent performs the next decision cycle as soon as it has finished the current cycle. In the synchronous mode, all agents in a system perform one decision cycle at every “global execution step”.

Development Tools  Jason provides a separate runtime that includes a debugger. This debugger can show the current and previous cognitive states of an agent, though editing a cognitive state is not possible. It is possible to execute one or more (complete) decision cycles in a stepwise fashion. There is no direct relation to the program code anywhere in this runtime; one general console that displays log messages is available, accompanied by several logging mechanisms that can be used by an agent. Other debugging mechanism such as user-defined breakpoints are not available.
JIAC

JIAC aims to combine agent technology with a service-oriented approach in order to emphasize industrial requirements. A dedicated *rule-based* script-language is used by JIAC: JADL++, although an agent can be programmed in Java as well by using certain pre-defined classes. OWL is used as the *embedded KR language*, i.e., for representing knowledge and beliefs. Agent configurations are provided in XML documents. Services and actions can be described semantically in terms of preconditions and effects, allowing dynamic service discovery and selection. Each agent has a set of abilities (services), which can be used by other agents as well. A specific agent plays a specific role, specified by the relevant goals and actions to fulfil such a role. The actions can be implemented in pure Java, from which other existing technologies like a web service can also be used.

**Decision Cycle** A JIAC agent uses a *life-cycle*. This life-cycle defines three agents states (void, ready, and active). A specific function can be executed on each state transition. Moreover, a specific “execute method” can be periodically called (in the active state) depending on the agent’s configuration.

**Environment and MAS** JIAC has no explicit notion of an *environment*; actions (and agent communication) are handled through service invocation. Each JIAC agent is run in its own dedicated *thread*, although actions are executed asynchronously.

**Development Tools** The default Java runtime and/or debugger are to be used for executing JIAC agents. In this case, code written in JADL++ or XML is not (directly) accessible in the debugging process, and no specific agent debugging tools are available, although JIAC does feature several visual tools such as a service designer and a distributed system monitor.

**Overview**

From this analysis, we can conclude that source-level debugging is not currently employed by any agent programming language. Debugging is performed in a separate runtime application that is able to step through a decision cycle in parts or as a whole. When debugging or running an agent program in 2APL, Agent Factory, GOAL, Jack, Jadex, and Jason, the agent program (i.e., source code) is not shown, and no indication of the currently executed line of code is given. Alternatively, with JIAC agents, debugging is performed at a low level of abstraction (e.g., stepping into code of the framework itself with the Java debugger). 2APL, Agent Factory, and Jason facilitate inspecting an agent’s history, for example, stepping ‘back’ in the agent cycle (i.e., cognitive states), whilst only GOAL supports querying or editing an agent’s cognitive state at runtime. GOAL is also the only language that supports some form of user-defined breakpoints in the agent program.

We can thus conclude that current state-of-the-art debuggers for cognitive agent programs provide insight into agent behaviour related to the specific decision cycle it executes, but less so in how the behaviour relates to the agent program code.
However, as this section also showed that relating code to generated behaviour has important benefits for the debugging task, we propose a method for the design of a source-level debugger for cognitive agent programs in the next section.

2.3. Debugger Design Approach

In this section, we propose a design approach for a source-level agent debugging tool that is aimed at providing a better insight into the relationship between program code and the resulting behaviour, with a focus on single-agent debugging. A number of principles and requirements will be introduced to guide the design of a stepping diagram, which defines how the program code is navigated by a user. Such a diagram will be given for both the GOAL and Jason agent programming languages.

2.3.1. Principles and Requirements

We will list some important principles and requirements for a source-level debugger that will be taken into account when designing such a debugger in the next section. As our main objective is to allow an agent developer to detect faults through understanding the behaviour of an agent, an important principle is usability. More specifically, Romero et al. [6] indicate that a programmer should be able to focus on the declarative semantics of a program, e.g., its rules, checking whether a rule is applicable, how it interacts with other rules, and what role the different parts of a rule play [21, 33]. This is related to the work of Eisenstadt [15], which indicates that a debugger should employ a traversal method for resolving large cause/effect chasms, but without the need to go through indirect steps, intermediate subgoals, or unrelated lines of reasoning. Side-effects pose an additional challenge, as they might be part of a cause/effect chain, but cannot always be easily related to locations in the code. Therefore, transparency is an important principle that can be supported by providing a one-to-one mapping between what the user sees and what the interpreter is doing whilst explicitly showing any side effects that occur [34]. A debugger should also strive for temporal, spatial, and semantic immediacy [35]. Temporal immediacy means that there should be as little delay as possible between an effect and the observation of related events. Spatial immediacy means that the physical distance (on the screen) between causally related events should be minimal. For example, the evaluation of a rule should be displayed as close as possible to the rule itself. Semantic immediacy means that the conceptual distance between semantically related pieces of information should be kept to a minimum. This is often represented by how many user-interface operations, such as mouse clicks, it takes to get from one piece of information to another. As source-level debuggers aim to correlate code with observed effects, immediacy is an important motivation for the use of such a debugger.

Breakpoints are an essential ingredient of single-step execution. Their main purpose is to facilitate navigating the code and run (generated states) of a program. As discussed in the previous section, a debugger for cognitive agent programming languages can define two types of breakpoints: code-based and cycle-based. We propose that for a source-level debugger, code-based breakpoints should be pre-
ferred over cycle-based breakpoints when they serve similar navigational purposes. In other words, when breakpoints show the same state, the code-based breakpoint should be used as a starting point, as it is important to highlight the code to increase a user’s understanding of the effects of the program. A good example illustrating this point is the reception of percepts in the decision cycle of a GOAL agent. As percepts are processed in the event module, the entry of this module is a code-based breakpoint that can be identified with the processing of percepts, i.e., the received percepts can be displayed when entering the event module. This reduces the amount of steps that are required and improves the understanding of the purpose of the event module.

In addition, Collier [36] indicates that a user should be able to control the granularity of the debugging process. In other words, a user should be able to navigate the code in such a way that a specific fault can be investigated conveniently. For example, a user should be able to skip parts of an agent program that are (seemingly) unrelated to the fault, and examine (seemingly) related parts in more detail. The common way to support this is to define three different step actions: step into, step over, and step out [37]. The stepping flow to follow after each of these actions will have to be defined (i.e., in a stepping (flow) diagram) in order to provide a user with the different levels of granularity that are required.

Hindriks [5] and Romero et al. [6] indicate that at any breakpoint, a detailed inspection of an agent’s cognitive state should be facilitated. The information about an agent’s state should be visualized and customizable in multiple ways to support the different kinds of searching techniques that users employ. In addition, the work of Eisenstadt [15] indicates that support for evaluable cognitive state expressions should be provided. This will aid a user by supporting, for example, posing queries about specific rule parts to identify which part fails. Romero et al. [6] also indicate that modifying the program’s state and continuing with a new state should be supported as well. Thus, we propose that support for the modification of a cognitive state should be provided. A user could for example be allowed to execute actions in a similar fashion to posing queries in order to perform operations on an agent’s state.

2.3.2. Designing a Stepping Diagram

We propose a design approach for a source-level debugger for cognitive agent programs that consists of the following steps. First, possible code-based breakpoints will be defined by using the programming language’s syntax (Step 1). The relevance of these code-based breakpoints to a user’s stepping process needs to be evaluated, leading to a set of points at which events that are important to an agent’s behaviour take place (Step 2a). In addition, the agent’s decision cycle needs to be evaluated for important events that are not represented in the agent’s source in order to determine cycle-based breakpoints (Step 2b). These points will then be used to define a stepping flow, i.e., identifying the result of a stepping action on each of those points in a stepping diagram (Step 3). Finally, other required features such as user-defined breakpoints (Step 4), visualization of the execution flow (Step 5) and state inspection (Step 6) need to be handled. As an example,
we will provide a detailed design for the GOAL agent programming language in this part, and afterwards we will discuss the design of a source-level debugger for some other agent programming languages that were discussed in the previous section as well.

**Step 1: Syntax Tree**
Inspired by Yoon and Garcia [13], we propose that an agent’s syntax tree can be used as the starting point for defining the single-step execution of an agent program. Figure 2.4 (top part) illustrates a slightly modified syntax tree for a GOAL agent, based on the simplified language specification as shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 (see Hindriks [38] for the full grammars). Note that ‘id( term )’ represents a call to either a user-specified (environment) action or a module in the grammar (at action). In addition, each node in the syntax tree represents a specific type, but not an instance. For example, one module usually consists of multiple rules, as indicated by the labels on the edges. An edge indicates a syntactic link, whilst a broken edge indicates a semantic link. Relevant semantic links need to be added in order to represent program execution flow that is not based on the syntax structure alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>module</th>
<th>useclause+ option+ module id(term) { rule+ }</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>useclause</td>
<td>use id [as usecase]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usecase</td>
<td>knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>option</td>
<td>exit= exitoption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule</td>
<td>if csq then actioncombo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>csq</td>
<td>stateliteral (, stateliteral)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stateliteral</td>
<td>stateop(term)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stateop</td>
<td>bel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actioncombo</td>
<td>action (+ action)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>action</td>
<td>id( term )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generalaction</td>
<td>insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>term</td>
<td>a (composite) KR expression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: The (simplified) core of the GOAL Module Grammar (BNF).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>specification</th>
<th>useclause+ actionspec+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>useclause</td>
<td>use id [as knowledge].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actionspec</td>
<td>define id( term ) with pre{ term } post{ term }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>term</td>
<td>a (composite) KR expression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The (simplified) core of the GOAL(User-Defined) Action Spec. Grammar (BNF).

**Step 2a: Code-Based Breakpoints**
The idea is that each node in a syntax tree can be a possible code-based breakpoint (‘step event’). However, as the actual source of some nodes is fully represented
by their children, these non-terminal nodes can be left out of the stepping process. Moreover, some nodes might not be relevant to a user in order to understand an agent’s behaviour. Here, we define a node that is relevant to agent behaviour as a point at which (i) an agent’s cognitive state is inspected or modified, or (ii) a module is called and entered.

State inspections allow a user to identify mismatches between the expected and the actual result of such an inspection. In other words, if a user expects a condition to fail, he should be able to confirm this (and the other way around). Changes to a (cognitive) state are important to the exhibited behaviour of an agent and it should always be possible to inspect it, as should module calls or entries (or similarly, e.g., pushing a plan to an intention) as they are important to the execution flow of an agent. In Figure 2.4, the breakpoints thus identified have been indicated at the corresponding syntax node.

Step 2b: Cycle-Based Breakpoints

There are points at which important behaviour occurs that a user would want to suspend the execution upon that are not present in an agent’s syntax tree. For example, achieving a goal involves an important cognitive state inspection (looking for a corresponding belief) and modification (removing the goal), which are not represented in an agent program’s source. Points like these that have no fixed correspondence in the agent program we call cycle-based breakpoints. To include such a breakpoint, a toggle (setting) can be added that provides a similar mechanism to user-defined breakpoints by always suspending the execution upon such an event.

![Diagram of the GOAL agent structure and decision cycle](image)
The need for these cycle-based breakpoints and additional explanations highlight an important challenge specific to agent-oriented programming. This results in the fact that we cannot simply construct a source-level debugger by using an agent’s source code only. Thus, a combination of both the syntax and the semantics of an agent is required to account for all possible changes of an agent’s behaviour. The decision cycle of a GOAL agent is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The only event that cannot be directly identified with a location in the source code in GOAL is the achievement of a goal (i.e., in updating the mental state).

**Step 3: Stepping Flow**

Next, for each identified breakpoint, we need to determine the result of a stepping action, i.e., the flow of stepping. Based on the syntax tree, the stepping actions can be defined as follows:

- **Into**: traverse downward from the current node in the syntax diagram until we hit the next breakpoint. In other words, follow the edges going down in the tree’s levels until an indicated node is reached. If the current node is a leaf (i.e., we cannot go down any further), perform an over-step.

- **Over**: traverse to the next node (i.e., to the right) on the current level until we hit the next breakpoint. If there are none, perform an out-step.

- **Out**: traverse upward from the current node until we hit the next breakpoint, whilst remaining in the current context. In other words, the edges going back up in the tree’s levels should be traced until any applicable node, and then from there back down again until any indicated node is reached (like an into-step). Here, applicable refers to a ‘one-to-many’ edge of which not all cases have been processed yet.

On the bottom part of Figure 2.4, the flow for the step into and step over actions on each breakpoint has been illustrated. For readability, the step out action has been left out. Note that the broken edge indicates a link to the event module. This special module is executed after each action that has been performed in order to process any new percepts or messages that have been received by the agent. After the event module has been processed, depending on the rule evaluation order, either the first rule in the module or the rule after the performed action will be evaluated. In addition, a module’s exit conditions might have been fulfilled at this point as well, which means that the flow may return to the action combo in which the call to the exited module was made. An example of a stepping flow is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

The extensive definition of an out-step is needed because, for example, when stepping out of a user-defined action, purely following the edges until the previous (upper) breakpoint would result in reaching the module node, whilst we actually want to step to the next rule. Following this reasoning, the same result would be obtained even when doing a step-into from the post-condition node. Therefore, when traversing upward, we consider all nodes. In the example in Figure 2.5, both the action combo and the rule nodes have been processed completely already, so we will reach the module node. If the module contains any more rules, this node will
Figure 2.4: A GOAL syntax tree with the relevant breakpoints indicated on the nodes that are present at the different levels on the left side of the figure, and the stepping flow between those breakpoints (for into and over) illustrated on the right side of the figure.
still be applicable, and thus we traverse downward until the first indicated node, which in this case is the next rule evaluation. If there are no more rules to be executed, we continue upwards, exiting the current module entirely, thus arriving back at the point where the call to the module was made (or finishing the execution when in a top-level module).

The stepping flow after a user-selectable breakpoint (i.e., cycle-based) can be dictated by the existing (surrounding) node. For example, achieving a goal is only possible after either executing a cognitive state action or applying a post-condition, so the stepping actions from the relevant node should be used when stepping away from a goal-achieved breakpoint.

Step 4: User-Defined Breakpoints
User-defined breakpoints are usually line-based. In other words, a user can indicate a specific line to break on, instead of a code part. This breaking will always be done, even when not explicitly stepping. Line-based user-defined breakpoints are a widely used mechanism of convenience. However, some breakpoints can be at the same line as other breakpoints. In this case, we pick the breakpoints that are on a higher level in the tree in order to allow a user to still step into a lower level. In the case of GOAL, actions and post-conditions can thus not be used as a ('regular') user-defined breakpoint, whilst module entries, rule evaluations, and pre-conditions can. Conditional user-defined breakpoints in GOAL are also associated with either rule evaluations or pre-conditions (not module entries), but will only suspend execution when the corresponding condition has a successful evaluation (holds).

Step 5: Visualization
Each time the execution is suspended, the code that is about to be executed is highlighted, and any relevant evaluations of (e.g., the values of variables referenced in a rule) of this highlighted code should be displayed. These evaluations will improve a user’s understanding of the execution flow. For example, if a rule’s condition has no solutions, a user will not expect the rule’s action to be the next point at which the execution is suspended. Such info is (usually) absent in cycle-based debuggers.

Problems can arise when the code evaluation does not help in making the execution flow clear to a user. For example, stepping into an action’s precondition is a step that can lead to a completely different location in the code base, which might be unexpected. Another example is the completion of an action combo, which can result in leaving the current module depending on its exit conditions. To help a user understand these ‘jumps’ through a program, the code evaluations that are shown can be augmented with additional information indicating the source of the step. For example, when at a precondition, besides the evaluation of the condition a user could also see “selected external action: ...”, which gives a hint about the reason why we arrived at the action's precondition. Similar explanations can be provided after or before other steps that might not be clear to a user. Moreover, a visualisation of the call stack (i.e., the locations at which ‘functions’ were called) is useful for this as well. In the case of GOAL, calls to modules and actions ‘push’ a new element on the stack, thus keeping the location of the call in the view of the user.
Figure 2.5: An example of a stepping flow through a GOAL agent program.
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2.3. Debugger Design Approach

Logging output (i.e., in a console) can also help a user gain understanding of the history of the execution flow. For GOAL, all breakpoints generate a log message that is printed to the specific agent’s console. In addition, in case any action fails or an (environment) exception occurs, an error message is shown in the same console.

Step 6: State Inspection
Finally, the inspection and modification of a cognitive state will not be discussed in detail here, as this is a more standard feature. However, care should be taken to conveniently support all of those operations, as they are important to the debugging process. In particular, we have added features that allow the cognitive state of a GOAL agent to be sorted and filtered (by search queries). This helps a user make sense of a cognitive state, especially if it is very large. In addition, a single interactive console is provided in which both cognitive state queries and actions can be performed in order to respectively inspect or modify a cognitive state.

2.3.3. Application to Other Agent Programming Languages
The same design steps discussed above can be applied to other agent programming languages in a similar fashion. The syntax and accompanying decision cycle of a Jason agent, for example, can be used in the same manner as described above. Although a Jason agent does not have modules, it does consist of a number of (plan) rules. These rules are built up of a trigger event, a context (conjunction of belief literals), and a body (a sequence of actions: deeds). A simplified specification of the syntax of the Jason language is specified in Table 2.3 (see Bordini et al. [24] for the full grammar).

| agent | ::= | belief* plan* |
| belief | ::= | literal |
| plan | ::= | triggering_event : context <- body |
| triggering_event | ::= | (+ | -) ![ | ?] literal |
| context | ::= | literal (\& literal)* |
| body | ::= | body_formula (; body_formula)* |
| body_formula | ::= | ![ | ? | + | -] literal |
| literal | ::= | a (composite) KR expression |

Table 2.3: The (simplified) core of the Jason Agent Specification Grammar (BNF).

The syntax tree (Step 1) based on this grammar is illustrated on the top part of Figure 2.7. In that tree, the code-based breakpoints (Step 2a) have been indicated as well, i.e., at each node that corresponds with an inspection or modification of an agent’s cognitive state. As represented in the decision cycle of a Jason agent in Figure 2.6, Jason has three selection functions (i.e., for events, options, and intentions), a belief revision function, and it also has a goal achievement mechanism and a mechanism for handling events that have no applicable plans; these all represent cycle-based breakpoints (Step 2b), as they represent important behaviour that is not present in an agent’s syntax tree. A toggle (setting) should be added for each of these events in order to allow suspending execution on them.
Figure 2.6: The Jason agent decision cycle (based on AgentSpeak) [24].
In addition, we look at a stepping flow for the source-level debugging of Jason agents, as illustrated on the bottom part of Figure 2.7, which has been derived in the same manner as before (Step 3). We assume that when for a certain event, the event triggers of an agent’s plans are evaluated, a successful evaluation of a trigger will lead to directly evaluating the corresponding context\(^2\). However, successful evaluation of both an event trigger and the context of a plan will not always directly lead to the execution of the corresponding plan body, as the deeds in the body will be processed into the intention set (by the option selection function), from which in turn a different deed might be selected to execute next (by the intention selection function). The execution of a deed usually leads to a new event, and thus the stepping flow will start again at the first node. Even when a plan is atomic (i.e., indicating that all actions in the plan’s body should be executed directly after each other), this flow will remain the same, as atomic plans only override the intention selection mechanism; each deed will still (generally) lead to a new event being generated, and thus the start of a new decision cycle.

In a sense, this flow is similar to that of GOAL. However, after executing an action, the execution flow in GOAL is ‘restarted’, whilst in Jason an intention that has been selected many cycles ago might still be executed. It will thus be important to make sure the flow from one plan’s context into (a certain point in) another plan’s body is made as clear as possible, for example by using some visualisation of an agent’s intention stack (Step 5). For user-defined breakpoints and state inspection (Step 4 and Step 6), the same principles as for GOAL can be applied to Jason.

Finally, for Java-based languages like Jadex, the set of available annotations that indicate the cognitive agent constructs can be used as the base for the syntax tree. In contrast to the default Java debugging flow, the ‘evaluation’ of such an annotation is an important point of interest. Care would have to be taken to make sure the execution flow between the annotated functions or classes is clear. In general, the design principles and according structure of an agent programming language play a significant role in the design of a source-level debugger for it \([?]\); the harder it is to relate the execution flow of an agent to its program code, the more effort is required to design a debugger that provides sufficient insight into the behaviour resulting from the code.

### 2.3.4. Implementation for GOAL

An implementation of the proposed source-level debugger design for GOAL was performed by extending the GOAL plug-in for the Eclipse IDE\(^3\). This plug-in provides a full-fledged development environment for agent programmers, integrating all agent and agent-environment development tools in a single well-established setting \([39]\). The Eclipse platform is based on an open architecture that allows for building on top of well-known existing frameworks \([40]\). By using Eclipse and the DLTK framework

\(^2\)Although this does not match the described cycle directly, it is an optimization of the cycle that is the default behaviour of a Jason agent, as confirmed in a discussion with the language designers of Jason. We also assume synchronous execution without the use of concurrent plans.

\(^3\)See [http://goalhub.github.io/eclipse](http://goalhub.github.io/eclipse) for a demonstration of the debugger implementation, instructions on how to install GOAL in Eclipse, and links to relevant source code.
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Figure 2.7: A Jason syntax tree with the relevant breakpoints indicated on the nodes that are present at the different levels on the left side of the figure, and the stepping flow between those breakpoints (for into and over) illustrated on the right side of the figure.
For example, a state-of-the-art editor for GOAL has been created, which forms a solid foundation for further tools. It includes a state-of-the-art editor that features syntax highlighting, auto-completion, a code outline, code templates, bracket matching, and code folding. Exchangeable support for embedded KR languages is provided as well.

The source-level debugger implementation makes use of the DeBugGer Protocol (DBGP), which is a common debugger protocol for languages and debugger UI communication. The DLTK framework in Eclipse provides support for using the DBGp protocol in order to offer a debugging interface to a programmer. The debugger implementation expands on the support for implementing the stepping diagram that has been integrated into GOAL by adopting a stack-based execution model, which naturally follows from the different levels that are represented in the stepping tree. This mechanism works by, for example, pushing the task of executing the actions of a rule (level 5 in the diagram of Figure 2.4) onto the agent’s execution stack after successful evaluation of a rule’s condition (level 4 in the diagram). The stepping actions (i.e., the flow) can thus be implemented based on these levels, following the rules identified in Step 3 of our approach. This implementation was also inspired by the debugging infrastructure of Lindeman et al. The resulting GOAL debugging interface is illustrated in Figure 2.9. In addition, a general overview of the organization of the debugging components is given in Figure 2.8. As illustrated in this image, a listener is attached to the GOAL runtime. This listener responds to events from that runtime (i.e., the breakpoints), forwarding them to Eclipse (as the GOAL core and Eclipse run in separate processes). In Eclipse, these events are translated into DBGp messages, that in turn control the debugging interface. By using DLTK and DBGp, Eclipse’s generic debugging interface could be reused; only slight adjustment was needed to for instance support the inspection of the multiple bases (i.e., beliefs, goals, etc.) of an agent. A user can also give commands through this interface, which traverse the same flow, but then in reverse.
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Figure 2.9: A screenshot of the GOAL debugging interface in Eclipse Neon.
2.4. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the source-level debugger that has been implemented for GOAL. In order to perform this evaluation, an implementation of the source-level debugger design has been added to the Eclipse plug-in for GOAL.

2.4.1. Quantitative

Table 2.4: Descriptive statistics of the performed evaluation ($N = 94$). The answers to Questions 4 and 8 are discussed in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Total Time Spent</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>Number of hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Debugging and Testing</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>Percentage of total time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Using Debugger</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Debugger Effectiveness</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1 (not) to 5 (very) effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5f. Debug: Watch Express.</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1 (least) to 6 (most) useful feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b. Debug: Interact. Console</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5d. Debug: Breakpoints</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a. Debug: Logging</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5e. Debug: State Inspection</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5c. Debug: Stepping</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6f. AOP: Multiple agents</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1 (least) to 6 (most) easy aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b. AOP: Ext. Environments</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d. AOP: Decision Cycles</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6e. AOP: Rule-based Reas.</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a. AOP: Use of KR</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c. AOP: Cognit. States</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A group of over 200 first-year computer science bachelor students at Delft University of Technology made use of this implementation during 6 weeks, working in pairs to develop a team of agents operating in the BW4T environment [43]. When handing in their final agents, the pairs were asked to answer a number of questions in order for us to improve the GOAL platform; it was made clear that their answers would not influence their grade in any way. The questionnaire that was used is provided in Appendix A.

94 pairs filled out this questionnaire. The results were processed by assigning a numeric value to the (Likert-scale) answers on questions 5, 6, and 7, and taking the lower bound as the single number to the answers on questions 1, 2, and 3. Using this processed data, the descriptive statistics given in Table 2.4 were obtained. Note that for readability the order in this table does not correspond to the order in which the questions were given (e.g., the ordering questions 5 and 6 have been sorted in ascending order of their results). In addition, (Tukey) boxplots for these results are given in Figures 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12.

The results show that these novice agent programmers spend about a third of their time on debugging and testing their agent program, and nearly all that time...
Stepping and state inspection are clearly regarded as the most useful features of the debugger, which is a positive affirmation of our work. The debugger is usually utilized (Q4) when students see their agent doing something wrong (56% of respondents indicated this) or to see how their agent program behaves exactly (32% of respondents indicated this). In addition, the use of external environments and especially multiple agents is regarded as causing most of the problems for debugging (Q5), suggesting directions for future work.

A correlation analysis showed some significant results, i.e., with a Pearson correlation coefficient less than .05 in a 2-tailed test, as shown in more detail in Appendix A. An expected result is that the the total time spent on programming (Q1) is positively correlated with the percentage of time spend on debugging and testing (Q2), which in turn is positively correlated with the percentage of time spend in the debugger (Q3). Moreover, the percentage of time spend in the debugger is positively correlated with the perceived effectiveness of the debugger (Q7). As the total average of the perceived effectiveness of source-level debugging for locating faults is quite high (3.2 out of 5 even with some low outliers), this correlation suggests that *although some time is needed to familiarize oneself with the agent debugging*
tools, they provide a programmer with an effective development tool.

In addition, the correlations between the different debugging features (Q5) suggest that the students can be split into two groups: one that indicates stepping, state inspection and breakpoints are most useful, and one that indicates logging, the interactive console, and watch expressions are most useful. This grouping is supported by the correlations between the debugging features and the different AOP aspects (Q6), as finding stepping and/or state inspection a more useful debugging feature is positively correlated with the rule-based aspect of AOP (i.e., regarded as easier), whilst in contrast finding logging and/or the interactive console a more useful debugging feature is negatively correlated with the rule-based aspect of AOP (i.e., regarded as more difficult). This suggests that using source-level debugging facilitates understanding of rule-based reasoning. A related result is the fact that finding breakpoints a more useful debugging feature is negatively correlated with the usefulness of the state inspection debugging feature, and that finding watch expressions a more useful debugging feature is negatively correlated with the logging debugging feature. This suggests that breakpoints and watch expressions are useful tools to reduce the amount of ‘manual’ inspection (e.g., looking at states or logs) that is needed.
2.4.2. Qualitative

The hypotheses in this section are also supported by the qualitative data that was provided by the students in their answers to Question 8. A selection of these comments is given below:

- “I liked the visual GOAL environment as it is much more relatable than a simple console. I liked its simplicity in separating logical processes.”

- “Debugging with multiple agents was not as good as we expected it to. It was hard to see what each agent believed and perceived. You had to pause one agent, but the others would just continue to gather blocks. So by trying to debug you interfered with the program and you might get a different outcome that way. That is not what you want to happen when you are debugging.”

- “Being able to look at the beliefs, goals, percepts and messages when the bots are paused was very helpful for debugging, as was seeing those update while stepping through a bot’s code. This especially helped with starting to learn the platform, as it was easy to see the effect of each line of code.”

- “I found the debugger ineffective as when you use the debugger the agents
act differently from without using the debugger. Also because when one agent hits a breakpoint the others keep going, making it very hard to determine what went wrong in the communication or teamwork.”

- "We loved the debugging, this was really easy to understand and you could easily find the bugs. The pausing and stepping is clear and very useful!"

- "I found it very annoying that the debugger and stepping apparently could yield very different behaviour, but it was something that you could work around with eventually. In a way it was a good thing because it also reminds you of its multi-threaded nature; make no assumptions about synchronization. I think this is partly what caused the most trouble for people using GOAL. Using the debugger is an essential tool for figuring out when a rule is fired, namely by putting a (conditional) breakpoint at the ‘then’-line. I liked this a lot!"

Although the comments are generally positive, clear directions for future work (as also suggested by the quantitative data) are indicated by the students, which will be discussed in the next section.

2.5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we proposed a source-level debugger design for agents that takes code stepping more serious than existing solutions, aimed at providing a better insight into the relationship between program code and the resulting behaviour. We identified two different types of breakpoints for agent programming: code-based and cycle-based. The former are based on the structure of an agent program, whereas the latter are based on an agent’s decision cycle. We proposed concrete design steps for designing a debugger for cognitive agent programs. By using the syntax and decision cycle of an agent programming language, a set of pre-defined breakpoints and a flow between them can be determined in a structured manner, and represented in a stepping diagram. Based on such a diagram, features such as user-defined breakpoints, visualization of the execution flow, and state inspection can be handled. We provided a concrete design for the GOAL and Jason programming languages, as well as a full implementation for GOAL, and argue that our design approach can be applied to other agent programming languages as well.

A qualitative evaluation shows that agent programmers prefer the source-level (i.e., code-based) over a purely cycle-based debugger.

The debugging challenges related to rule-based reasoning and agent decision cycles form the core of this chapter. However, there are more challenges in debugging cognitive agents that need to be addressed. One of these is the fact that agents are (usually) connected to an environment. Two problems need to be dealt with: (i) it cannot be assumed that an environment is deterministic which makes it difficult to reproduce a defect, and (ii) environments typically cannot be suspended instantly (or at all) which makes it difficult to understand the context of a defect. This is especially the case when dealing with physical environments, e.g., controlling
robots like search-and-rescue drones. Simulating environments could be a possible solution for this, i.e., using a deterministic, suspendable and repeatable version of an environment for debugging purposes. However, this is a major challenge, especially in large or uncertain domains.

Another problem is the fact that debugging *multiple agents* at once is significantly more complicated than debugging a single agent. This problem is most prominent in the evaluation results. Although debugging concurrent programs is a major problem in any type of programming language [44], the agent-oriented paradigm entails a number of aspects that might aid in supporting this for multi-agent systems specifically. For example, the fact that the way in which agents communicate is determined by the platform could be exploited for specific visualizations. In addition, grouping concepts such as organizations and roles [45, 46] could help in clustering information for users, especially considering that the amount of information needed for debugging can easily explode in a systems with many agents.

In addition, many programming languages for cognitive agents embed *knowledge representation (KR) languages* like Prolog or a Web Ontology Language (OWL). Some agent programming languages also embed (instead of extend) an object-oriented programming language such as Java. This introduces the additional problem of how to employ the debugging frameworks that are available for the embedded languages. For example, the SWI Prolog trace mechanism could be made available through the GOAL debugger in some way.

Finally, the debugger design should be evaluated on different groups of users, i.e., different from novice (first-year student) programmers. Moreover, additional quantitative measures such as the average time of finding a bug, the average quality of programs (e.g., the amount of faults/failures in a result with or without use of the source-level debugger), and more could give more insights into the challenges of debugging multi-agent systems.
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 Automating Failure Detection in Cognitive Agents

Debugging is notoriously difficult and time consuming but also essential for ensuring the reliability and quality of a software system. In order to reduce debugging effort and enable automated failure detection, we propose an automated testing framework for detecting failures in cognitive agent programs. Our approach is based on the assumption that modules within such programs are a natural unit for testing.

We identify a minimal set of temporal operators that enable the specification of test conditions and show that the test language is sufficiently expressive for detecting all failure types of an existing failure taxonomy. We also introduce an approach for specifying test templates that supports a programmer in writing tests.

Furthermore, empirical analysis of agent programs allows us to evaluate whether our approach using test templates adequately detects failures, and to determine the effort that is required to do so in both single and multi agent systems. We also discuss a concrete implementation of the proposed framework for the GOAL agent programming language that has been developed for the Eclipse IDE. With the use of this framework, evaluations have been performed based on test files and according questionnaires that were handed in by 94 novice programmers.

This chapter has been published in the International Journal of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering 6(3-4) (2018) [1], an extension of work published in the book Engineering Multi-Agent Systems (2016) [2], in turn an extension of works published in the Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (2016) [3, 4].
3.1. Introduction

Debugging is notoriously difficult and extremely time consuming \[5\] but also essential for ensuring the reliability and quality of a software system. Manual testing, using, for example, a debugger for single-step execution to identify differences between observed and intended behaviour, however, is not an efficient failure detection method and heavily relies on the programmer to identify the failure. In order to reduce debugging effort and enable automated failure detection, we propose an automated testing framework for cognitive agent programs. Automated testing yields a reduction in the effort needed to detect a failure and is more effective than code inspection methods \[6\]. In addition, it also facilitates running tests repeatedly at no additional costs.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce and develop a testing framework that supports automated failure detection for programs written in rule-based agent programming languages that use logic for representing the cognitive state of the agent, including e.g. its beliefs. A failure is an event in which a system does not perform a required function within specified limits \[7\]. Failures thus are manifestations of undesired behaviour. They are caused by a fault, an incorrect step, process, or data definition in a program \[7\] or mistake in a program \[8\]. Upon detecting a failure, a programmer needs to locate and correct the fault that causes the failure. Our focus is on automating the detection of failures and on dynamic analysis, i.e., the process of evaluating a system or component based on its behaviour during execution \[7\]. The testing framework that we introduce, however, also provides support for fault localization.

The main contribution of this chapter is an automated testing framework for cognitive agent programs that provides support for detecting frequently occurring failure types. As a first step towards such a framework, we argue that an aggregate level that collects multiple goals, plans, and/or rules in a single unit is the most natural unit for testing, and that test conditions should be associated with such units, which we call modules. Second, we introduce two basic temporal operators that in practice turn out to be sufficient for specifying test conditions to detect failures. Third, using this generic framework, we propose test templates for failure types that have been identified in a previously developed taxonomy by Winikoff \[8\]. The test templates can be considered as a refinement of this failure taxonomy. Finally, we introduce a test approach for deriving test templates given some initial functional requirements.

In order to empirically evaluate and demonstrate that our framework is expressive enough to detect all failure types, we verify that we can reproduce and identify all failures found in the sample used by Winikoff \[8\]. Moreover, we show that by automating testing, we are able to identify more failures. We also show that our work is not biased towards this sample by demonstrating that the same test approach is able to identify failures in different samples of programs. In addition, we discuss empirical and qualitative feedback that was collected, focusing on the practical use by novice programmers of a concrete implementation of the proposed framework.

As cognitive agents usually operate in dynamic, asynchronous environments
they need to achieve their objectives flexibly and robustly. Winikoff finds that because of this, agent programs are harder to test than equivalently sized procedural programs. Therefore, we also evaluate the effort that is required to reproduce failures in both single and multi-agent systems. Winikoff also states that it is not yet possible to apply formal validation methods to realistically-sized agent systems, providing further motivation for this work, focusing on practical run-time validation.

3.2. Related Work

In general, different techniques for detecting failures of program code are available, ranging from inspection of source code and logs to automated testing tools. The need for debugging techniques and test approaches for agent-oriented programming has been broadly recognized. Techniques for agent-oriented programming need to be based on the underlying agent paradigm. However, this is a significant challenge, as they should for example take into account that agents execute a specific decision cycle and operate in non-deterministic environments.

To facilitate code inspection, a (source-level) debugger that supports single-step execution of an agent can be used. Debugging is particularly useful for zooming in on a bug of which the location is already more or less clear; it requires a programmer to go through the execution steps of an agent program one-by-one and to observe any mistakes in the program manually. This method of code inspection is not only inefficient, but also subjective, as it depends on observations made by a programmer. It requires the same effort repeatedly since, after correcting an identified fault, a programmer needs to manually evaluate program behaviour again to verify that a fix does not introduce new defects. Automated testing offers a method that is complementary to debugging, able to find different kinds of failures, and thus increasing the overall number of detected failures. Moreover, debugging techniques that support the localization of the fault that causes a failure that has been identified by automated tests are still needed. Such techniques include state inspection, mechanisms for browsing and searching (historical) agent states, et cetera (c.f. Chapter 2).

Five levels of testing a multi-agent system (MAS) are distinguished by Moreno et al.: unit, agent, integration, system, and acceptance. In this classification, unit testing targets components that are part of an agent. Testing an agent means to test the integration of these components as well as its ability to interact with its environment. Integration testing focuses on agent interaction and communication protocols, system testing concerns the target operating environment, and acceptance testing takes the customer’s perspective into account. The focus of this chapter is on unit and agent testing.

Testing can target different artifacts. The testing framework of Zhang et al., for example, targets Prometheus design models. The paper presents a mechanism for generating suitable test cases. Similarly, the methodology of Gómez-Sanz et al. is based on specific ‘meta-models’ and ‘protocol descriptions’. Other methods focus on the interaction between agents specifically, often using ‘mock
agents’ to check if a specific interaction has taken place [22, 23]. The concept of a ‘mock agent’, i.e., a specific agent that is used for testing, is also used in the work of Carrera et al. [24] to test an agent’s behaviour based on ‘agent stories’. Most of these approaches consider an agent to be the smallest possible artifact to test. Other approaches target more specific artifacts like plans [25, 26], goals [27], or a combination of those [28]. However, we argue instead that modules are the most suitable target artifact.

Our approach to automated testing is partly motivated by the work of Hovemeyer and Pugh [29], which states that techniques that rely heavily on formal methods or sophisticated program analysis are valuable, but difficult to apply in practice, and thus not always effective in finding real bugs. Bug patterns (code idioms that are often errors) can be used to facilitate the development of simple detectors (e.g., test templates) that facilitate efficient bug detection in real applications. Therefore, unlike these existing methods, we focus on how to create tests that can detect specific bug patterns in cognitive agents. To this end, we introduce an approach for specifying test templates that supports an agent programmer in writing tests, based on a minimal set of temporal operators that enable the specification of test conditions in a corresponding test language that we show is sufficiently expressive for detecting all failure types of an existing failure taxonomy.

3.3. Automated Testing Framework

We introduce an automated testing framework for rule-based agent programming languages that use some knowledge representation (KR) for representing the cognitive state of an agent. We aim for a framework that is as generic as possible, but in order to introduce a concrete framework we need to make a number of assumptions about these languages.

First, agents have a perception processing component that they use for processing received percepts, which are simple facts that we denote by \( p(\vec{t}) \), i.e., some identifier \( p \) with any number of arguments \( \vec{t} \). We assume that percepts are stored each agent cycle when received from an environment for further processing. Second, we assume that the KR used supports a negation operator, denoted by \( \text{not} \). Third, we assume that the cognitive state includes a belief state that can be queried and which allows to make percepts persistent. Fourth, we assume that agents somehow can represent goals that they want to achieve as part of their state; agents can do this, for example, by means of events, plans, or declarative goals. Otherwise, the structure of an agent’s cognitive state depends on the specifics of the agent programming language, which almost always includes more, e.g., also events, messages, and/or plans. Fifth, we assume that the language provides support for aggregating or encapsulating basic language elements such as knowledge, goals, plans, and/or rules in what we call modules. Finally, we assume that an agent has a top-level module, which enables associating test conditions with the agent itself.

Three important design questions need to be addressed to define an automated testing framework for cognitive agent programs. First, we need to specify what the basic unit or program component is that tests are performed on or are associated
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with. Second, we need to define a test language for specifying test conditions. And, third, we need to specify an infrastructure that automates running tests. In order to provide concrete examples of the concepts introduces in these three steps, we will first introduce a case study that will be used in the remainder of this chapter.

3.3.1. Case Study: Blocks World for Teams
The Blocks World for Teams (BW4T) [30] is a simulated environment in which one or more 'robots' have to work together in order to retrieve coloured blocks from rooms in the environment and deliver them to a dropzone in a pre-defined order. Each individual robot has to move around the environment in order to inspect the various rooms for their contents, and is able to to pick-up (and drop) one block at a time. The BW4T environment has been proposed and used as a unified testbed for multi-agent systems, and will be used as an example throughout the remainder of this chapter. To this end, in Table 3.1, we briefly introduce the concepts that can be used as input (i.e., percepts) for an agent controlling a BW4T robot, and the possible output (i.e., actions) that an agent can generate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sequence(List)</td>
<td>Indicates which blocks should be delivered in what order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in(Location)</td>
<td>Indicates which location the robot is currently in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block(Block, Colour)</td>
<td>Indicates that the robot sees a block of a certain colour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holding(Block)</td>
<td>Indicates that the robot is currently carrying the given block.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>goT(o(Location)</td>
<td>Orders the robot to move to the specified location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pickUp(Block)</td>
<td>Orders the robot to pick-up the specified block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putDown</td>
<td>Orders the robot to put down the block that it is holding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: A brief description of the percepts and actions in the BW4T environment

3.3.2. Modules as a Basic Unit for Testing
An important initial question that we need to address when setting up a testing framework is what the target unit for testing is in an agent-oriented program. We argue that a testing framework for agent programs should not focus on knowledge bases to avoid reinventing the wheel, but developers should rather re-use existing (unit) testing frameworks for the underlying KR technology of an agent programming language. For example, a language that uses SWI Prolog for KR should aim at re-using the available unit testing framework [31]. We have also found that, in practice, testing at the level of individual goals, plans, or rules is too fine-grained and not that useful. Writing tests at the level of individual rules, for example, would not only result in more test than source code, but even worse, would not focus on the failures that need to be detected. A more suitable level is the aggregate level that collects multiple goals, plans, and/or rules in a single unit. We call such units modules and assume agent programming languages provide some level of support for modules. We will therefore associate test conditions with modules and introduce...
a test language that supports this.

Modules thus can be perceived of as components in an agent program that set goals or plans and generate actions to be executed, much like individual basic actions but at a higher level of abstraction. A module thus provides an execution unit smaller than the agent program itself but larger than other basic language elements. By using modules as targets for testing, we provide a developer with some additional control over which behaviour of the agent program is tested, as only the behaviour generated by the module will be evaluated. This allows a developer to write tests that target only specific parts of an agent program.

An agent enters a module when it starts executing the module and exits the module again when module execution is finished. These execution points provide two natural places for introducing test conditions. We will associate pre-conditions and post-conditions with a module that is evaluated, respectively, when entering and when exiting the module. Although useful, in practice pre- and post-conditions are not sufficient for monitoring the trace, i.e., behaviour and states, generated while a module is executed. To be able to evaluate a module’s behaviour, we therefore also introduce so-called in-conditions that are associated with a module. An in-condition is a temporal property evaluated on the trace generated by a module. These conditions allow the detection of failures that occur during module execution. They also provide better support for fault localization by indicating the code location where a failure was detected, as we will explain below.

### 3.3.3. Test Language

A test language should provide support for two main tasks: setting up a test and specifying which test conditions should be evaluated. To this end, we introduce the test language in Table 3.2. A testing framework that, when provided with a test program as specified by the grammar, should initialize and set up the infrastructure for running an agent system and (external) environment in which the test will be automatically performed. A time-out can be specified to ensure termination of the test after a specified time. A time-out is global and specifies how many time (in seconds) is allowed to pass before the entire test should have been completed.

### Test setup

The agents that are part of a test need to be referenced explicitly in a test program by means of their ids. These agents are launched when the test is started and automatically connected to an environment, if available, to receive percepts from and perform actions in that environment. The fact that agents are launched, however, does not mean that the program code of these agents is executed. Instead, the testactions that are specified in an agenttest clause (see Table 3.2) are performed when the test is run\(^1\). Test actions can be preparatory actions do action for, e.g., initializing an agent’s state, where action can be a sequence of actions that are available in an agent language. Test actions can also be instructions do id to execute a module, with id the module’s name. Note that it is possible to run an agent

\(^1\)We note that other agents in the MAS that are not referenced in the test are launched and run as usual until all test actions have been completed.
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{test} & ::= [\text{timeout}] \text{moduletest}^+ \text{agenttest}^+ \\
\text{timeout} & ::= \text{timeout} = \text{integer}. \\
\text{agenttest} & ::= \text{id} (, \text{id})^+ \{ \text{testaction}^+ \} \\
\text{testaction} & ::= \text{do} (\text{action} | \text{id}) [\text{until} \psi]. \\
\text{moduletest} & ::= \text{test} \text{id} \text{with} \\
& \quad [\text{pre}\{\psi\}] [\text{in}\{\chi^+\}] [\text{post}\{\psi\}] \\
\psi & ::= \Psi | \text{not} (\Psi) | \psi \land \psi \\
\chi & ::= \text{never} \psi | \psi \text{ leadsto } \psi. \\
\Psi & ::= \text{stateop} (\phi) | \text{done} (\alpha) \\
\text{id} & ::= \text{A simple identifier (e.g., denoting the name of an agent or module).} \\
\text{stateop} & ::= \text{Any state query operator (e.g., for inspecting beliefs or goals).} \\
\text{action} & ::= \text{Any action expression.} \\
\phi & ::= \text{Any KR expression (i.e., within a state operator or action arguments).}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 3.2: Test Language Grammar

itself by executing its top-level module (each agent is assumed to have one).

Finally, an \textit{until} \psi condition can be associated with a module (or, less use-
fully, an action) that terminates execution when a state condition \psi holds (state
conditions are discussed in more detail in the following subsection). An agent test
thus determines which actions and modules are executed and when they should be
terminated. An agent test can be shared by multiple agents, but it is also possible to
define different actions for different agents, which will then be executed in parallel.

The environment that agents operate in is not explicitly referenced in our test
language because the specifics of starting an external environment are very dif-
derent for each agent language. Here, we simply assume that a language-specific
mechanism is used for connecting agents to an environment.

Test conditions

As explained, test conditions are associated with modules. Which conditions should
be evaluated when a module is executed is specified by a \text{test} \text{id} \text{with} state-
ment, where \text{id} is a module name. With that module, a pre-condition \text{pre}\{\psi\}, a
post-condition \text{post}\{\psi\}, and/or in-conditions \text{in}\{\chi^+\} can be associated. Any
conjunction of (possibly negated) state conditions \Psi is defined as \psi; for simplicity
any such combination is also referred to as ‘a state condition’. Such a ‘full’ state
condition generally describes (i.e., in terms of goals and beliefs) a reason for se-
lecting a certain action. A state condition \Psi is a condition of the form \text{stateop} (\phi)
on the cognitive state of an agent where \phi is an expression in a KR language, or
a clause of the form \text{done} (\alpha) on an action \alpha that an agent has just performed\(^2\).
The state conditions that are supported will be different for each agent language,
as they each use a specific cognitive state structure and associated state operators
\text{stateop} for inspecting that state. Querying the beliefs of an agent, for example,
may be written as \phi? in one language and as \text{bel}(\phi) in another. Multiple state

\(^2\text{We note that because of this definition of the done operator, it only makes sense to use at most a single done clause in a state condition }\psi.\)
conditions can be joined by a conjunction operator, which again might for example be written as ‘,’ in a specific language, and ‘AND’ in another. Note that we do not introduce a disjunction operator in order to prevent complication through for example nesting conjunctions with disjunctions. Moreover, a disjunction can usually be rewritten by introducing additional tests or conditions (which is discussed below as well).

The pre-condition of a module is a state condition $\psi$ that should hold when a module is entered (otherwise, the test fails). An example of such a condition is: $\text{goal}(\text{in}(\text{Location}))$, i.e., informally the agent should have the goal to be in a certain location before entering the module this pre-condition is associated with. Similarly, a post-condition is a state condition that should hold when a module is exited (terminated). An example of such a condition is: $\text{bel}(\text{in}(\text{Location}))$, i.e., informally the agent should believe it is in a certain location when leaving the module this post-condition is associated with (otherwise, the test fails).

An in-condition $\chi$ is a temporal condition that specifies which behaviour is expected of a module. Such a temporal property or condition is a statement of the form $\text{never } \psi$ or $\psi \text{ leadsto } \psi'$. Conditions $\text{never } \psi$ can be used to specify safety conditions, i.e., things that never should occur. Conditions $\psi \text{ leadsto } \psi'$ can be used to specify liveness conditions, i.e., things that are supposed to occur sooner or later after something else has happened [32, 33].

Our test language only uses the two basic temporal operators $\text{never}$ and $\text{leadsto}$, as these two operators turn out to be sufficient for detecting failures (as we will show). We do not want to complicate our test language more than strictly necessary, as we aim for our language to be used by trained agent programmers. We therefore want to minimize the level of acquaintance with concepts from temporal logic that is needed. In particular, similar to preventing nesting conjunctions and disjunctions, we want to avoid nesting temporal operators, as conditions would otherwise quickly become difficult to understand. A disjunction in $\text{never}$ can always be rewritten to multiple $\text{never}$ conditions, as well as a disjunction in the first part of $\psi \text{ leadsto } \psi'$. A disjunction in $\psi'$ can usually be resolved in a similar way by specifying more specific (strict) versions of $\psi$ in separate $\text{leadsto}$ conditions. Finally, we note that some temporal operators such as $\text{always } \psi$ can be introduced as syntactic sugar for $\text{never not(}\psi\text{)}$. Similarly, $\text{eventually } \psi$ can be introduced as shorthand for true $\text{leadsto } \psi$.

### 3.3.4. Semantic model

Although it is outside the scope of this chapter to provide a formal semantics of the test conditions, we briefly introduce the basic semantic model that we assume informally. A run or trace of an agent program consists of a (finite or potentially infinite) sequence of cognitive states of the agent. Test conditions associated with a module are evaluated on (partial) traces generated by that module. For testing purposes, these conditions are assigned one of three values: $\text{undetermined}$, $\text{passed}$, or $\text{failed}$. Initially, all test conditions of a module have the value $\text{undetermined}$. The pre-condition of a module, if specified, is evaluated on the current state when entering the module and assigned $\text{passed}$ when the condition succeeds, and $\text{failed}$
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otherwise. Similarly, the post-condition is evaluated on the current state when a module is exited or terminated. The value of in-conditions is (re-)evaluated every time the cognitive state of the agent changes while the module is being executed. The temporal operator of the condition determines whether the value is updated:

- **never** \( \psi \): the value is changed to *failed* if \( \psi \) holds in the state; the value is changed to *passed* if the module (or test) is terminated and the value still is *undetermined*; otherwise, its value remains *undetermined*.

- \( \psi \) **leadsto** \( \psi' \): if the module (or test) is terminated, the value is changed to *passed* if every state where \( \psi \) holds has been followed by a state where \( \psi' \) holds (and vacuously so if \( \psi \) did never hold); otherwise, the value is changed to *failed*. If the module (or test) has not been terminated yet, the value is *undetermined*.

Note that when a test is terminated, all conditions will have been assigned the value *passed* or *failed*. The definition of the leadsto operator requires \( \psi' \) to follow *every time* that \( \psi \) held. More precisely, because the evaluation of a state condition could possibly lead to multiple solutions (e.g., when using variables), \( \psi' \) should follow for every unique solution for \( \psi \). Take, for example, the condition:

\[
\text{bel(block(Block,white)) leadsto bel(holding(Block))}
\]

This condition implies that for every white block that is believed to exist at any point in the execution of the module the condition is associated with, a holding belief should follow (before the module is left). This behaviour might be undesirable when, for example, testing the selection of a single result from a condition with multiple solutions. However, in such cases, the KR-language used can provide support. In Prolog, for example, a *setof* or similar operator can be used to produce a single solution (i.e., a list of possibilities) in \( \psi \) for which \( \psi' \) should then only hold once (i.e., for a specific or random possibility). In the previous example, if the agent’s module should only collect one block out of all known white blocks, the condition could be:

\[
\text{bel(setof(Block,block(Block,white),Blocks)) leadsto bel(holding(AnyBlock) \land member(AnyBlock,Blocks))}
\]

Here, the *member* predicate checks if a certain predicate is an element of a certain list (i.e., *AnyBlock* is in *Blocks*).

**Time-out mechanics**

If a test is terminated because of a time-out, this does not always imply that the test is a failure; if all conditions are passed at that time, the test is considered to have passed as well. However, it is important to consider the specific nature of test conditions that have not passed (yet) when a time-out occurs, as there can be ‘false positives’ for \( \psi \) **leadsto** \( \psi' \) conditions, i.e., for conditions that would have succeeded if the agent had continued running after the time-out (\( \psi' \) would have been true at some later point). Naturally, such false positives have a higher chance of occurring when the expected time of seeing \( \psi' \) after having seen \( \psi \) is longer, i.e., spanning more than one evaluation of a module.
A time-out mechanism should not be implemented by simply interrupting the agent system, i.e., instantly aborting the execution of each agent (and thus test) when a time-out occurs, as this way of terminating a test will cause problems with leadsto conditions that will hold within a single evaluation of a module; an interruption might then occur at any point in the module’s execution. A better time-out mechanism that prevents false positives from these ‘short’ leadsto conditions can be implemented by ‘evaluating the time-out’ at fixed points in the execution, e.g., at the end of each module evaluation. Such a mechanism will prevent false positives in for example a module that processes percepts; if such a module with multiple decision rules that process percepts into appropriate beliefs is aborted before all rules have been evaluated, any related leadsto conditions for percepts handled by rules after the point of interruption will fail.

It is in any case important for a developer to consider that the result of a test condition that either held (i.e., never \( \psi \)) or did not hold (i.e., \( \psi \leadsto \psi’ \)) when a time-out occurs might have changed when the program had run for a longer time. It should thus be clearly stated in test results if a test condition failed before or after a time-out occurred.

Based on the testing framework as introduced in this section, we will introduce test templates and a corresponding test approach in the following section.

### 3.4. Testing for Failures

In this section, we provide a systematic approach for detecting failures by introducing test templates that target specific types of failures in the taxonomy of Winikoff [8], given in Table 3.3, and a systematic method for using these templates. The introduced test templates can be considered a refinement of the failure taxonomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>failure to deal with percept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>other incorrect percept processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>failure to add a goal that should be added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>failure to drop a goal that should be dropped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>adding a goal that shouldn’t be added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>incorrectly adding a second goal of the same type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>dropping a goal that shouldn’t be dropped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>selecting the wrong (user-defined) action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>beliefs not updated correctly when action performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>action selected when should be doing nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>action interface mismatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>other failure not classified above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Failure Taxonomy of Winikoff [8]
3.4. Testing for Failures

3.4.1. Test Templates

A test template consists of one or more templates for individual test conditions. We provide test templates for each failure type in the taxonomy, except for A4 (action interface mismatch), which calls for another detection method and raises a specific design issue for testing frameworks. We note that a test condition specifies expected behaviour, and a violation indicates a failure. An example is provided with each template to illustrate this.

P1, P2: Failure to process percept (correctly)  In order to define test conditions for percept processing, we assume a state operator \( p(\vec{t}) \), indicating that a percept named \( p \) with arguments \( \vec{t} \) is perceived, that can be used to inspect the contents of the stored percepts. This does not mean that these conditions must be supported in the programming language itself, but only that it should be possible to somehow inspect which percepts have been received.

In order to support various options for percept processing, we distinguish three ways in which a percept can be updated, and associate specific test templates with each such method. Although in theory alternatives can be conceived of, we have specified test templates below based on the assumption that the percept information needs to be made persistent in the agent’s belief state, which worked well in practice. We also assume that test conditions for percepts can be associated with a percept processing module (abbreviated \( ppm \)), and we can write test statements of the form \( \text{test ppm with in } \{ x^+ \} \). Each agent language provides some kind of support for this, although perhaps not in the language itself but ‘under the hood’. It is important that test conditions for percepts are associated with and evaluated while executing the percept processing module. Because such a module is generally executed once per agent decision cycle, in order to not violate the test conditions, percepts must have been processed and beliefs updated accordingly at the end of percept processing.

Template P-once: concerns percepts that are only received once, typically when the agent is launched to inform it about static information such as locations on maps. The test template expects that after receiving the percept, it will be made persistent in the agent’s beliefs.

\[
\text{percept}(p(\vec{t})) \text{ leadsto bel}(p(\vec{t}))
\]

For example, the condition \( \text{percept(sequence(List)) leadsto bel(sequence(List))} \) verifies if the sequence of coloured blocks that is sent only when the agent starts is correctly inserted into the agent’s beliefs, i.e., that the percept has been (correctly) processed into a belief the end of the percept processing module with which the condition is associated.

Template P-always: concerns percepts about facts \( p(\vec{t}) \) that are always received when \( p(\vec{t}) \) is the case, meaning that not receiving the percept implies that \( p(\vec{t}) \) does not hold. For example, a percept \( \text{block}(1, \text{red}) \) is sent to an agent as long as it can see that red block. The corresponding test template consists of two test
conditions. The first is identical to the one for $P$-once; the second condition expects that not perceiving $p(\vec{t})$, which would indicate that $p(\vec{t})$ does not hold, should lead to removing the belief $p(\vec{t})$ (if present).

\[
\text{percept}(p(\vec{t})) \text{ leads to } \text{bel}(p(\vec{t}))
\]
\[
(\neg \text{percept}(p(\vec{t})) \land \text{bel}(p(\vec{t}))) \text{ leads to } \neg \text{bel}(p(\vec{t}))
\]

The conditions 'percept(block(Block, Colour)) leads to bel(block(Block, Colour))' and '($\neg \text{percept}(\text{block(Block, Colour)}) \land \text{bel}(\text{block(Block, Colour)})$) leads to $\neg \text{bel}(\text{block(Block, Colour)})$' can for example be used to verify that the agent’s beliefs about the blocks that it can see are correct.

**Template $P$-on-change**: concerns percepts that are sent only when parameters change. The percept $\text{in}(\text{Location})$, for example, is sent each time an agent’s location changes.

\[
\text{percept}(p(\vec{t})) \text{ leads to } \text{bel}(p(\vec{t}))
\]
\[
(\text{percept}(p(\vec{t})) \land \text{bel}(p(\vec{t})) \land \vec{t} \neq \vec{t'}) \text{ leads to } \neg \text{bel}(p(\vec{t}))
\]

Here, the conditions 'percept(in(Location)) leads to bel(in(Location))' and '($\text{percept(in(Location))} \land \text{bel(in(Current))} \land \text{Location} \neq \text{Current}$) leads to $\neg \text{bel(in(Current))}$' illustrate verifying the agent’s beliefs about its location.

The three test templates for percepts assume that any percept information should be stored in the agent’s beliefs ‘as is’. In practice, information contained in a percept may be purposely left out of the beliefs, or information from multiple percepts may be combined. The generic structure of the above templates still applies in such situations depending on the type of percept updating that is applicable, but some instantiations of $p(\vec{t})$ will need to be changed depending on the specific situation. Moreover, in some situations, removing a belief when something is (perhaps temporarily) no longer perceived might not be desired in the specific implementation, in which case the corresponding test condition can be left out.

**G1: Failure to add a goal that should be added** The taxonomy in Table 3.3 includes five failure categories related to goal handling. We therefore assume that a state operator goal is available for checking for the presence or absence of a goal. Each of these failure categories, with the exception of $G4$, suggest that a reason for (not) having a goal has not been adequately taken into account.

**Template $G$-adopted**: concerns a goal $\phi$ that the agent is expected to adopt because of some (sufficient) reason $\psi$.

\[
\psi \text{ leads to } \text{goal}(\phi)
\]

For example, the functional requirement that an agent adopts an ‘in-goal’ for every unvisited room that it believes to exist can be formalized as a condition

\[
(\text{bel}(\text{room(Loc)}) \land \neg \text{bel}(\text{visited(Loc)})) \text{ leads to } \text{goal(in(Loc))}.
\]
3.4. Testing for Failures

G2: Failure to drop a goal that should be dropped  The failure to drop a goal is taken here as an indication that the agent did not adequately reconsider the goals that it has. As one would expect an agent to reconsider its goals if the environment has changed outside the control of that agent, these failures would most likely only occur in dynamic environments or in a multi-agent context.

Template G-reconsider: concerns a goal \( \phi \) that should be reconsidered and dropped as a result for some reason \( \psi \).

\[
\psi \text{ leadsto } \neg \text{goal(}\phi)\]

The condition \( \neg(\text{goal(}\text{holding(Block)}) \land \neg(\text{bel(needBlock(Block)))}) \text{ leadsto } \neg(\text{goal(}\text{holding(Block)))} \) illustrates this failure type, where \( \text{needBlock(Block)} \) is some predicate that checks if \( \text{Block} \) needs to be delivered according to the goal sequence, which might not be the case any longer when another agent in the environment delivered a block.

G3: Adding a goal that should not be added  G3 is the counterpart of G1, reflected by the fact that we use a safety (\( \text{never} \)) instead of liveness (\( \text{leadsto} \)) condition here.

Template G-incorrect: concerns a situation in which there is a reason \( \psi \) for not adopting (having adopted) the goal \( \phi \).

\[
\neg(\text{goal(}\phi) \land \psi)\]

The condition \( \neg(\text{goal(}\text{in(Location)}) \land \text{bel(visited(Location))}) \) can for example be used to verify that the agent never adopts a goal to visit a location that has been visited before.

G4: Incorrectly adding a second goal of the same type  Some goals should only occur once and it should never be the case that the goal is instantiated twice. For example, an agent might have a goal of visiting a certain location but should never have two of those goals simultaneously.

Template G-duplicate: concerns a single-instance goal \( \phi(\vec{t}) \) that should be instantiated at most once.

\[
\neg(\text{goal(}\phi(\vec{t}) \land \text{goal(}\phi(\vec{t'})) \land \vec{t} \neq \vec{t'})\]

Verifying that the agent has at most one ‘holding-goal’ can for example be done with the condition \( \neg(\text{goal(}\text{holding(Block)}) \land \text{goal(}\text{holding(Other)}) \land \text{Block} \neq \text{Other} \).
G5: Dropping a goal that should not be dropped  Similar as G3 is to G1, G5 is the counterpart of G2.

Template G-maintain: concerns a situation in which $\psi$ is a reason why an agent should have a goal $\phi$, and should maintain it for that reason.

$$\text{never } ( \text{not(goal}(\phi)) \land \psi )$$

The condition ‘never ( not(goal(in('DropZone'))) \land \text{bel(holding(Block))} ’ can for example be used to verify that the agent always has the goal to be in the dropzone whilst it is holding a block (i.e., in order to deliver the block there).

A1: Failure to select an action  Table 3.3 includes four failure categories related to actions. Categories A1 and A3 suggest that a reason for (not) selecting an action has not been adequately taken into account.

Template A-selected: concerns an action $\alpha$ that the agent is expected to have selected because of some (sufficient) reason $\psi$.

$$\psi \text{ leadsto done(} \alpha \text{)}$$

An illustration of this template is the condition `( bel(holding(Block), in('DropZone')) ) leadsto done(putDown)' , which can be used to verify that the agent puts down any block that it is holding when located in the dropzone.

A2, A3: Incorrect action (selection)  We provide one test template for categories A2 and A3, which both suggest that something happened that should (never) have happened, and thus can be viewed as the counterpart of A1. A2 indicates that beliefs should not have been updated the way they are, and A3 indicates there is a situation in which an action should never have been selected.

Template A-incorrect: concerns an action $\alpha$ that should never be (immediately) followed by $\psi$ (A2), or a situation $\psi$ in which an action should never have been selected (A3).

$$\text{never } ( \text{done}(\alpha) \land \psi )$$

For example, the condition ‘never ( done(putDown) \land \text{not(bel(in('DropZone'))) } )’ can be used to verify that the agent will never put down a block outside of the dropzone.

A4: Action interface mismatch  This failure concerns an agent that attempts to perform an action in an environment that is not supported by that environment. An environment is expected to raise an exception or use another event-mechanism to indicate this issue. To detect these failures, rather than providing a test template, the testing framework should abort testing immediately after receiving the exception or event. Aborting upon receiving an exception is a general principle that is supported in our framework.
3.4.2. Taxonomy Refinement

The test templates that we have introduced, as summarized in Table 3.4, do not offer a perfect match with the failure categories, but provide a refinement of the taxonomy in Table 3.3. Instead of two categories $P1, P2$ for percept processing failures, we introduced four templates ($P$-once, etc.). The main reason for this difference is that in a test approach we should specify what kind of percept is expected, instead of indicating that no processing was done at all ($P1$) or something went wrong ($P2$). For a similar reason, we renamed $A1$ from ‘selecting the wrong action’ to ‘failure to select an action’, which also highlights the similarity with the template for $G1$. We merged $A2$ and $A3$ which are covered by a single $A$-incorrect test template; note again the structural similarity with the template for $G$-incorrect ($G3$). As discussed, we do not have a corresponding template for $A4$, as tests should rather be aborted when this failure happens. Finally, we have no templates for the ‘other’ category, as our empirical results suggest there is no need for an additional template.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P$-once</td>
<td>failure to process a percept that was received only once</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$-always</td>
<td>failure to process a percept that is always received when it holds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$-on-change</td>
<td>failure to process a percept that is received when parameters change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$-adopted</td>
<td>failure to adopt a goal that should have been adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$-reconsider</td>
<td>failure to drop a goal that should have been dropped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$-incorrect</td>
<td>incorrectly adopting a goal that should not have been adopted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$-duplicate</td>
<td>incorrectly adopting a second instance of a single-instance goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$-maintain</td>
<td>incorrectly dropping a goal that should not have been dropped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$-selected</td>
<td>failure to select an action that should have been selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$-incorrect</td>
<td>incorrectly selecting an action that should not have been selected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Test templates indicating a refined failure taxonomy

3.4.3. Test Approach

In order to test and use the test templates, we need a systematic test approach that tells us what to do (steps) and, more specifically, provides clues on how to instantiate the templates for a specific application. An important question, for example, is how to find reasons to instantiate the $\psi$ conditions that occur in the $G$- and $A$-templates. Table 3.5 lists information resources that are particularly useful for testing.

Step 1: defining success

The first step is to identify functional requirements from available agent design documentation (Table 3.5). These requirements define success and provide a concrete method for checking that a program does what it is supposed to do. A program can be considered free of failures if it meets all its requirements. In order to automatically check this, functional requirements must also be specified in the test language.
Typically, these requirements will be associated with the top-level module, called \texttt{main} here, that is executed by the agent, and we can specify them as pre-, post-, or in-conditions of that module using \texttt{test main with} statements or by using a statement \texttt{domain until }$\psi$. The latter is particularly useful for checking that some overall objective $\psi$ is realized (and, if so, the test will be automatically terminated; a \texttt{timeout} should be specified to guarantee termination if this is not the case). For example, the requirement or objective to pickup and deliver $n$ blocks can be specified by \texttt{domain until bel(delivered($n$))}.

**Step 2: testing cognitive state updating**

It is important to test that updating of an agent’s cognitive state works as expected. The state conditions used in test conditions are evaluated on this state and will fail for unclear reasons when state updating has not been implemented correctly. For example, a condition $\texttt{never\( done(putDown) \land \neg bel(in(\text{DropZone}))\)}$, which expresses that a block should never be put down when not in the dropzone, could simply fail because beliefs about $in(Location)$ were not updated correctly.

**Identify percepts, actions, and goals used**

As a preparatory step, it is useful to collect and list all types of percepts that can be generated by the environment, i.e., a percept’s name, (number of) arguments, and update type ($once$, etc.). Similarly, the types of actions that may be performed in the environment should be collected, and all types of goals that an agent may have should be collected from the agent program code (all by their name and possible arguments).

**Validating percept processing**

The most basic step is to instantiate the appropriate test templates $P$-$once$, etc. for each percept according to its update type. The resulting test conditions should be associated as in-conditions with the percept processing module, and the testing framework used to evaluate these conditions. Tests should be repeated sufficiently often as percepts generated will differ per run, if only because environments are more often than not non-deterministic. To gain confidence that percepts are correctly handled, it is important to (manually) check against the list of actions created above whether a sufficient variation of actions has been performed during test runs, as different actions often yield other percepts.

**Check single-instance goals**

Based on the design and intended use of goals in a program (annotated by comments for example, see also Table 3.5), and using the goal list created in Step 1, the subset of goal types that are single-instance
goals should now be identified. For each of these, the test template \textit{G-duplicate} should be instantiated and associated as an in-condition with the module(s) where a corresponding goal is adopted.

We note that the first and second steps can be performed by almost mechanically instantiating templates once relevant information has been collected. If these initial tests succeed, therefore, this will give a high level of confidence that cognitive states are updated correctly. For all templates other than those used up until now, however, a state condition $\psi$ needs to be derived using insights gained from the design and behaviour of an agent.

\textbf{Step 3: classifying failures}

After testing state updating and checking that failures still are present, there are two approaches for classifying those failures. A \textit{bottom-up} approach would start with the action and goal list created and try to instantiate templates for all these actions and goals, using the agent program itself as the main source of information. A \textit{top-down} approach would rather start by analysing agent traces (see also Table 3.5) and observing agent behaviour in order to identify which action should (not) have been performed or goal should (not) have been added. Although a top-down approach suggests to start with testing goals, this order is not fixed and testing might just as well proceed with actions.

\textbf{Failures concerning actions} In order to instantiate \textit{A}-templates, apart from the action, a state condition $\psi$ should be identified that provides a reason for (not) selecting an action. For \textit{A-selected} (resp. \textit{A-incorrect}), the question is in which situations an action should (never) be executed. The instantiated conditions should be associated as in-conditions with the module(s) where the action might (not) be selected.

\textbf{Bottom-up approach}

By inspecting the agent program, clues may be obtained for useful test conditions $\psi$. In particular, the triggering conditions of rules can be useful, as they typically indicate reasons for selecting an action. For example, a (rule) condition $\text{bel(in(‘DropZone’) \land holding(Block))}$ that triggers execution of an action \textit{putDown} suggests that an agent should execute \textit{putDown} when it is holding a block in the ‘DropZone’. By simply using this condition for $\psi$ we can instantiate \textit{A-selected} as follows:

\[
(\text{bel(in(‘DropZone’) \land holding(Block))}) \Rightarrow \text{done(putDown)}
\]

This simple approach can already detect failures, e.g., in case a wrong ordering of rules prevents the rule for \textit{putDown} to ever be applied. Similarly, by simply negating conditions found in a program, we can instantiate \textit{A-incorrect}. This assumes that the condition must hold for the action to be selected. Although these assumptions may be too strong, they provide a useful starting point and can be weakened based on further analysis.

\textbf{Top-down approach}

If an action failure is suspected because, for example, a functional requirement is not satisfied, observing an agent’s behaviour may provide clues for identifying a
useful condition $\psi$ for instantiating a test template for that action. Suppose the following condition fails:

\[
\text{bel}(\text{in}(\text{Loc})) \text{ leads to } \text{not}(\text{bel}(\text{in}(\text{Loc})))
\]

This indicates that the agent does not always leave a location after entering it. By identifying that the $\text{goTo}$ action is required to leave a location and observing that it is never performed, a failure to select that action is suggested. To test for this, the $A$-selected template can be instantiated by instantiating $\psi$ with the reason for leaving and $\alpha$ with the $\text{goTo}$ action, which yields:

\[
(\text{bel}(\text{in}(\text{Loc}) \land \text{Loc} \neq \text{OtherLoc})) \text{ leads to } \text{done}(\text{goTo}(\text{OtherLoc}))
\]

This process can be continued until the root cause has been identified.

**Failures concerning goals**  The approach for instantiating $G$-templates, apart from identifying the goal that might cause the failure, is similar to that for $A$-templates. The associated questions for the templates are, for $G$-adopted: for which $\psi$ should the goal be added?; for $G$-reconsider: for which $\psi$ should the goal be dropped?; $G$-incorrect: for which $\psi$ should a goal never be added?; and for $G$-maintain: for which $\psi$ should a goal never be removed? The approach for identifying $\psi$ for actions above also applies for goals. The instantiated conditions should be associated as in-conditions with the module(s) that are related to the goal. We illustrate a test for a goal $\text{in}(\text{Loc})$ that is adopted in a rule with a triggering condition $\text{bel}(\text{room}(\text{Loc})) \land \text{not}(\text{bel}(\text{visited}(\text{Loc})))$, i.e., indicating that an agent should adopt (multiple) goals to be in a certain location when it knows about a room that it has not visited before. By simply using this condition for $\psi$ we can instantiate $G$-adopted as follows:

\[
(\text{bel}(\text{room}(\text{Loc})) \land \text{not}(\text{bel}(\text{visited}(\text{Loc})))) \text{ leads to } \text{goal}(\text{in}(\text{Loc}))
\]

Again, this simple approach can already detect failures, e.g., in case the rule order prevents the rule from ever being applied. Similarly, by simply negating conditions found in a program, we can instantiate $G$-incorrect. This assumes that the condition must hold for the goal to be adopted, e.g., we never want to go to rooms we have visited before. A similar approach can be used for the $G$-reconsider and the $G$-maintain templates.

**3.4.4. Test Results**

In order to facilitate fault localization, it is important to consider how the results of a test are presented to a developer. First, we will discuss what the (textual) results of an agent test should look like when not considering integration into a source-level debugger. Next, we will discuss how tests can be integrated into a source-level debugger.

**Output**

The results of a test can be displayed by printing the evaluations of the test conditions (to some console) when all the actions in a test have been completed (or a time-out occurs). Alternatively, one could consider running a test until the first failure occurs, and printing only that failure. Both could be supported by adding a
toggle that enables either one or the other mode of running. First and foremost, the user should be notified if the test has passed overall, i.e., if all conditions held. In that case, just printing this is sufficient. However, more interestingly, when a test fails, the user should be informed about the specific test conditions that have failed (per module).

A condition of the form never $\psi$ can only fail at one specific point in a module’s execution, i.e., in the first cognitive state that $\psi$ held. Therefore, the exact details of $\psi$ should be displayed, i.e., the instantiation (variables) that made the condition hold. Moreover, it can be useful to provide some information about the point in time at which the condition held, for example by adding the number of decision cycles that an agent had performed up until that point to the result. This can for instance be used to look up the mentioned cycle in agent logs, and from there search for further information. An example of the result of a never condition would be:

```
The condition never ( done(goTo(Location)) \& bel(visited(Location)) ) failed in cycle 51 with Location='Room1'.
```

A condition of the form $\psi \xrightarrow{\psi'}$ can only fail at one specific point in a module’s execution, i.e., when the module exits and $\psi'$ did not hold yet. However, multiple specific instantiations of $\psi$ can require multiple specific instantiations of $\psi'$ to hold. It is even possible that specific instantiations of both $\psi$ and $\psi'$ already held at some point in the module’s execution, but not for the final time that $\psi$ was seen, as each time that $\psi$ holds $\psi'$ should follow at some later point in the module’s execution. Therefore, not only should the exact details of $\psi$ be displayed, i.e., the instantiation (variables) for which the condition held, but also the exact details of the possible multiple instantiations of $\psi'$ that did not hold. Again, providing information about the timing of such failures can be useful, i.e., adding the number of decision cycles that the agent had performed up until $\psi$ held (from which $\psi'$ did not follow). Moreover, because these conditions can fail due to a time-out (and perhaps falsely so), the result should clearly state if the specific failure occurred before or after the time-out. An example of such a result would be:

```
The condition not(bel(visited(Location))) leadsto done(goTo(Location)) failed as when the first part of the condition held in cycle 151 with [Location='Room1',Location='Room2'], the second part of the condition did not hold with Location='Room2' before the module exited in cycle 152.
```

Another variation that should be taken into account is when a condition $\psi \xrightarrow{\psi'}$ did hold, but vacuously so, i.e., when $\psi$ was never satisfied.

We note that it is also possible some (run-time) exception occurs during the execution of a test action. In this case, the test itself should be regarded as failed, and the exception printed in the test results.

**Debugger integration**

Besides using a console (for logging output), fault localization can be facilitated even more by integrating a test in a source-level debugger (c.f. Chapter 2). Such a debugger allows single-step execution of a program, providing a better insight into the relationship between program code and the resulting behaviour. When executing an agent test, such a debugger should suspend the execution of an agent
whenever a test failure occurs in order to allow a developer to inspect the agent’s cognitive state at that exact point (and perhaps its log up until that point). When this happens, the details of the failure should be printed as well, as discussed in the previous part. The failing test condition combined with its specific location in the agent’s source code and the agent’s current cognitive state will provide a developer with strong clues about which parts of the agent to inspect. For example, when a condition \( \text{never} \left( \text{done}(\text{goTo}(\text{Location})) \land \text{bel}(\text{visited}(\text{Location})) \right) \) fails (i.e., directly after \( \text{goTo}(\text{Location}) \) was executed for an already \( \text{visited} \) location), the source-level debugger should suspend the agent and highlight the location at which the failure occurred, which is in this case a call to \( \text{goTo}(\text{Location}) \) in some specific decision rule. The condition of that rule might already be the case of that failure, when for example it was not strong enough, or otherwise it will provide further clues towards the fault location, when for example a certain goal lead to the action being performed (thus spawning further investigation into that goal).

When a failure occurred during debugging, the developer can either choose to halt and correct the agent at that point, or continue running (or perhaps single stepping) until either the next failure occurs or the test ends.

3.5. Testing GOAL Agents in the Eclipse IDE

A concrete implementation of the proposed automated testing framework has been performed for the GOAL agent programming language [34], embedded in its plug-in for Eclipse. This plug-in provides a full-fledged development environment for agent programmers, integrating all agent and agent-environment development tools in a single well-established setting [35]. A source-level debugger for agents has been integrated in this plug-in (c.f. Chapter 2). Full editing support has been added for test files (with extension \( \text{.test2g} \)), as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

The testing framework has been fully integrated into the source-level debugger, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. In the plug-in there are several examples embedded that can be used to demonstrate the testing framework. Most of these are based on educational environments that usually include an assignment for (novice) agent programmers.

3.5.1. Implementation Details

As detailed in Chapter 2, a listener can be attached to the GOAL runtime, which emits specific events (i.e., the breakpoints). The testing framework uses this same mechanism in order to determine when to (re-)evaluate test conditions. First, when a module is entered, its precondition is evaluated, and any test conditions associated with it are added to the general set of test conditions to evaluate for that specific agent. Then, upon each change to the agent’s cognitive state (e.g., a belief is inserted or a goal is achieved), all test conditions in this set are evaluated. Conditions of the form \( \text{never} \ \psi \) remain in this set until the module is exited. For

---

3See the tutorials at https://goalapl.atlassian.net/wiki for a demonstration(video) of the testing framework implementation and instructions on how to install GOAL in Eclipse.

4All (educational) agent environments are available at https://github.com/eishub/.
conditions of the form $\psi \xrightarrow{\text{leadsto}} \psi'$, initially only $\psi$ will be in the set of test conditions for the agent. Then, for each time $\psi$ holds (i.e., after a single change to the agent's cognitive state), all applicable variations of $\psi'$ will be added to the set of conditions (i.e., if the specific instantiation is not already present). In turn, when any specific instantiation of $\psi'$ is already in the set, whenever it holds (i.e., again after any change to the agent's cognitive state) it is removed from the set. Then, in the end when the module is exited, at which point its postcondition will be evaluated, each remaining condition $\psi'$ in the set indicates a specific failure of the complete $\psi \xrightarrow{\text{leadsto}} \psi'$ condition.

Test failures behave in a similar way as user-defined breakpoints (c.f. Chapter 2), i.e., always halting the execution of an agent immediately when they occur.

### 3.6. Evaluation

In this section, we first evaluate whether our automated approach is able to detect all failures as previously identified in a specific set of agent programs [8]. Next, we evaluate whether we are able to detect failures in a different set of agents operating in the same environment, but with additional functional requirements.
In addition, we evaluate this for a single agent program sample that operates in a different environment. Next, we evaluate the effort that is required to reproduce failures in both single and multi agent systems. Finally, we discuss both empirical and qualitative evaluations that have been performed with novice programmers who have used the testing framework for GOAL.

3.6.1. Comparing the Approaches

To establish the effectiveness of our automated testing framework and test approach, we evaluate here whether the automated testing framework, using the test templates introduced above, is able to detect the failures that were detected by manual inspection by Winikoff [8]. We aim to show that our framework can be used to detect failures to obtain failure-free programs, meaning that functional requirements are met.

Methodology

We used the agent program sample and the methodology for testing, debugging, and classifying failures of Figure 3.3 that was also used by Winikoff [8]. Only step 1 and 3 were replaced by tests performed using our testing framework instead of manual inspection of logs and traces. We also used the same ‘success criteria’, i.e., the requirement formulated at the end of Step 1 of our approach. As we want to demonstrate that failures detected by Winikoff [8] can also be detected automatically, we used a bottom-up approach for writing tests and created test templates for all percepts, actions, and goals in a program to ensure as large a coverage as possible. Upon detecting a failure (bug), we applied the same fixes as Winikoff [8], which we obtained from the author, and re-ran our tests. We verified that the same bug was found by our tests, e.g., by checking that the code location where the test was terminated corresponds with the code location where a fix was applied. If we could not match a failure found by automated testing with one found originally by manual inspection, this failure was registered separately, the corresponding test conditions were removed, and the evaluation was continued.

Results

We analysed and wrote a large set of test conditions for 20 agent programs. The results in terms of number of failures found are summarized in Table 3.6. Each individual failure found was counted and included in the table. We used the taxonomy of Table 3.3 for classification, and not our refinement, to allow for comparison.
We were able to reproduce every failure found by Winikoff [8] (‘Manual’ column in Table 3.6) and often found more (‘Difference’ column). In particular, we were able to automatically verify that all programs were failure-free after fixing buggy programs by testing that they met the requirement, indicating success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16 (1)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30 (5)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 (0)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 (0)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10 (1)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11 (0)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>82</strong></td>
<td><strong>102 (10)</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Comparison of results (6.1)

We were initially able to detect 88% of the original failures by performing automated tests. So even though we were able to fully automatically establish that a program was failure-free, detecting some problems that were originally classified as failures required manual inspection (counts between brackets in Table 3.6). After analysis, it turned out that all these failures only occur when agent’s cycles are delayed indefinitely while an environment may continue running. This can happen when a developer manually pauses an agent. As an example, an agent that runs at normal speed and is connected to the BW4T environment, which we used in our sample, would never simultaneously receive the percepts in(‘Room1’) and in(‘Room2’). This is because it takes time to move from Room1 to Room2, and an agent running at normal speed would first receive the first and only later receive the second percept. If an agent is paused, because the environment continues running both percepts may be queued and received simultaneously when the agent is resumed. When we run tests with agents using the automated testing framework, we do not detect
such ‘failures’ because agents are never paused. Our finding thus highlights that it
is important to take timing issues into account. We eventually reproduced 100% of
the original failures by introducing (manual) pauses to our tests. We note that no
G5 failures were found (confirmed after discussion with the author of Winikoff [8]),
but we did find such a failure in the sample we discuss in the next section.

We identified 24% more failures, most of which (70%) were detected by means
of the percept test templates \((P1, P2)\) and the template \(G\text{-duplicate} (G4)\). Inter-
estingly, these templates are used in Step 2 of our test approach. This suggests
that manual inspection is biased more towards a top-down approach in Step 3. As
we argued, developing and testing a program is facilitated, however, if confidence
is gained first that state updating is free of failures. One likely other reason that
explains why we found more failures is that we were able to perform many test
runs, as the testing framework facilitates performing repeated test runs, and each
run may produce different failures because of non-determinism.

A particularly interesting result is that we found that 63 from the 82 (77%) fail-
ures detected by automated tests immediately pointed at the code location of the
fault. This, of course, makes it easier for a developer to fix a bug, and is a clear
indication of the value that automating testing can have for agent programming.
Fault locations are hardly ever pointed at, however, when a wrong action is per-
formed (\(A\text{-selected}, A1\)), suggesting that locating faults for such failures requires
a different approach.

We now show that our approach is also able to adequately detect failures in
sample programs other than those used to reproduce the results of Winikoff [8].
The test templates that we proposed have been based on the failure taxonomy of
Winikoff [8] which was derived from an analysis of the sample used in the previous
section.

### 3.6.2. Different Agent Program Sample

We aim to provide additional support that shows that our set of test templates is
complete and our approach is not biased towards a particular sample by looking
at other sample programs. We therefore selected a new sample of 10 agent pro-
grams that were written for the BW4T environment but by different programmers.
Moreover, these programs were supposed to satisfy several more functional re-
quirements instead of only one. Agents were required, for example, to not do any
redundant tasks. For example, the requirement “An agent should go directly to the
drop zone when it is holding a block” was formalized as:

\[
\text{never} \left( \text{done}(\text{goTo(Location)}) \land \text{Location} \neq \text{'DropZone'} \land \text{bel(holding(Block))} \right)
\]

Another example is the requirement ”An agent should not go to the drop zone with-
out holding a block", formalized as:

\[
\text{never} \left( \text{done}(\text{goTo('DropZone')}) \land \text{not(bel(holding(Block)))} \right)
\]

These additional requirements pose a greater challenge for our test approach, as a
program is considered failure-free only if all requirements are satisfied.

All failures found could be classified using our refined taxonomy; Table 3.7
presents counts per type. We did not find any \(A4\) failures but did find a \(G\text{-maintain} \)
(G5) failure. Failures that were detected were fixed using the same approach as Winikoff [8]. We thus were able to successfully generate failure-free agents that satisfy all functional requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-failure (P1,P2)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-selected (A1)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-incorrect (A2,3)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-adopted (G1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-reconsider (G2)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-incorrect (G3)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-duplicate (G4)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-maintain (G5)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: Results of the performed evaluation (6.2)

A larger set of functional requirements facilitated the use of a top-down approach rather than a bottom-up approach, as was used for reproduction. An interesting finding is that this lead to a decrease in the amount of test failures that pointed directly at code locations of corresponding faults (25%, 13 out of 53, as opposed to 77% before). More work is needed to explain this finding.

### 3.6.3. Different Environment

We also performed an evaluation on whether the testing framework and approach would detect failures in a single agent program sample that operates in a different environment. We chose an environment called the Vacuum World to this end [36]. In this world, squares in a grid can be either clean, dusty, or contain an obstacle that the robot should move around, thus requiring the agent to also successfully navigate the robot over the grid. A robot is able to move to any neighbouring clean or dusty square and clean up (vacuum) the square it is currently on (removing the dust).

For the evaluation, we used an agent program sample that was developed to meet the requirement that all dusty squares in a grid have been cleaned. This initial agent program did not meet the functional requirement specified, and we thus applied our test approach to detect failures.

Four failures were detected in the agent program, which is similar to the average of about four or five failures that were found for all other sample programs. Two percept failures were detected using the $P$ templates, and two failures related to action selection were detected using the $A$-selected template. After fixes were applied for these failures, the agent did meet its requirement. Consistent with earlier results, percept failures indicated code locations for corresponding faults, whereas the action failures required more debugging effort for fault localization.
3.6.4. Reproduction
In this part, we empirically investigate and compare the reproduction rate of failures in an agent (system). In other words, we determine how often an agent system has to be run on average to reproduce a specific failure, which is an indication of the effort required for testing (single or multi) agent systems in general.

![Flowchart](image)

Figure 3.4: A flowchart of our evaluation method for the test reproduction rate.

Based on Chapter 2, the method we used is to first run a given test set many times in order to identify all failures in an agent system. We then ran multiple sessions in which those same tests were repeated in order to determine how many repetitions are needed (on average per session) to reproduce all the failures that were initially found. We used a time-out parameter as agent systems may run indefinitely without making any progress (i.e., producing no new test results). Failures that are due to a time-out are ignored because these cannot be consistently reproduced. Our method, as illustrated in Figure 3.4, uses the following parameters:

- **B**: number of initial test runs for each agent system.
- **T**: number of seconds after which a test is aborted.
- **N**: number of ‘sessions’ for each agent system.
- **M**: maximum number of test runs in a single session.

The aim is to empirically determine the reproduction factor **R**: the number of times a run needs to be repeated to detect all failures in an agent system.

We used two sets of agent systems programmed in GOAL that control robots in the BW4T environment. They were created by pairs of first-year Computer Science bachelor students and handed-in with accompanying tests (i.e., test2g files). The first set consists of 84 single-agent systems, and the second set of 42 multi-agent systems (3 agents). We applied our method to both sets of agents, with parameter **B** set to 100, **T** to 60 seconds, **N** to 10, and **M** to 1000. These parameters were chosen after an iterative process of running experiments to minimize the runtime whilst making sure that unreproducible nor new failures would be found in the repetition part of our method (see also the step to increase parameter B in Figure 3.4). In total, for our final experiment, almost 23,000 runs were performed with a total runtime of about 330 hours.
We found a significantly lower number of failures for the single-agent systems (on average 0.3 failures, with a maximum of 8 failures) than for the multi-agent systems (on average 4.3 failures, with a maximum of 21 failures). In a rather static environment like BW4T with a low number of failures, we found that a single agent’s failure set can be reproduced on every single run, i.e., \( R = 1 \). This is very different for multi-agent systems where on average \( R = 11 \) runs were needed to reproduce all failures that were initially found. The distribution of \( R \) for the multi-agent systems is shown in Figure 3.5. Even though on average only 11 runs were needed, and the majority of failures only needed 1 run to be reproduced, in a few cases up to even 300 repetitions were needed to reproduce all failures.

Figure 3.5: The distribution of \( R \) for the evaluated multi-agent systems.

The issues with reproducing failures in multi-agent systems operating in external environments originate from the inherent problems that arise when testing concurrent software [37]. However, this does underline the need for an automated testing tool that is able to run tests repeatedly at no additional costs. Improving the testability of multi-agent systems is an interesting direction for future work, for example by examining the applicability of solutions developed for mainstream programming languages (like Edelstein et al. [38]) to the agent-oriented paradigm.

3.6.5. Practical Use

An empirical investigation into the practical use of the testing framework was performed on a large set of solutions handed in by novice GOAL agent programmers, who were working in a total of 94 pairs. These pairs were given the same as-
assignment, for which they had to develop a single agent and corresponding test(s) together. At three fixed points in time, they were asked to (voluntarily) send us their work up till that point; only the third (and final) version was actually graded. This set-up specifically allowed us to investigate failures in non-final submissions through a set of evaluations (i.e., using test conditions we formulated based on the assignment), as also suggested by Winikoff [8].

Tests
In Table 3.8, the descriptive statistics of the evaluations at each of the three hand-in moments are presented. The failures in each agent were determined by running them with a test constructed by ourselves (based on the assignment they were given).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) No. of rules</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) P-failures</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) G-failures</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) A-failures</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) No. of tests</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) No. of rules</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) P-failures</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) G-failures</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) A-failures</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) No. of tests</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) No. of rules</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) P-failures</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) G-failures</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) A-failures</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) No. of tests</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Descriptive statistics of the evaluations on the student assignments at each of the three hand-in moments.

At each hand-in moment, more students sent in their work (the final hand-in was the only mandatory one). As writing test condition was an explicit part at the end of the assignment, it is clear from the results that many students choose to do this at the end only. In addition, when the agent programs grow larger (i.e., in their number of rules) towards the final hand-in, the number of P-failures (i.e., failures in percept processing) simultaneously decreases each time whilst there is an increase in both A- and G-failures. This is supported by correlation analysis at all hand-in moments ($p = .01$). Failures in goals also seem closely related to failures in actions, most likely because failures in goal management often cause problems in action selection. This is also supported by correlation analysis at all hand-in moments ($p = .01$). Finally, a correlation analysis of the number of failures (as determined by

---

5See https://github.com/eishub/BW4T.

6Note that missing functionality was not considered a failure in these evaluations.
us) with respect to the number of test conditions written by the students themselves showed significant results only at the final hand-in moment ($p = .05$), indicating a similar decrease ($r \approx -.25$) in all three failure categories when the number of tests conditions increases, thus cautiously confirming the usefulness of automated tests for these agents.

### Questionnaires

At each hand-in, the pairs of students were also requested to fill in a short questionnaire when uploading their program. In Table 3.9, the descriptive statistics of these questionnaires are given. The students were asked to report the total number of hours spent on the assignment at each hand-in, and at the final deadline the percentage of that time they spent on testing and how effective they found the agent testing framework (on a Likert scale of 0-3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours spent (1)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours spent (2)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours spent (3)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent on testing</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiv. of testing</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: Descriptive statistics of questionnaire answers at each of the three hand-ins.

Interestingly, the amount of time spent on testing is quite high (and also quite different per student pair), but the effectiveness of the testing framework is not rated that highly. A qualitative evaluation of the feedback that students could provide at the final hand-in indicated some problems. The most frequently occurring feedback was (i) tests can take a long time to complete, (ii) failures can be hard to reproduce, and (iii) a full integration of the test results in Eclipse is missing. Most of these problems are related to the environment in which the (single) agent operated, as it could only run at a certain maximum speed, and by default randomly generates the world in which the agent operates. This indicates that agent environments may also require changes specifically to facilitate reproducible and repeatable testing. Moreover, even though an integration of the testing in the source-level debugger exists, students would like to see more integration of the test results in Eclipse itself, i.e., similar to the more graphical overviews that are given by mainstream programming languages.

Finally, a correlation analysis of the number of hours spent on the assignment (and the percentage of time spent on testing) with the amount of failures in the different categories supports the earlier conclusion that initially most of the failures are in the P category, whilst in the end most of the failures are in the G and A categories ($p = 0.01$).
3.7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we proposed and defined an automated testing framework for cognitive agent programs, facilitating automated failure detection and reducing debugging effort that is required from a developer. We argue that modules are a natural unit for testing, and associate test conditions with modules of an agent program. We also introduced a test language that is used to specify test templates for detecting failure types. These test templates refine a failure taxonomy introduced by Winikoff [8]. A test approach has also been specified that explains how to instantiate test templates and derive test conditions for specific failure types. The main steps of this approach are to (i) define success in terms of functional requirements, (ii) test cognitive state updating, and (iii) classify failures that concern actions and goals.

The test language proposed is minimal in the sense that only two temporal operators are provided. We showed by analysing different agent program samples that the language is nevertheless sufficient for detecting failures in these programs. In particular, we were able to reproduce and detect all failures that were manually identified by Winikoff [8] using our automated testing framework. Interestingly, in about 77% of failures found in this reproduction, the testing framework also pointed to the code location of the corresponding fault. We demonstrated that our approach is not biased towards a specific sample of agent programs by applying the framework to other sample programs, and in a different environment. We were able to adequately detect failures by means of the automated testing framework, i.e., all agents eventually met all functional requirements after fixing the detected failures. We also showed that for single agents, test results are always consistent. However, when running multiple agents, a high number of repetitions might be needed to reproduce the same failure in some cases, suggesting an important direction for future work into the testability of multi-agent systems.

A concrete implementation of the proposed automated testing framework has been performed for the GOAL agent programming language, and detailed in this chapter, serving as a prototype for evaluation and as an example for other agent programming languages.

Empirical evaluation of a large set of test files and according questionnaires handed in by novice GOAL agent programmers also lead to several interesting results, suggesting additional directions for future work. For instance, developers spent a considerable amount of time on testing, indicating the importance of proper support for this task. However, some problems were present in the current implementation, mostly related to the fact that an external environment was used, causing problems for both reproducibility and (fast) repetition.

Finally, the focus of our work has been on automatically detecting failures. Even though our results are encouraging in that fault localization was facilitated by the testing framework, more work is needed for locating faults that correspond with these failures. In particular, we found that faults related to actions that are performed but should not have been performed are difficult to locate. Tools that can explain why these actions were performed might be useful here [39].
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Facilitating Omniscient Debugging for Cognitive Agents

For real-time programs reproducing a bug by rerunning the system is likely to fail, making fault localization a time-consuming process. Omniscient debugging is a technique that stores each run in such a way that it supports going backwards in time. However, the overhead of existing omniscient debugging implementations for languages like Java is so large that it cannot be effectively used in practice.

In this chapter, we show that for agent-oriented programming practical omniscient debugging is possible. We design a tracing mechanism for efficiently storing and exploring agent program runs. We are the first to demonstrate that this mechanism does not affect program runs by empirically establishing that the same tests succeed or fail. Usability is supported by a trace visualization method aimed at more effectively locating faults in agent programs.

This chapter has been published in the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (2017) [1, 2].
4.1. Introduction

For traditional (cyclic) debugging to work, the program under investigation has to be deterministic. Otherwise, reproducing a bug by rerunning the program is likely to fail as it will not hit the same bug again or even hit different bugs [3]. Real-time programs like multi-agent systems are typically not deterministic. Running the same agent system again more often than not results in a different program run or trace, which complicates the iterative process of debugging. Chapter 3 also showed that the most frequently occurring type of failure in agent programs (a failure to select the right action) is caused by faults that occurred in a past state far from the point of detection. In other words, the root cause of a failure in an agent program is more often than not both far removed in time and in code (location).

Omniscient debugging is an approach to tackle these issues. Also known as reverse or back-in-time debugging, omniscient debugging is a technique that originates in the context of object-oriented programming (OOP), allowing a programmer to explore arbitrary moments in a program’s run by recording the execution. Such a ‘time travelling debugger’ is regarded as one of the most powerful debugging tools [4, 5].

However, omniscient debugging is still not widely adopted. An important reason for this is that existing (OOP) implementations have a significant performance impact, with slowdown factors ranging from 2 to 300 times. Moreover, most existing solutions are heavy on memory or disk space requirements, requiring tens of gigabytes for a single trace.

The fact that the agent-oriented programming (AOP) paradigm is based on a higher level of abstraction compared to most other programming languages provides an opportunity to apply omniscient debugging techniques with a significantly lower overhead. The premise here is that tracing for AOP can be based on capturing only high-level decision making events instead of the lower-level computational events of OOP. Tracing techniques for AOP would thus need tracing of significantly fewer events while still being able to reconstruct all program states, making omniscient debugging for AOP more feasible in practice than for e.g. OOP.

The main contribution of this chapter is the design of a tracing mechanism for cognitive agent programs that: (i) has a small impact on runtime performance; we show that our technique only has a 10% overhead instead of the much larger factors known from the literature (see Table 4.1); (ii) has virtually no impact on program behaviour; we empirically establish that the same tests succeed and fail with or without our tracing mechanism; (iii) can be effectively used for debugging, we propose a visualization technique tailored to cognitive agents and illustrate its application for fault localization. The key question we thus address is whether it is feasible and practical to apply omniscient debugging techniques to AOP without affecting testability.

4.2. Related Work

Omniscient debugging is based on the idea that a developer explores a run that failed by reversing back into its execution to locate the corresponding fault, rather
4.2. Related Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Storage req.</th>
<th>Slowdown</th>
<th>Storag loc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>Java bytecode instr.</td>
<td>100 MB/s</td>
<td>7-300x</td>
<td>in-memory(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Smalltalk bytecode instr.</td>
<td>1-100 MB/s</td>
<td>6-248x</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Java bytecode instr.</td>
<td>15 MB/s</td>
<td>10-115x</td>
<td>files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>VM modification</td>
<td>300 MB/s</td>
<td>2-7x</td>
<td>in-memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Java bytecode instr.</td>
<td>1-10 MB/s</td>
<td>2-15x</td>
<td>files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>Recording events</td>
<td>0.1 MB/s</td>
<td>1.1x</td>
<td>files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: A comparison of omniscient debugger implementations. Reported numbers have been rounded.

than trying to reproduce an observed failure in a separate (re)run as traditional (cyclic) debugging requires [3]. This is especially useful for programs that have non-deterministic aspects (e.g., randomness) and/or rely on external resources (e.g., agent environments), as such programs generally do not behave exactly the same way on each run.

Fundamentally, it is impossible to reverse the execution of a program because for many operations there is no way to take the state after the operation and infer the state before the operation [3]. Omniscient debugging facilitates ‘going back in time’ by recording an entire run of a program in a log, also called a trace of the run. Such a trace should allow any state of a program’s execution to be correctly reconstructed. An intermediate form between cyclic and omniscient debugging is record-replay debugging, in which only the aspects of a run that cannot be reconstructed (i.e., by re-running) are recorded. With this method, going back to a previous point in the execution requires restarting the run, and then feeding the recorded aspects back in at exactly the right times. Record-replay debugging is easier to implement, but also more time-consuming for developers, as a complete restart and re-run is needed to go back only one state in an execution. Moreover, it is not always possible to record all required (non-deterministic) aspects of a program, especially when a program relies on external resources such as external environments. Finally, we note that tracing a program for debugging purposes is different from manual instrumentation like in Lam and Barber [11] or collecting (performance) measurements like in Helsinger et al. [12].

Although omniscient debugging has been a research topic since the 1970s, one of the first influential attempts to apply this debugging technique to a modern programming language (Java) was performed by Lewis and Ducasse [6]. In this chapter, a proof-of-concept omniscient debugger is presented with the intention of demonstrating an upper bound for the costs of collection and display. Every change to every accessible object or local variable is recorded in memory separately for each thread by adding instrumentation code before every assignment and around every method call. The author claims that this proof of concept is effective for many kinds of bugs. A similar effort for Smalltalk was performed by Hofer et al. [7], which also provides support for searching traces by queries (boolean expressions) specified in the language itself.

\(^{1}\)There is a cut-off after 10,000 events on 32-bit systems.
The work of Pothier et al. [8] builds upon the work of Lewis, focusing on efficiency and usability. Events that are generated by (Java) bytecode instrumentation are stored in an on-disk database rather than in the program’s memory space. Although this increases the capture cost, this provides better scalability as usually more disk space than memory is available, and reduces interference with the program memory itself. Moreover, this allows for post-mortem debugging by using previously recorded files. According to the authors, the benefits of omniscient debugging in quickly pinpointing hard-to-find bugs far outweigh any performance impact. The work of Lienhard et al. [9] aims to further address performance issues by tracing at the virtual machine level.

A related tool created by Ko and Myers [10] is WHYLINE, which allows developers to pose “why did” or “why didn’t” questions about the output of Java programs. A trace is generated in memory through bytecode instrumentation, containing everything necessary for reproducing a specific execution. From this trace, a set of questions and according answers is generated. The authors note that their approach is not suited for executions that span more than a few minutes or executions that process or produce substantial amounts of data. However, their results do show that the approach enables developers to debug failures substantially faster.

Key aspects of the omniscient debuggers discussed in this section are compared with our mechanism in Table 4.1. We note that it is not possible to precisely compare the storage requirements (per second) and slowdown factors, as each work uses different programs (with varying amounts of activity in a run) in their evaluations, but the reported numbers do give a general indication of the various performance impacts.

A review of current state-of-the-art agent programming platforms shows that only three support something similar to a tracing mechanism. 2APL [13] provides an event-based mechanism that captures so-called reasoning steps in-memory. Jason [14] provides a similar mechanism, but, as far as we can tell, only captures (snapshots of) the full state of an agent after each of its decision cycles. AFAPL [15] also captures the full state of an agent after each decision cycle. It is not clear if these tracing mechanisms provide sufficient support for implementing an omniscient debugging technique. 2APL and Jason’s mechanisms do not scale well as they show fast growing memory usage, and, as a consequence, will quickly cause a significant impact on an agent’s execution. The mechanism store the snapshots in files, but it is unclear what the associated performance impact is. From the three platforms discussed only AFAPL supports searching in a trace for the occurrence of specific beliefs, but none of the platforms support more advanced navigation, querying or filtering of a trace. None of these platforms is able to relate agent states that are stored to the agent program’s source code, which is another feature that a developer needs for effectively locating faults.
Table 4.2: An evaluation of different tracing methods by comparing the average amount of cycles over ten 1-minute runs of a system with 4 agents operating in the UT3 environment and the corresponding average amount of storage space that is required. The percentages that are given for a method are relative to the method directly above in the table.
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A tracing mechanism for cognitive agent programs should facilitate *reverting* an agent to any previous state by recording its execution. However, there are many ways to record a program’s execution. Different solutions provide support for different techniques, ranging from record-replay debugging to support for full inspection which requires storing a full trace, i.e., all events, states, and actions performed in the run. Such a full trace that captures each individual state completely in practice is not feasible, as it takes 5-20x more time to execute an agent system and requires more than 50-200x the storage space needed for other mechanisms (see row Full in Table 4.2).

In this section, we take an incremental approach to the design of a tracing mechanism. We begin with an initial mechanism that stores a trace that captures as little information as possible but still provides sufficient information for record-replay. In this first step, a minimal trace is constructed based on events that, however, limits the options for a developer to (rapidly) locate points of interest in a trace and establish meaningful relations between these points. Step two extends the trace with information about state changes that allows efficient reconstruction of a previous state. In the third step, we add source code information associated with points in a trace to enable a debugger to more effectively explore the trace. At each step, we try to minimize the additional time and space resources needed and evaluate the impact of the tracing mechanism on the agent system’s (runtime) performance. All evaluations were performed on a Linux server with a quad-core Intel i7 processor and 6GB of RAM. Finally, we discuss how to store traces for later use. In this chapter, we will show that the behaviour of different sets of agents in different environments is not significantly affected.

4.3.1. Tracing Events (Record-Replay)

In order to facilitate record-replay debugging, we need to determine which aspects *must* be stored in order to reconstruct any previous state of an agent program’s execution by replaying. Assuming for the moment that agents themselves are deterministic (we will relax this assumption later), events such as percepts from an environment or messages from other agents would be the only items that need to be recorded in the trace. This is true because re-running an agent program does not guarantee the same events to be produced, as the environment is external and asynchronous and because multiple agents generally run concurrently in separate threads without a strict scheduling mechanism. By re-running the agent program with an initially empty set of events and by feeding the right events to the agent program at the right time to ‘imitate’ the environment and/or other agents, the run can be reconstructed from this event trace and the agent can be replayed.

An event trace can be implemented by storing a snapshot of all events that happened after each change. However, two optimizations can be applied to agent systems. First, events typically need to be stored only once per agent cycle. Second,
only changes in consecutive snapshots need to be stored. It is more efficient to only store events that have been added and deleted compared to the last snapshot as the rate of environment change typically is slow compared to the execution time of a single agent cycle and on consecutive cycles e.g. only a few changes to percepts are received. Storing the changes to events (e.g., with a listener pattern) thus only requires a simple comparison check with previous snapshots, and the required storage is linear in terms of this.

As a method to determine the performance impact of the tracing mechanism, we compare the average amount of cycles that agents performed in one minute. We used a randomly selected program from a pool of GOAL \[16\] multi-agent systems with four (different) agents that control bots in the highly dynamic UT3 environment \[17\]. The system first was ran ten times without any tracing enabled, and then ten times with the record-replay mechanism. Although runs are different due to the dynamics of the environment, the run settings (e.g., the map, the number of computer opponents, etc.) were identical in each case. We note that if a GOAL agent receives the same events as in a previous cycle and performs no new action in the environment, it (but not the environment entity) ‘sleeps’ until a new event occurs; we therefore actually report the number of ‘effective cycles’ an agent performed in one minute.

The results of these runs are summarized in the rows labelled None and Events in Table \[4.2\]; columns match with each of the four agents with an additional column for totals. The results indicate that there is no significant difference in cycle numbers when the event tracing mechanism is enabled or not. Less than 2MB of storage space is needed per agent per minute, with about 100 events generated on average per second. We also established that space requirements grow linearly over time, i.e., no more than 20MB is required when agents are executed for ten minutes.

An important usability metric is how long it takes to reconstruct a program state. In a record-replay mode, it is clear that stepping from the final to the initial state takes no (significant) time at all, as this simply means restarting the agent. Moving forward in time to a next state is also fast as the agent does not need to be restarted. However, going just a single step backwards in time, i.e., to a previous state compared to the current state, an agent will need to be re-started and almost re-run completely to reconstruct that state.

To obtain an indication of our usability metric, we first established that re-playing our example agent programs to obtain the final state starting from the initial state using the event trace takes about 2.5 seconds. Given this measurement, navigating to an arbitrary state in a run in order to inspect that state will take about 1.25 second on average. Users, moreover, will want to evaluate queries to identify states they need to inspect, and in our test cases this will take more than 2.5 seconds as a query will need to be evaluated on each state that is reconstructed as well. For an agent that has run for just one minute (even though in a highly dynamic environment), this means a waiting time of more than 4% relative to execution time, which in practice is quite high.
4.3.2. Tracing State Changes

We have assumed that the execution of agent programs is deterministic, but this assumption does not hold for multi-agent systems as, e.g., the scheduling of execution steps of agent programs is non-deterministic. Moreover, a single agent can contain non-deterministic choice points like selecting a random element from a list or evaluating rules in a random order that will cause a different trace to be generated even with identical input. It is generally not possible to account for all such points, especially if they are at the knowledge representation level (and thus not explicitly represented in the agent programming language). The substantial waiting times are thus not the only reason why a record-replay approach for agent systems will not be useful in practice for agent systems.

In order to reduce the amount of time a navigation step in the trace takes on average and to facilitate non-deterministic agents, we need to make sure that an agent’s state can be reconstructed without requiring re-execution. As storing each state in full is infeasible (see Table 4.2), we propose a mechanism that in addition to the changes to events also records all changes to an agent’s cognitive state. The idea is that by recording all event and state changes, a navigation step can be performed by reconstructing a state by applying all changes between the current state and that target state.

The changes that need to be recorded differ per programming language. For the GOAL language, each change to an agent’s beliefs or goals needs to be stored (besides the event changes related to percept and messages). For other agent programming languages that include notions like plans for example, a new intention that is scheduled or a change that pushes a new plan on an intention also needs to be recorded.

Note that it is not sufficient to store the actions performed by an agent program. For example, the actions of inserting a belief that the agent already has or dropping a goal the agent does not have, do not change the agent’s cognitive state. In order to be able to navigate back in time, we need to know how we can ‘roll back’ each action to reconstruct a previous state. For each action performed by an agent that can change the agent’s state, therefore, the real change brought about by that action given the agent’s current state needs to be computed and stored in the trace. In other words, while executing an agent program, the mechanism needs to store aggregations of items that have been added to and/or removed from a state.

It is also not sufficient to ‘instrument’ program code to record state changes. Although most state changes correspond to an action that is performed as part of an agent program, they do not always originate directly from program code. For example, accomplishing a goal results in removing that goal automatically from an agent’s goal base in GOAL. This means that the tracing mechanism has to be integrated into the virtual machine or interpreter of an agent platform.

As before, we analysed the performance of the state change tracing mechanism discussed in this section. The main results are summarized in the row labelled Changes in Table 4.2. Compared to event traces, we now see that on average the number of cycles has decreased by almost 10 percent. Even though this is still much better than the overhead introduced for traditional languages (see Table
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4.1), further evaluation is required, and so in our evaluation we will determine whether agent behaviour has been changed to a point where it affects debugging or not. The space requirements have doubled, but on average still less than 4MB per agent per minute is required. The gain we achieve by increasing space usage is that our metric of navigation speed has been much improved: fully reversing an agent’s state (either from first to last state but now also the other way around) takes only 0.5 seconds on average, less than 1% of the original execution time, and a substantial speedup compared to record-replay. As the time needed to evaluate queries remains the same, the speed-up factor for search queries on a trace will be lower, but only slightly so, as the time needed for evaluating a query on a state compared to reconstructing a state is almost negligible.

4.3.3. Tracing Source Code Locations

The state change tracing mechanism supports efficient reconstruction of a program’s run. It also facilitates debugging by enabling fast querying of traces to identify unexpected state changes. But it does not yet support fault localization, as it is hard to relate such state changes to program code; the information about the state change itself does not specify where in the agent program it was brought about. For effective fault location, ideally, a tracing mechanism is fully integrated into the existing development facilities of an agent programming platform such as, for example, single-step execution debugging and automated testing. The integration with automated testing in general is relatively straightforward as our tracing mechanism makes a program run available for exploration immediately when a test failure is detected. Test conditions (that fail), moreover, also provide useful clues for executing search queries or applying filters on a trace.

The integration of our tracing mechanism with a source-level debugger, however, is more complicated. Ideally, a developer is able to follow the same stepping flow s/he can create with a source-level debugger but now also in the reverse direction using the recorded trace. But even if we are given a ‘current’ source code location and are able to revert to a previous state (given a trace), it is not clear how to ‘reverse step’ through the source code because there are many paths through a program that can result in the same state. It is not clear whether it is possible to reconstruct a single path from local state change information only, and even less clear how to do that efficiently. Instead, we therefore propose to support ‘reverse stepping’ by adding source code location markers, i.e., the traversed execution events/breakpoints to an agent’s trace. This means storing a trace that not only records events and state changes, but also the full path of source code locations that is traversed while executing an agent program. In order to save space, each code location in an agent program is encoded as an integer number and this number instead of the file-based code references are stored together with an inverse mapping to retrieve the locations from these numbers.

To evaluate the impact of also storing code locations, we used the source-level debugging framework proposed in Chapter 2 to implement such a tracing mechanism and recorded all possible breakpoints, i.e. code locations that are traversed when ‘single-stepping’ an agent in forward mode. The main results are summarized
in the row labelled *Changes + sources* in Table 4.2. They show that recording source code locations does not have a big impact on the average number of cycles. The additional space needed to store traces was about 25%. It is worth noting though that space needed still only grows linearly over time, e.g., after ten minutes, our traces grew to roughly 50MB per agent (<0.1 MB/s).

### 4.3.4. Trace Storage

In order to minimize the impact of the tracing mechanism, the information that needs to be stored can be written to an (in-memory) queue. Due to the possible size of this queue and the memory requirements of agents themselves, this queue will need to be flushed to some more permanent storage in a thread(pool) that is separated from the agent runtime, preferably with a lower priority. One of the most efficient ways to do this is by using memory-mapped files [18], as they facilitate the best I/O performance for large files by mapping between a file and memory space, enabling an application to modify the file by reading and writing directly to the memory. Using files also facilitates debugging a trace at a later point in time (i.e., loaded from the file) and interaction with tools external to the agent runtime itself.

### 4.4. Evaluation

The main purpose of a tracing mechanism is to support debugging. It therefore is important to establish that the tracing mechanism does not significantly change the behaviour of an agent program. For debugging purposes, it is most important that the failures that occur in the agent system executed without tracing also occur when runs are being traced. It is also important to establish that the reproduction of a failure while tracing a program will not take many more runs and thus more time.

In this section, we empirically investigate and compare the performance and reproduction of a failure in an agent (system) with and without our ‘state change and source location’ tracing mechanism enabled. Whilst in the previous section we used Unreal Tournament (with 4 agents) for evaluation, in this section we will use the Blocks-World-for-Teams (BW4T; Johnson et al. [19]) environment with varying numbers of agents. Of all EIS-compatible environments [20] available to us ready for testing, UT3 and BW4T are the most dynamic.

#### 4.4.1. Method

The method we used is to first run a given test set many times in order to identify all failures in an agent system (c.f. Chapter 3). We then ran multiple sessions in which those same tests were repeated in order to determine how many repetitions are needed (on average per session) to reproduce all the failures that were initially found. We used a time-out parameter as agent systems that produce many failures may run indefinitely without making any progress (i.e., producing no new results). Failures that are due to a time-out are ignored because these cannot be consistently reproduced. Our method, illustrated in Figure 4.1, uses these parameters:
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- \( B \): number of initial test runs for each agent system.
- \( T \): number of seconds after which a test is aborted.
- \( N \): number of ‘sessions’ for each agent system.
- \( M \): maximum number of test runs in a single session.

The aim is to empirically determine the reproduction factor \( R \): the number of times a run needs to be repeated to detect all failures in an agent system. We use \( R \) to evaluate our tracing mechanism, but our experiments also contribute useful insights into the testability of agent systems.

![Flowchart of the evaluation method](image)

* In case failures have not been reproduced after \( M \) runs, terminate procedure for agent system; report failures to reproduce separately.

Figure 4.1: A flowchart of our evaluation method.

We used two sets of agent systems programmed in GOAL that control robots in the BW4T environment. They were created by pairs of first-year Computer Science bachelor students and handed-in with accompanying tests. The first set consists of 84 single-agent systems, and the second set of 42 multi-agent systems (3 agents).

4.4.2. Results

We applied our method to both sets of agents, with parameter \( B \) set to 100, \( T \) to 60 seconds, \( N \) to 10, and \( M \) to 1000. These parameters were chosen after an iterative process of running experiments to minimize the runtime whilst making sure that unrepeatable nor new failures would be found in the repetition part of our method (see also the step to increase parameter \( B \) in Figure 4.1). We first ran agents with tracing turned off and then ran the same agents again with tracing turned on but skipped the first step (see Figure 4.1) as the goal is to establish whether failures are reproduced also when tracing is turned on. In total, for our final experiment, almost 23,000 runs were performed with a total runtime of about 330 hours.

We found a significantly lower number of failures for the single-agent systems (on average 0.3 failures, with a maximum of 8 failures) than for the multi-agent systems (on average 4.3 failures, with a maximum of 21 failures). In a rather static environment like BW4T with a low number of failures, we found that a single agent’s failure set can be reproduced on every single run both with and without tracing enabled, i.e., \( R = 1 \). This is very different for multi-agent systems where on
average $R = 11$ runs were needed to reproduce all failures that were initially found. Most importantly, this establishes that all failures could be reproduced (and no new failures were introduced) when the tracing mechanism is used. The distribution of $R$ for both with and without tracing enabled is shown in Figure 4.2. Even though on average only 11 runs were needed, in a few cases up to even 300 repetitions were needed to reproduce all failures. The high number of runs required in these cases provides a strong indication that omniscient debugging is a technique that is needed in practice to be able to debug multi-agent systems. When comparing the distributions for $R$ using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, no statistically significant difference is found ($Z = -0.79$, $p = 0.43$). This provides additional support for the claim that the tracing mechanism does not impact the agent system’s execution. Finally, we note that a few extreme outliers where >500 runs were required were excluded from these results.

4.5. Visualizing Traces

For efficient fault localization, it needs to be easy for a developer to identify states in a program’s execution that are related to the failure under investigation. Moreover, a developer should not get lost in navigating between these states, but always have a sense what point in the execution s/he is evaluating and how the current state affected the execution.

We adapt the concept of a space-time view first developed in Azadmanesh and Hauswirth [21] in the context of Java programming to cognitive agent programming. A space-time view is a table that is structured along space and time dimensions.
where the rows in the table correspond to the space dimension, which is composed of the different elements in a state that are traced. Each cell indicates whether an element was modified by executing an operation or only accessed for inspection at a specific time (the columns in the table).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nOfPrintedL...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initCounter/0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helloWorld1...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>print/1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateCoun...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3: Space-time view (top) and filtered version (bottom)

For cognitive agents, the elements in a space-time view that are traced are the agent’s events, beliefs, goals, actions, plans, and/or modules (i.e., sets of decision or plan rules). Assuming a basic representation of a name with associated parameters is used to represent these elements, we use the corresponding signatures as the rows in the space dimension. For example, the signature `print/1` in Figure 4.3 represents a print action with one parameter. Each point (event, state change, source code location) in a trace represents a step (column) in the time dimension. Multiple space elements (signatures) can be used in a single step, e.g., evaluating a query may require accessing several beliefs and goals. The cells in our space-time view contain information about how an element was used at a particular step, which differs per type of element (e.g., a belief can be modified or inspected, an action or plan can be called and performed, a module can be entered or exited). Empty cells indicate the element was not used. An example of a space-time view for a simple agent is shown in Figure 4.3.

A developer can use and manipulate a space-time view in several ways. The signatures listed in the space-time view can be ordered based on type (beliefs next to beliefs) or alphabetically (using the signature names). A user can also apply queries or filters to a trace both textually as well as through selecting cells of interest or rather cells that should be hidden in the table; see, for example, the bottom table where only the first row is selected by a user in Figure 4.3. A user can click on any cell in the table in order to step the agent to the state matching that cell’s column (either forwards or backwards through its execution), allowing a developer to use all debugging tools (e.g., inspecting or modifying an agent’s beliefs and goals) in that specific historic state.

We illustrate the use of such a space-time view for analysing a failure of the following example test condition associated with a BW4T agent program:

```
goal(holding(B)), bel(atBlock(B)) leadsto done(pickUp(B))
```

This condition expresses that if the agent has the goal to hold block B, and believes it is at the block, that it should (eventually) pick up B. A failure to do so will lead to failure of the test condition (i.e., when the agent is terminated). Without an omni-
scient debugger, a developer would need to restart the agent, navigate to a point where the goal-believe query holds (assuming it will at some point in the restarted run), and continue by manually stepping to try to understand why the action is not performed. With an omniscient debugger, we do not need to restart the agent, and can use the clues provided by the test condition itself to navigate to the last time that holding/1 and atBlock/1 were modified in the space-time view. We can do so either by double-clicking the corresponding cell, or, even faster, by using the query goal(holding(B)), bel(atBlock(B)) to filter the trace. Note that such a point must exist in the run as the test condition failed on the exact same run that was traced. Because our tracing mechanism also traces source code locations and is integrated with a source-level debugger, a developer can now step from that point through the source code as if it is executed for the first time (and go backwards whenever needed). In our example, it quickly became clear to the developer that some decision rules were incorrectly ordered, which prevented the pickUp action from being executed.

4.6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we proposed a tracing mechanism design that supports omniscient debugging for cognitive agents, a technique that facilitates debugging by moving backwards in time through a program’s execution. Using a prototypical implementation of the tracing mechanism in the GOAL agent programming language, we evaluated and demonstrated empirically that the mechanism is efficient and does not substantially affect the runs of program in the sense that the same failures can be reproduced when the mechanism is turned on and off. This essentially shows that our mechanism is fast enough and can be used in practice for debugging failures without a need to rerun a program.

We also introduced a trace visualization method tailored to cognitives agents based on a space-time view of the execution history. A developer can navigate this view, evaluate queries on a trace, and apply filters to it to obtain views of only the relevant parts of a trace. Our approach is integrated with a source-level debugger and traces source code locations, which enables a developer to single-step through a program’s execution history and facilitates fault localization.

Future work will include a user study to evaluate the usability of our omniscient debugging approach for programmers. Our findings that it can be hard to reproduce a failure at least sometimes also prompt the need for further investigation into how failure reproduction for multi-agent systems can be improved. Finally, we believe that our tracing mechanism can provide a starting point for a history-based explanation mechanism that can automatically answer questions such as ‘why did this action (not) happen?’ [22].
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One issue that needs to be addressed time and again is how to create a connector for interfacing cognitive agents with richer environments. Cognitive agents use knowledge technologies for representing state, their actions and percepts, and for deciding what to do next. Issues such as choosing the right level of abstraction for percepts and action synchronization make it a challenge to design a cognitive agent connector for more complex environments.

The leading principle for our design approach to connectors for cognitive agents is that each unit that can be controlled in an environment is mapped onto a single agent. We design a connector for the real-time strategy (RTS) game StarCraft and use it as a case study for establishing a design method for developing connectors for environments. StarCraft is particularly suitable to this end, as AI for an RTS game such as StarCraft requires the design of complicated strategies for coordinating hundreds of units that need to solve a range of challenges including handling both short-term as well as long-term goals. We draw several lessons from how our design evolved and from the use of our connector by over 500 students in two years. Our connector is the first implementation that provides full access for cognitive agents to StarCraft: Brood War.
5.1. Introduction

Multi-agent systems, consisting of multiple autonomous agents interacting with an external environment, have been promoted as the approach for handling problems that require multiple problem solving methods, multiple perspectives, and/or multiple problem solving entities [3]. In the past twenty years, the research community has combined multi-agent system (MAS) concepts and approaches into mature frameworks for agent-oriented programming (AOP) [4, 5]. Current cognitive agent technology thus offers a viable and promising alternative to other approaches for engineering complex distributed systems [6, 7]. However, Hindriks [6] also concludes that “if [cognitive] agents are advocated as the next generation model for engineering complex, distributed systems, we should be able to demonstrate the added value of [multi]agent systems.” Designing a connector that can demonstrate this added value by connecting cognitive agents with an environment that puts strict real-time constraints on the responsiveness of agents, requires coordination at different levels (ranging from a few agents to large groups of agents), and requires complex reasoning about long-term goals under a high level of uncertainty is not a trivial task. The connectors that are currently available for use with cognitive agent systems have remained rather simple, and thus do not fully demonstrate the added value of cognitive agent technology.

In this chapter, we aim to establish a design approach for developing connectors for complex environments, aimed at facilitating the development of more connectors that can be used to demonstrate the ease of use of cognitive technologies for engineering large-scale complex distributed systems for challenging environments. We believe that RTS games that deploy large numbers of units provide an ideal case study to this end [8, 9]. The basic idea is to control each unit with a cognitive agent. Based on this, and in accordance with Google (DeepMind) and many other AI researchers [10, 11], we believe that StarCraft is the most suitable RTS game to target in our case study. Moreover, several popular competitions exist for StarCraft AI that can serve as a benchmark for implementations that use cognitive technologies [11]. By carefully designing and efficiently implementing a cognitive agent connector to StarCraft, and then testing this connector with large groups of students, we iteratively refine our approach for the development of cognitive agent-environment connectors.

Our focus in this work is on the case study of designing a connector that enables and facilitates the use of cognitive agent technology for engineering strategies for StarCraft (Brood War) based on a one-to-one unit-agent mapping, which is different from most existing StarCraft AI implementations. This unit-agent mapping introduces important challenges that need to be addressed:

1. The connector should facilitate a MAS that operates at a level of abstraction that is appropriate to cognitive agents.

2. The connector should be sufficiently performant in order to support a sufficient variety of viable MAS implementations using cognitive agents (i.e., both different approaches to implementing strategies as well as the use of different agent platforms).
In other words, the connector design should not force a cognitive MAS to operate at the same level of detail as bots written for StarCraft in C++ or Java, but also not promote the other extreme and abstract too much (e.g., clearly the extreme abstraction of providing a single action ‘win’ is not useful). To make optimal use of the reasoning typically employed by cognitive agents, the connector should leave low-level details to other control layers whilst still allowing agents sufficiently fine grained control.

### 5.2. Related Work

Connectors that support connecting cognitive agent technology to games have been made available for other games [12]. So far, however, most connectors have remained rather simple. The most complex cognitive multi-agent connectors that have been made available so far, are connectors for Unreal Tournament [13]. The design of such a connector involves similar issues related to the facilitated level of abstraction and the resulting performance as in this work. However, the resulting implementation as reported on by Hindriks et al. [13] does not support running more than 10 agents, whereas for a StarCraft interface we need to connect hundreds of cognitive agents to control the hundreds of units in game. Moreover, corresponding agent systems for Unreal Tournament generally offer only a very restricted set of actions that agents can perform (i.e., mostly just a “go to” action because other middleware software is used to take care of path planning, shooting, etc.) or communication (i.e., mostly just informing others about enemy positions), limiting the complexity of decision making that is required. Relatively speaking, compared to StarCraft, the diversity in strategies or tactics that can be deployed is rather small. Another problem related to Unreal Tournament is that games cannot be sped up, complicating testing and debugging. It is therefore not feasible to derive a design approach for connectors to richer environments from this work.

RTS games are widely regarded as an ideal testbed for AI [9, 10]. An RTS game like StarCraft involves long-term high-level planning and decision making, but also short term control and decision-making with individual units. This distinction between respectively strategical and tactical decision making is generally referred to as macro and micro respectively. These factors and their real-time constraints with hidden information make RTS games like StarCraft ideal for iterative advancement in addressing fundamental AI challenges [9]. Although machine learning solutions have been applied to some problems at the micro level, learning techniques have not been successfully applied to other aspects, mainly due to the vast state spaces involved [11]. The concepts of cognitive agents seem to be a good fit for addressing these challenges, allowing individual cognitive agents to reason about their tactical decision making whilst also inherently facilitating communication to make decisions at a joint strategical level. The reasoning typically applied by cognitive agents seems to lend itself for macro really well, but such systems can potentially employ learning techniques to perform specific sub-tasks (at the micro level) as well. A cognitive agent connector can also facilitate the use of MAS as an approach for allowing several individual AI techniques to work together.

The work of Weber et al. [14] recognizes the value of agent-oriented techniques
for StarCraft AI. Their "EISBot" uses a reactive planner combined with external components like case-based reasoning and machine learning. Similar to multi-agent systems, the concepts of percepts and actions are used. However, there is only a single ‘agent’ that is compartmentalized into several specific managers. This approach is thus still based on a single-bot approach, whilst in this work, we instead aim to design a connector for multi-agent systems in which each in-game unit is connected to an individual cognitive agent. Moreover, it is not made clear which percepts and actions are provided, and what the gain in terms of abstraction level and the loss in terms of performance in this implementation is, as the focus is on the implementation of the StarCraft bot itself, instead of on the design of a (generic) connector as in this paper.

The prototypical RTS game is StarCraft [11], originally developed by Blizzard in 1998, but still immensely popular both in (professional) gaming and AI research. An API for StarCraft (Brood War) has been developed for several years: BWAPI [15]. BWAPI reveals the visible parts of the game state to AI implementations, facilitating the development of competitive (non-cheating) bots. Several dozens of such bots have been created with this API, mostly written in C++ or Java, aimed at participating in one of the tournaments that are being held for StarCraft AI implementations. However, this work does not directly facilitate cognitive agents that use knowledge technologies and realise a one-to-one unit-agent mapping.

A first attempt at creating a cognitive interface for StarCraft was performed by Jensen et al. [16]. In this work, a working proof-of-concept that ties in-game units to cognitive agents was introduced. However, it does not address the major challenges such an implementation faces concerning the level of abstraction and corresponding performance, as we do in this work. When using this connector, it is not possible to create viable (diversities of) strategies, as the range of strategies it supports is quite limited. This connector only offers a small subset of all possible actions associated with each unit in the game, and the percepts made available by the connector do not provide sufficient information for in-game decision making either. In this work, we aim to allow virtually any strategy to be implemented with a sufficient level of performance using a cognitive agent connector based on the design approach we propose.

5.3. Case Study: StarCraft

In StarCraft, each of the three playable races have their own set of unit types, with roughly 15 types of air/ground units and 15 types of buildings per race. Although many races share similar types of buildings (e.g., depots to bring resources to), there are also substantial differences to take into account (e.g., one race requiring units to ‘morph’ into a different type of unit). For most types of units, there are usually multiple ‘instances’ (i.e., individual units) in a game, thus allowing anywhere from 5 up to 400 units representing one army in the game at a certain time. Depending on factors such as game length, the average number of units for an army in a typical game at any point in time is around 100, although many units will also die during the game (i.e., the total number of agents used is much higher). Performance is thus of vital importance, as a substantial performance impact caused by
large amounts of percepts for example, will limit the amount of viable strategies.

Our cognitive agent connector to StarCraft was developed and refined in three iterations. We draw several general lessons from these iterations, which we have incorporated into our proposal for a connector design approach. Initially, a pilot was held with around 100 Computer Science master’s students that worked in groups on creating a StarCraft bot using this connector. Shortly after, over 200 first year Computer Science bachelor’s students did the same with an improved version of the connector, being the largest StarCraft AI project so far. We continued development of the connector after this project, and made several additional improvements, after which 300 first year Computer Science bachelor’s students used the ‘final version’ of our connector.

5.4. Connector Design Approach

In this section, we discuss our design approach for a cognitive agent connector. The core of such a connector consists of three components: (i) the entities that are provided for agents to connect to (i.e., units in an RTS game), (ii) the outputs that are generated by each entity (and thus which percepts a corresponding agent receives), and (iii) the inputs that are available for each entity (and thus which actions an agent controlling the entity can perform). This structure is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Each of these aspects will be discussed, starting with general guidelines, their application to our case study of StarCraft, and the refinements that were made after practical use of the StarCraft connector. Next, key steps for evaluating whether the connector design is fit for use in practice for developing cognitive MAS will be given and performed for our connector.

We make some basic assumptions about the architecture of a cognitive agent, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. We assume such an agent pro-actively reasons about the actions that it should take based on (for example) its goals and beliefs in some fixed decision cycle that is asynchronous from the environment in which it operates (for a certain entity in that environment), from which it receives information through percepts. Multiple agents can work together in one multi-agent system, which is not centrally controlled but does facilitate direct messaging between (groups of) agents. Our connector makes use of the Environment Interface Standard [17] in order to facilitate interacting with MAS platforms.

5.4.1. Micro and Macro Management

In complex environments such as StarCraft, a crucial distinction exists between top-down strategical decision making (macro) and bottom-up tactical decision making (micro). The basic assumption that we make is that a connector needs to provide support for a multi-agent approach based on a one-to-one unit-agent mapping, which inherently facilitates decision making from a bottom-up perspective. At the micro level, every unit that is active in the environment should be mapped onto an entity that a cognitive agent can connect to in order to control the behaviour of the unit. For StarCraft, this thus means that any moving or otherwise active unit such as a building will be controlled by a cognitive agent.
Figure 5.1: An overview of the various components, with StarCraft on the left, our connector in the center, and a cognitive agent system playing the game on the right.
Although we initially assumed that the emergent behaviour from these agents would be sufficient to cover the strategical aspects, in practice this was hindered by the high dynamicity of an environment such as StarCraft, for example illustrated by the fact that any unit can be killed at any point in time. To facilitate macro management, we therefore have introduced a new, special kind of entities, so-called managers, which are made available by the connector. Managers do not match with unique in-game units, and as such they do not naturally have percepts or actions associated with them. However, as they still need to be informed about the state of the game in order to perform strategical decision making, they instead should have the ability to receive desired global information through percepts, as for example indicated by a developer in the initialization settings of a MAS.

Manager agents are especially useful to reason about groups of units. For example, without managing agents, all agents for resource gathering units in StarCraft (of which there are generally several dozen) would have to process information about the available resources and resource depots (i.e., subscribe to the relevant percepts and handle them), and then coordinate amongst each other about the division of tasks (i.e., implement some decentralized messaging protocol). Instead, a single manager agent can be the only one to have to deal with all the information about resources, and then use this information to assign a task to each resource gathering unit (i.e., through messaging), whilst in contrast the agents for those units would still handle defending themselves for example. This significantly reduces the total amount of percept processing and message sending that is required.
in such a situation. Moreover, in our case study we found that there is a need for dynamically adding or removing managers in order to for example temporarily centralize the reasoning for a group of attacking units, which is another frequently occurring situation in which using managers is beneficial for both performance and the effectiveness of the coordination between the relevant agents. The specific type and choice of managers that are made available by a connector and the resulting organizational structure is, however, not specified in our design approach so as to facilitate as many multi-agent system structures as possible. As there is information that is specific to certain units (and thus specific agents), and each unit has its own set of actions (which a single agent needs to call), it is not possible to completely centralize the reasoning.

Because our approach is to provide an entity (i.e., to which an agent can connect) for each unit, and the available actions for each unit are mainly defined by the (interface to) the environment itself, the main challenge when balancing the level of abstraction with the resulting performance is in determining the percepts that are available. As we assume cognitive agents here that explicitly represent their beliefs and goals, this essentially means we need to design an ontology that includes all relevant concepts for representing and reasoning about the environment at an appropriate level of abstraction.

5.4.2. Local and Global Information

The set of available percepts determines what information a specific entity ‘sees’ during the game, and thus what information its corresponding agent will receive. Percepts have a name to describe them and a set of arguments that contain the actual data. For example, a percept could be defined as map(Width, Height), and an agent could then receive map(96, 128) in a match. In order to determine the percepts that are created for each type of unit, our approach proposes several design guidelines. A key foundation of our approach to handling information from complex environments such as StarCraft is that there is a difference between ‘local’ information that is specific to a certain unit in the game (e.g., a unit’s health) and ‘global’ information that is potentially relevant to all units (e.g., the locations of enemy units). An agent should be able to perceive all local information that is specific to its corresponding unit’s state, whilst a manager agent should be able to perceive all global information that is needed for its strategic (macro) reasoning. However, pieces of global information might also be needed in the agent for a specific unit (e.g., nearby enemy units in StarCraft).

To this end, we initially pushed all global information to all unit and manager entities, as a connector cannot determine which parts of this information a specific agent will need. However, our case study showed that this caused a significant performance impact with larger numbers of units. We have therefore found it useful to provide specific mechanisms to a developer to fine-tune the delivery of global percepts. Through the connector’s initialization settings, a list of desired ‘global information’ (i.e., names of percepts) can be given (“subscribed to”) for each unit type. For example, the (pseudocode) initialization rule zergHatchery: [friendly, enemy] will ensure that all agents for all Zerg Hatchery entities in a match will
receive information about all friendly units and all visible enemy units. In this way, a developer can decide which information is relevant for certain agents, instead of such information being sent to agents at all times. This mechanism can also be used for specifying in more detail which global information a certain manager agent needs to be made aware of. Finally, we assume that when local information is needed for macro reasoning, this can be sent to the appropriate manager agent by the agent for a specific unit within the agent platform; it is thus not required to handle this within the connector (design) itself, as illustrated by the wave-shape in Figure 5.3.

The ease of use of the percepts for an agent programmer should also be taken into consideration, i.e., by grouping related pieces of information together. The design guideline here is that one should only group sets of parameters that naturally belong together. Moreover, to avoid having to deal with different kinds of percepts for each type of unit, a design guideline is that the percepts should be as generic as possible in order to facilitate re-use between different agents. This guideline is aimed at reducing the number of different concepts introduced in our percept ontology, and thus aims for efficiency of design. An example of this is the status percept for each unit, as its structure (i.e., the set of parameters) is the same for each unit, even though not all information might be relevant for each unit (not all units use energy for example, but a unit’s energy level is always provided in the percept). This also allows for specifying generic code for handling the status percept for all agents only once in the program, instead of having to specify this specifically (and nearly identically) for each unit type; special cases for certain types of units can then be programmed only where necessary.

Performance
One of the main challenges is how to deliver all percepts while guaranteeing sufficient performance levels. It is important to manage the percept load of individual agents, as creating the information needed for percepts (i.e., in the connector) and relaying that information to one or multiple agents who then have to make this information available for use in reasoning (i.e., by representing them in a Prolog base) is the most resource intensive task in a connector. In contrast to actions, of
which usually at most one is selected per decision cycle, there are usually many percepts (all containing various amounts of information) sent to each agent per decision cycle. We therefore introduce a number of optimization guidelines which aim to either reduce the total number of percepts an agent will have (to store) or the amount of updates to this set of percepts that an agent will have to process.

Complex environments have a lot of static information to which all individual agents may need to have access, like what a certain unit costs to produce or what kinds of units a certain building can produce in StarCraft. Because such environments also introduce many units (and thus many agents), the initialization costs for such information for each of these agents can have a rather big impact on a connector’s performance. To avoid this issue as much as possible, we introduce another design guideline to only create percepts for information that changes in a single match or between matches. Static information is better suited to be encoded in the agent system itself instead of being sent through percepts, as this will significantly reduce the performance when initializing an agent (which as aforementioned can happen many times during a game as large numbers of units come and go almost constantly). To this end, information that is fixed by the game itself can be coded as a separate part of the ontology that can and needs to be loaded only once at the start of the game. Agents will still need to be informed about changes between matches, e.g., map-specific information should not be included in the ‘fixed part’ of the ontology. Another guideline to keep the number of percepts low is to ensure that no data is sent through percepts that can either be calculated based on other data (e.g., the number of friendly units by counting the number of percepts about their status), or retrieved from other agents (e.g., the position of a friendly unit). Relaying information (like friendly unit positions) through messaging between the agents in a MAS is usually much more efficient, as an agent programmer can then selectively choose at which times and to which units to send specific pieces of information, as opposed to percepts always being sent to certain units even when they do not require them (at that time).

In order to improve the performance of the percepts that we do have to send, the Environment Interface Standard (EIS) [17], that we have used as a foundation for implementing our connector, differentiates between three types of percepts:

- **Send once**: this type of percept is only sent once. Such percepts are generally used to send data about the (specific) match when an agent is created, such as information about the map on which the match is played.

- **Send on change**: a percept of this type will only be sent if the percept changes. Such percepts are generally used to update known information, such as a unit’s health or the number of available resources.

- **Send always**: a percept of this type will be perceived every time the corresponding agent asks for percepts. Such percepts are generally used to

---

1There are actually four percept types, but we do not consider on-change-with-negation as this type will be removed in future versions of EIS due to compatibility issues with knowledge representation languages other than Prolog.
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indicate temporary information, such as seeing an enemy unit (which can die, after which the corresponding percept is no longer generated).

Send once percepts will be most performant, whilst send always percepts will be least performant. However, as indicated, some information cannot be represented in a ‘more performant’ type. It is thus important for to carefully consider which percept category certain (groups of) information would best fit in in order to optimize the performance.

For StarCraft, combining the (finite set of) information that is available through the BWAPI interface with the guidelines as posed in this section lead to a set of about 25 percepts\(^2\). We have designed and optimized our algorithms to compute the difference between information states in order to generate new percepts as fast as possible. Most percepts are only generated if some change occurred. Our connector has been carefully designed so as to optimize the generation of percepts by first and only once generating the global percepts (i.e., that are not specific to units), such as the list of (visible) friendly and enemy units, followed by the generation of the percepts specific to each entity. This structure also ensures that agents receive their percepts immediately when they ask for them, i.e., they are not generated when requested (which would slow down the agent significantly) but only when information actually changes.

5.4.3. Asynchronous Actions

The actions available for a certain entity define the range of behaviour that is possible for a corresponding agent implementation. The basic design guideline here is that as a rule, any action that a unit can do (i.e., that is available in the environment) should be available to its corresponding entity (and thus agent). A unit in StarCraft can roughly choose from about 15 types of actions at any given time. Certain actions are only available to specific types of units (e.g., loading a unit into a loadable building). Some abstractions were used in order to better facilitate the usability of this set of actions for agent programmers. For example, instead of using pixel coordinates, StarCraft allows tile coordinates to be used, i.e., corresponding to a certain block of 32 by 32 pixels (buildings in StarCraft always have a size that is a multiple of 32 pixels in any dimension). This abstraction of pixels to tiles is also used in coordinates in percepts, thus not only ensuring easy compatibility with the actions but also allowing for percepts containing coordinates to be updated significantly fewer times when a unit is moving for example. We also note that BWAPI does not explicitly support grouping units (i.e., as a human player would do), and thus each unit needs to choose its own course of action. However, creating group behaviour in a multi-agent system is facilitated through inherent mechanisms such as messaging between agents. Manager agents thus do not need specific actions from a connector, as they can rely solely on the facilities in the agent platform.

However, as a MAS platform uses and runs agents in its own (set of) thread(s) that need to be connected to the environment, synchronisation issues arise that in

particular for StarCraft pose a challenge, as StarCraft runs at a specific rate, updating the game logic at fixed millisecond intervals in so-called ‘match frames’. In existing (C++/Java) BWAPI bots, the match frame function is used as the starting point (or even single function) for all decision making. In principle, this conflicts with a multi-agent approach in which all cognitive agents run in their own separate (autonomous) thread(s). As a solution, we use several synchronisation mechanisms. First, and most importantly, for each entity all requested actions are recorded (queued). On each match frame call, all queued actions (for all entities) are executed, i.e., ‘forwarded’ to the corresponding unit in StarCraft itself. Agents have to carefully rely on feedback from the environment (i.e., through percepts) to detect the effect of their actions, or when an action has failed (e.g., because some other action by another agent just used up some resources). A basic understanding of the synchronisation issues is thus needed when developing agents for highly dynamic environments such as StarCraft.

**Debugging and Testing**

For complex environments such as real-time strategy games and StarCraft in particular, it is also essential to provide a developer with environment-specific visualization tooling that provides easy access to information that will allow the developer to understand what is going on in this environment. Which (types of) tooling can be provided is specific to an environment and the access provided by the basic API made available by the environment. In our case study, we have found that visualization tooling is most useful for providing insight into basic capabilities such as navigation, the status of units, and the progress of long-term actions such as a buildings producing a unit. For example, even though agents do not exercise low-level navigation control, agents do control the setting of target locations where units will move to. We therefore provide a developer with the option to enable visual cues about where a unit is moving to in order to be able to debug the agent code that sets these target locations. Another example of what our connector supports is visualizing when a unit is being produced by a building, removing the need to click on each building to see what it is producing (and how far along this production is) when trying to debug the production logic in a specific building agent. Visualizations like this can be implemented in StarCraft by using its debug drawing features that support drawing lines or writing text in the game window. Using these basic features, our connector allows for specific visualizations to be created by agents themselves (i.e., through calling specific actions), also facilitating drawing custom texts above in-game units. Examples of such ‘debug visualizations’ in StarCraft are shown in Figure 5.4.

More generally, to be able to debug and test multi-agent systems effectively and efficiently in an environment such as StarCraft where hundreds of agents are running simultaneously, requires a developer to have access to cheats that disclose or even modify gaming information that is not normally available to a player. StarCraft specifically offers useful development functionalities (through BWAPI calls) like removing the fog of war (i.e., making the whole map visible to the player), quickly gaining resources, or to making units invincible. We have integrated these functionalities in a separate development tool (that includes a button for gaining
resources for example) and through initialization properties of the connector (e.g., making units invincible right from the start of a match) in order to make them easily accessible.

### 5.4.4. Evaluation

As high performance is critical for any cognitive approach that uses many agents to deal with the challenges of AI for RTS, it is important to verify the (CPU) performance of a connector. In addition, one should evaluate the requirement that a connector does not restrict the strategy space in any essential way by for example examining the success (i.e., in tasks in the environment) of a set of cognitive MAS implementations that make use of the connector. We do so by discussing the lessons we learned from the use of our connector by over 500 students in two years.

**Performance**

Complex real-time tasks, such as effectively attacking enemy units in StarCraft, potentially require a new decision to be made in each match frame (based on the new information such a frame generates). As our approach is based on an unit-agent mapping, there are at least as many agents as units in the game. To be performant,
we need to show that all agents have the opportunity to receive new percepts and make a decision (i.e., perform an action) each match frame. AI tournaments run StarCraft at speeds of at least 50 match frames per second, which implies that in our case every agent should receive new information and be able to perform a new action at least 50 times per second as well, i.e., averaging\(^3\) at most 20 milliseconds for performing all cycles of the agents in a MAS. We assume here that no single agent should perform less than 50 decision cycles per second, even though many agents will not need that many decision cycles (e.g., most buildings would not as the decision making for production is not as time critical as for combat for instance). We aim to demonstrate that the minimum load required in the execution of the StarCraft connector leaves sufficient CPU time for adding the key decision logic in an agent program. We do so for our StarCraft connector by evaluating a simple multi-agent system that keeps producing simple units ('Zerglings') that continuously move to a random location on the map. In addition, all of these units are subscribed to all percepts (i.e., have to process them every decision cycle). A cheat was also enabled to ensure that these units cannot die. In this way, the maximum amount of units that a player can have (which is close to 400) can be reached without being influenced by the enemy in the game. Even though a player is very unlikely to reach this number of units in a game in practice, or to have all units subscribed to all percepts, we aim for our connector to provide sufficient CPU time for strategic reasoning even in this worst-case scenario.

![Graph showing the average speed of a decision cycle for all agents under a growing number of agents.](image)

**Figure 5.5:** The average speed of a decision cycle for all agents under a growing number of agents.

The results of this evaluation for a minimum baseline are shown in Figure 5.5. The evaluation was performed on a system with an Intel i7-6500U CPU and 8GB RAM,

\(^3\)Most tournaments allow bots to take more time for a limited amount of frames during a single match, but we disregard that here.
with the StarCraft game speed set to the default tournament speed of 50 FPS. As each agent runs in its own thread(s), the average time any agent’s cycle takes will increase when the number of agents increases due to limited system resources (e.g., the number of available CPU cores). However, even in this worst-case situation with up to 400 agents all processing all information available in the environment, the average cycle time per agent grows to about 10 milliseconds at most. This thus leaves 10 milliseconds for any additional reasoning to be implemented in the MAS in this extreme scenario. In practice, there will be fewer agents that are all subscribed to percepts more selectively. Therefore, in general, we see that around 18 milliseconds (out of the possible 20 milliseconds enforced by the tournaments themselves) will be available to a MAS that uses our connector.

We note that we have designed this baseline MAS such that all of the agents continuously execute decision cycles, whilst in practice, a decision is not required by each agent in every frame. This fact provides further support for our claim that sufficient processing power remains for implementing decision logic, as agents in a MAS with a more diverse set of agents should refrain from executing decision cycles (i.e., ‘sleep’) from time to time, thus freeing up CPU time for where it is needed most.

Success
As we cannot directly establish whether the full strategy space is made available by a connector, we aim to indirectly determine this by how well a cognitive MAS is able to perform relative to an environment measure that we would like to optimize. For a game like StarCraft, being successful at the game by winning (against other AI implementations) can provide such a measure.

Over the course of two years, groups of students created a varied range of full-fledged StarCraft AI implementations using (different versions of) our connector. After at most 8 weeks of work, nearly all of their implementations are able to defeat the game’s built-in AI consistently. Some of the groups joined the Student StarCraft AI Tournament (SSCAIT) [18] with their implementations, successfully competing with the over 100 other active bots (which are mostly written in C++ or Java, frequently based on other well-established implementations, and have often been around for many years or developed by companies like Facebook). One of the students’ StarCraft AI implementations that makes use of our connector is currently ranked at around the 50th place with a win-rate of roughly 60%. Altogether, this suggest that we have made the strategy space associated with StarCraft sufficiently available.

During the development and initial uses of the connector, we also gained valuable insights into the benefits and challenges of using current cognitive technologies for engineering complex distributed systems. One particularly challenging development issue that developers face when environments become more complex and the number of agents increases, is that every run of the system will produce different results. For this reason, it is very hard for a developer to test a specific scenario that s/he has in mind without additional tooling to provide a developer with control over the type of scenario that will evolve in the game. This makes testing very
difficult and it thus is of the utmost importance to do whatever possible to provide a developer with tooling and capabilities to handle this. Testing against StarCraft’s built-in AI, for example, will give different results on each run. More importantly, it can take quite a while before a scenario of interest occurs (if it does at all). In order to test specific (defined) scenarios, agent programmers should be allowed to save the state of the game at any given point, and then load that specific game again at a later stage, which is supported by StarCraft itself. Although our connector has been designed to support such state saving, in practice this will only provide support to some extent, and agent platforms should provide some way of storing and restoring the state of all agents at the same time.

5.4.5. Impact on Cognitive Technology

Even though the StarCraft connector has been optimized as far as possible when it comes to percept delivery, we found that there still are optimizations that can and should only be provided by the cognitive technology that is used, as we can only do so much; if the MAS platform itself is inefficient, it will not be possible to create an effective MAS approach for StarCraft with its strict real-time response requirements. One issue is for example that cognitive agents typically try to run as many decision cycles as possible. Considering the large number of agents that are typically employed in StarCraft, however, this is not ideal. In order to free up cycle time for e.g. agents that that have received new information to reason about. Therefore, we believe that functionalities that reduce the total load on the CPU, such as a ‘sleep mode’ in which an agent that does not receive new percepts from the connector or new messages from other agents will not execute any reasoning, should be provided by agent platforms.

However, problems do arise in this mode when for example an agent is supposed to do something (e.g., move around) after it has not received new information for some time. Therefore, a timing mechanism should be introduced as well, facilitating the automatic generation of timer percepts upon a certain requested interval (thus waking up the agent after a set amount of time). A sleep action can be added as well, allowing a developer to manually sleep an agent for a certain amount of time, and thus free up performance for other agents if they do not need to do any reasoning for a while (even when new information comes in). An example of this is when a building agent starts producing a new unit, and is sure it will keep producing this unit (which takes a while). In addition, to allow developers to get more insight into the performance of their agents, specific logging messages can be added to agents that when enabled, after each decision cycle, show how many queries were performed and how many beliefs, goals, percepts and messages the agent has (received) in total. This can be useful for a developer to for example improve the ordering or nesting of rules in order to reduce the average amount of queries that are executed per cycle, or to keep tabs on the amount of messaging between agents (e.g., one agent might flood another agent with redundant messages due to some bug).

Another observation is that communication with large amounts of agents poses many challenges. In practice, with peer-to-peer based messaging, as is typically
done in cognitive architectures, developers often use broadcasts to all agents in order to prevent having to use numerous bookkeepings of agents, which has an especially large performance impact in systems with many agents (such as those for StarCraft). We believe that this suggests that agent platforms should support a publish-subscribe messaging system to be effective, as this prevents agents that need to send messages to other agents from having to deal with continuously keeping track of which agents are relevant for its messages (i.e., interested in the information and still alive). Publish-subscribe messaging facilitates sending messages to a ‘channel’. Agents can subscribe to (and unsubscribe from) such channels, thus receiving messages sent to a certain channel only if they have explicitly indicated they want to do so. This allows for messaging based on content instead of specific targets. This is especially convenient for ‘manager agents’ to communicate with other (groups of) agents, as such an agent could for instance relay all required information about enemy units in a specific region to a certain channel, to which agents that need that information can then subscribe.

We believe that the application of cognitive agent technologies to complex environments such as StarCraft will yield more ideas for further development.

5.5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a design approach for creating connectors for cognitive agent technology to (complex) environments, illustrated by a case study of such a connector that provides full access to StarCraft. A major challenge that was addressed during the development of this connector was to ensure corresponding cognitive agent systems can be programmed at a high level of abstraction whilst simultaneously allowing sufficient variety in strategies to be implemented by such systems. Based on this challenge, design guidelines for determining the set of available percepts and actions in agent-environment connectors were formulated. The viability of our approach is demonstrated by multiple large-scale practical uses of the StarCraft connector, resulting in a varied set of competitive AIs. Based on the development of the connector and this initial use, we gained valuable insights on the development of complex cognitive agent systems as well, such as the benefits of using publish-subscribe based messaging and the challenges of debugging large sets of agents.

Ensuring a sufficient level of performance of the connector was a significant challenge that had to be addressed in particular in order to demonstrate that a unit-agent mapping (MAS) approach is viable. In our evaluations, we determined the baseline performance of the connector in a worst-case scenario, which shows that on average there remains sufficient CPU time for strategic reasoning in a cognitive MAS. Even though the performance of such a MAS depends largely on the agent technology used itself, we believe that our connector, and thus our design approach, can be effectively used in practice. Although our case study is focused on the ‘Brood War’ version of StarCraft, the new ‘raw API’ of StarCraft 2 is reported to be similar to BWPAI by Vinyals et al. [19], and our work should therefore be relatively straightforwardly applicable and/or portable to StarCraft 2 (and possibly other RTS games) in future work.
Finally, through the development and use of our connector for StarCraft, a number of challenges to cognitive agent technologies were identified. One of those challenges is the fact that debugging (cf. Chapter 2) becomes increasingly difficult with increasing numbers of agents. As debugging concurrent programs is a hard problem in general, more work is required in this area; it could for example be useful to visualize the interaction between agents or the CPU time required by each agent. In addition, in order to better support automated testing, (cf. Chapter 3), it may be beneficial to develop a mechanism that automatically saves the state of a MAS when a save game is created in StarCraft. This can be used to immediately initialize a MAS to the desired state when executing a test with a specific save game (i.e., a scenario). Another observation is that communication with large amounts of agents poses many challenges, requiring more investigation in future work, for example into messaging architectures based on a publish-subscribe pattern. Finally, the performance of a MAS itself (i.e., all processing that takes place outside of a connector) is of critical importance in highly dynamic environments such as StarCraft. Functionalities that can reduce the CPU load of a MAS are thus important to explore as well.
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The research presented in this thesis focuses on tools for the development of cognitive agents. It provides validated design approaches for source-level debuggers of cognitive agents (Chapter 2), testing frameworks for cognitive agents (Chapter 3), tracers for cognitive agents (Chapter 4), and connectors of cognitive agents to complex environments (Chapter 5). The main question of this thesis is:

How can we support developers of cognitive agents in effectively engineering multi-agent systems?

6.1. Conclusions

From the main question, five research questions were derived, and answered in each respective chapter of this thesis.

RQ 1: How can we provide developers of cognitive agents with an insight into how observed behaviour relates to the program code?

We proposed a source-level debugger design for cognitive agents aimed at providing a better insight into the relationship between program code and the resulting behaviour. We identified two different types of breakpoints specifically for agent programming: code-based and cycle-based. The former are based on the structure of an agent program, whereas the latter are based on an agent’s decision cycle. We proposed concrete design steps for designing a debugger for cognitive agent programs; by using the syntax and decision cycle of an agent programming language, a set of pre-defined breakpoints and a flow between them can be determined in a structured manner, and represented in a stepping diagram. Based on such a diagram, features such as user-defined breakpoints, visualization of the execution flow, and state inspection can be handled. We provided a concrete design for the GOAL and Jason programming languages, as well as a full implementation for GOAL, and argue that our design approach can be applied to other agent programming
languages as well. A qualitative evaluation shows that agent programmers prefer the source-level (i.e., code-based) over a purely cycle-based debugger.

**RQ 2: How can we automate the detection and localization of failures for developers of cognitive agent programs?**

We proposed an automated testing framework for cognitive agents, facilitating automated failure detection and reducing the debugging effort that is required from a developer. We argued that modules are a natural unit for testing, and associate test conditions with modules of an agent program. We introduced a test language that is used to specify test templates for detecting failure types. These test templates refine a failure taxonomy introduced by Winikoff [1]. A test approach has also been specified that explains how to instantiate test templates and derive test conditions for specific failure types. The main steps of this approach are to (i) define success in terms of functional requirements, (ii) test cognitive state updating, and (iii) classify failures that concern actions and goals.

The proposed test language is minimal in the sense that only two temporal operators are provided. We showed by analysing different agent program samples that the language is nevertheless sufficient for detecting failures in these programs. In about 77% of failures found in this reproduction, the testing framework also pointed to the code location of the corresponding fault. We demonstrated that our approach is not biased towards a specific sample of agent programs by applying the framework to other sample programs, and in a different environment. We were able to adequately detect failures by means of the automated testing framework, i.e., all agents eventually met all functional requirements after fixing the detected failures. We also showed that for single agents, test results are always consistent. However, when running multiple agents, a high number of repetitions might be needed to reproduce the same failure in some cases, suggesting an important direction for future work into the testability of multi-agent systems.

A concrete implementation of the proposed automated testing framework has been performed for the GOAL agent programming language, serving as a prototype for evaluation and as an example for other agent programming languages. Empirical evaluation of a large set of test files and according questionnaires handed in by novice agent programmers confirmed that developers spend a considerable amount of time on testing, reaffirming the importance of proper support for this task.

**RQ 3: How can we facilitate developers of cognitive agents in employing ‘back-in-time’ debugging techniques?**

We proposed a tracing mechanism design that supports omniscient debugging for cognitive agents, a technique that facilitates debugging by moving backwards in time through a program’s execution. Using a prototypical implementation of the tracing mechanism in the GOAL agent programming language, we evaluated and demonstrated empirically that the mechanism is efficient and does not substantially affect the runs of program in the sense that the same failures can be reproduced
when the mechanism is turned on and off. This essentially shows that our mechanism is fast enough and can be used in practice for debugging failures without a need to rerun a program.

We also introduced a trace visualization method tailored to cognitives agents based on a space-time view of the execution history. A developer can navigate this view, evaluate queries on a trace, and apply filters to it to obtain views of only the relevant parts of a trace. Our approach is integrated with a source-level debugger and traces source code locations, which enables a developer to single-step through a program’s execution history and facilitates fault localization.

**RQ 4:** How can developers of cognitive agents connect their agents to complex real-time environments?

We presented a design approach for creating connectors for cognitive agent technology to (complex) environments, illustrated by a case study of such a connector that provides full access to StarCraft: Brood War. A major challenge that was addressed during the development of this prototypical connector was to ensure corresponding cognitive agent systems can be programmed at a high level of abstraction whilst simultaneously allowing sufficient variety in strategies to be implemented by such systems. Based on this challenge, design guidelines for determining the set of available percepts and actions in agent-environment connectors were formulated. The viability of our approach is demonstrated by multiple large-scale practical uses of the StarCraft connector, resulting in a varied set of competitive AIs. Based on the development of the connector and this initial use, we gained valuable insights on the development of complex cognitive agent systems as well, such as the benefits of using publish-subscribe based messaging and the challenges of debugging large sets of agents.

Ensuring a sufficient level of performance of the connector was a significant challenge that had to be addressed in particular in order to demonstrate that a unit-agent mapping approach is viable. In our evaluations, we determined the baseline performance of the connector in a worst-case scenario, which shows that on average there remains sufficient CPU time for strategic reasoning in a cognitive MAS. Even though the performance of such a MAS depends largely on the agent technology used itself, we believe that our connector, and thus our design approach, can be effectively used in practice.

### 6.2. Limitations

One limitation of this work is that all three proposed design approaches for development tools for cognitive agents have been implemented and evaluated in the GOAL agent programming language. Although the approaches are designed for cognitive agent systems in general, and all assumptions are listed for each respective design, this means that each evaluation has been performed on specific sets of programmers (i.e., students at the Delft University of Technology). We aim for this work to inspire the maintainers of other cognitive agent platforms to apply our design approaches to strengthen the development tools in their platforms in the future,
and perhaps also different groups of programmers (e.g., in industry) to adopt the cognitive toolset. A similar limitation applies to our proposed design approach for connectors of cognitive agents to complex environments, as this approach has been applied to only one such scenario (i.e., StarCraft). Although we believe this environment is prototypical, we similarly aim for this work to promote the development of such connectors.

An additional limitation applies to Chapters 4 and 5 specifically. For these works, no (qualitative) user studies have been performed yet. For the omniscient debugger, we believe that a history-based explanation mechanism that can automatically answer questions such as ‘why did this action (not) happen’ [2, 3] is first required for developers to enjoy the full potential of this tool. Regarding connectors of cognitive agents to complex environments, there is only a handful of people in the world who develop such connectors at this time. We hope that our proposed design approach will empower others to undertake such development as well, thus also increasing the use of cognitive agents as a solution to AI problems.

Finally, even though explicitly aiming at tooling for multi-agent systems from the start, all studies show that working with more than a handful of agents still vastly complicates a large portion of the development process. Although vitally important for cognitive agents, the debugging and testing of concurrent programs in general is an active research topic [4]. Further work is necessary both in general and for MAS specifically to deal with the issues that concurrency introduces to the developers.

### 6.3. Contributions

In this work, we have contributed to the field of developing cognitive agents in multiple ways. We have empirically investigated the needs of developers of cognitive agents in effectively engineering solutions to AI problems. Based on this, for the AOP community as a whole, we have introduced design methods for the creation of source-level debuggers, automated testing frameworks, omniscient debuggers, and cognitive connectors; all vital tools for engineering MAS. Each tool has been implemented in the GOAL agent platform, making sure the proposed design approaches are feasible in practice and serving both as a prototype for use in evaluations as well as an open-source example for the developers of other AOP solutions.¹

We believe all of this work also enhances the potential of “demonstrating the added value of cognitive agents” [5]. First, empowering developers of cognitive agent systems to effectively debug and test their systems should enhance their potential willingness to employ these technologies; debugging and testing are a large part of the entire development process after all [6, 7]. Second, providing developers with a design approach for developing efficient cognitive connectors to complex environments (like StarCraft) allows AOP to be actually employed for engineering large-scale complex distributed systems. Finally, our empirical results provide concrete examples of the potential of AOP. In total perhaps close to a thousand students made use of the GOAL agent platform over the past four years. The StarCraft connector, for example, was used in conjunction with the GOAL platform

¹See [https://bitbucket.org/goalhub/](https://bitbucket.org/goalhub/) and [https://github.com/eishub/](https://github.com/eishub/).
by three distinct sets of students in two years: from a pilot with around 100 students, a first run with over 200 students, to a second run with over 300 students. As discussed in the evaluation of Chapter 5, the results of (most of) these students are a clear indicator of the success of both the GOAL platform (of which all our development tools are a major part) and the accompanying cognitive connector for StarCraft, which in turn demonstrates the advancements made in AOP tooling and cognitive connectors in general by our work.

All students together form another more societal contribution of our work to the education of AI in general. Students were convincingly enthusiastic about the StarCraft projects for example, a project which would not have been feasible without all the contributions of this thesis. A master’s student of ours graduated on the subject of GOAL and StarCraft specifically [8]. Moreover, our endeavours sparked attention outside of the scientific community2.

Perhaps one of the most profound contributions of this thesis can be found in the back-in-time debugger for AOP of Chapter 4. Not only does it show the vast potential of AOP compared to e.g. OO by requiring only a 10% overhead (instead of up to 300%), efficient agent traces can serve as a foundation for vital future challenges. One of these can be found in the field of Explainable AI (see e.g. Miller [9] for a recent overview). Being able to trace the reasoning of an agent in a real-life deployment is vital for future AI, relating to concepts such as responsibility, transparency, and accountability (see e.g. [10]). For cognitive agents specifically, as they derive their choice of action from their beliefs and goals which are stored in the trace, this potentially provides these agents with the capability to self-explain their behaviour in terms of these concepts. However, on top of the behavioural trace data that we can thus now provide in a trace, e.g. Taylor et al. [11] identify at least four more knowledge sources required for (end-user) explanations: (i) agent design rationale, (ii) domain knowledge, (iii) display ontology, and (iv) explanation knowledge. Although test conditions (c.f. Chapter 3) might serve as part of a design rationale, employing the knowledge sources in AOP is subject for future work. I have developed a prototype of an ‘explaining debugger’ (c.f. Hindriks [2], Winikoff [3]) during my stay at the University of Liverpool, for which publications are in writing at the time of finishing this thesis.

6.4. Future Work

The debugging challenges related to rule-based reasoning and agent decision cycles form an important part of this thesis. However, there are more challenges in debugging cognitive agents that still need to be addressed. One of these is the fact that agents are generally connected to environments that cannot be suspended instantly (or at all), which makes it difficult to understand the context of a defect. This is especially the case when dealing with physical environments, e.g., controlling robots like search-and-rescue drones. Simulating environments could be a possible solution for this, i.e., using a deterministic, suspendable and repeatable version of an environment for debugging purposes. However, this is a major challenge,

---

especially for large and/or uncertain domains. A similar challenge is encountered when using multiple agents, as the inherent randomness of allocating CPU time to agent threads can also cause differences upon each run of the system\(^3\). These same challenges also lead us to rely on ‘runtime verification’ of agents, instead of using formal techniques like model checking \([12]\). Although such techniques provide much stronger assurances on the behaviour of a MAS, they inherently require a specification of all possible inputs (or at least the range they are in) and the exact effect of each action any agent takes. Again, this could only be feasible in a constrained simulation environment. Moreover, the usability of model checking tools for non-trivial domains in e.g. the time it requires to execute the verification will need to be improved as well.

Although as aforementioned debugging concurrent programs is a major problem in any type of programming language, the agent-oriented paradigm entails a number of aspects that might aid in supporting this for multi-agent systems specifically. For example, the fact that the way in which agents communicate is determined by the platform could be exploited for specific visualizations. In addition, grouping concepts such as organizations and roles could help in clustering information for users, especially considering that the amount of information needed for debugging can easily explode in a systems with many agents.

Most programming languages for cognitive agents embed knowledge representation (KR) languages like Prolog or a Web Ontology Language (OWL). This introduces an additional opportunity to employ the debugging frameworks that are available for such embedded languages. For example, SWI Prolog debugging tools could be made available through the GOAL debugger in some way. Moreover, some agent programming languages also embed (instead of extend) an object-oriented programming language such as Java. For these languages, designing a debugger that enables developers of cognitive agents to debug their agents specifically (i.e., without stepping into the reasoning engine itself) is a major open challenge.

Our tracing mechanism for cognitive agents focuses on the core aspects of such agents. However, when using additional components like an ethical reasoner or a reinforcement learner, tracing the (implication of the) reasoning in these components is vital as well. Our ‘state change-based’ design does inherently facilitate adding any important event to a trace, but defining those events in such components is still an open challenge.

Finally, through the development and use of our cognitive connector for StarCraft, further challenges to cognitive agent technologies in general were identified. In time-critical environments, profiling (i.e., measuring the space or time complexity of a program) is a vital development process. However, in the context of multi-agent systems, profiling has not been received much attention so far. It could for example be useful to visualize the CPU time required by each (module of each) agent. In addition, in order to improve the support for automated testing with complex environments without any form of simulation, it would be beneficial to develop a mechanism that automatically saves the state of a MAS when e.g. a save game is created in StarCraft. This could then be used to immediately initialize a MAS to

\(^3\)Only trivial performance-hampering scheduling mechanisms could truly prevent this.
the desired state when executing a test with the specific save (i.e., scenario). Another observation is that communication with large amounts of agents poses many challenges, requiring more investigation in future work, for example into messaging architectures based on a publish-subscribe pattern and organisational structures of multi-agent systems in general. Finally, the performance of a MAS itself (i.e., all processing that takes place outside of a connector) is of critical importance in highly dynamic environments such as StarCraft. Functionalities that can further reduce the CPU load of a MAS are thus important to explore as well.

More generally, the co-existence of a MAS on one side and a connector on the other side raises some questions about the level of abstraction that is desired in each component. It is obvious that an agent should not consist of a single action like win which then delegates all tasks to within the connector nor of actions as specific as controlling the individual joints as a robot; however, the grey area that is in-between these two ends perhaps deserves more attention, as developers wanting to tackle a certain problem in a certain with our tools will need to create both the MAS and the corresponding connector for that environment. To this end, a clear overarching design approach would be beneficial.
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A Source-Level Debugger Questionnaire and Correlation Analysis

The following instructions were given in the questionnaire that was used for the evaluation in Chapter 2:

1. Indicate the total time you spent on programming for this assignment. (Less than 8 hours, 8-12 hours, 12-16 hours, 16-20 hours, or More than 20 hours)

2. Indicate the percentage of time that you spent on debugging and testing out of the total time you spent on programming for this assignment. (Less than 10%, 10 to 25%, 25 to 40%, 40 to 55%, or More than 55%)

3. Indicate the percentage of time that you spent using the Eclipse debugger out of the total time you (both) spent on programming for this assignment. (Less than 10%, 10 to 25%, 25 to 40%, 40 to 55%, or More than 55%)

4. Select the option that best matches you. (I use the debugger after an automated test fails, I use the debugger to see how my program behaves, I use the debugger when I see that the robots in BW4T do something wrong, or I hardly use the debugger)

5. Order the following debugging features provided by the Eclipse debugger from most useful to least useful. (Logging, Interactive Console, Stepping, Breakpoints, State Inspection, and Watch Expressions)

6. Order each of the following aspects of agent-oriented programming from making debugging more easy to more difficult.
A. Source-Level Debugger Questionnaire and Correlation Analysis

(Embedded KR languages like Prolog, External environments like BW4T, Cognitive states, Decision cycles, Rule-based decision making, and Multiple agents)

7. Rate how effective you find source-level debugging for locating faults in an agent program.
   (Very Effective, Effective, Somewhat Effective, Not that Effective, Ineffective)

8. Provide any comments you have on agent programming, developing, debugging, and testing. We would like to know what you think works well but would also appreciate any comments or suggestions for improving how you can develop agent programs.

The following provides correlation analyses of the results of the evaluation as discussed in Chapter 2 (N=94).

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table A.1: Correlation Analysis of the answers to Questions 1, 2, 3, and 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson C.</th>
<th>TotalTime</th>
<th>Debugging</th>
<th>Testing</th>
<th>UseDebugger</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TotalTime</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.436**</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>.436**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.460**</td>
<td>-.071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.460**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.235**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UseDebugger</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>-.071</td>
<td>.235**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Correlation Analysis of the answers to Question 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson C.</th>
<th>Logging</th>
<th>Console</th>
<th>Stepping</th>
<th>Breakpoints</th>
<th>Inspection</th>
<th>Expressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logging</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.043</td>
<td>-.279**</td>
<td>-.129</td>
<td>-.435**</td>
<td>-.216*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console</td>
<td>-.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.319**</td>
<td>-.305**</td>
<td>-.248*</td>
<td>-.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepping</td>
<td>-.279**</td>
<td>-.319**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>-.335**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakpoints</td>
<td>-.129</td>
<td>-.305**</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.269**</td>
<td>-.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>-.435**</td>
<td>-.248*</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>-.269**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressions</td>
<td>-.216*</td>
<td>-.178</td>
<td>-.335**</td>
<td>-.186</td>
<td>-.119</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3: Correlation Analysis of the answers to Question 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pearson C.</th>
<th>KR</th>
<th>Environments</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Multiagent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>-.188</td>
<td>-.438**</td>
<td>-.234*</td>
<td>-.417**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environments</td>
<td>.014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.249*</td>
<td>-.309**</td>
<td>-.563**</td>
<td>-.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States</td>
<td>-.188</td>
<td>-.249*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>-.330**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles</td>
<td>-.438**</td>
<td>-.309**</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>-.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>-.234*</td>
<td>-.563**</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.212*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiagent</td>
<td>-.417**</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>-.330**</td>
<td>-.006</td>
<td>-.212*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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